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Zjarey district, Afghanistan
A Canadian Forces soldier from A Company, 1 Platoon, 1st Battalion Princess Patricia's
Canadian Light Infantry takes cover and surveys his perimeter within the Zjarey district, west
of Kandahar, in a joint Afghan National Army and Coalition security operation to remove
Taliban forces from the area.
Approximately 2,300 Canadian Forces personnel are deployed with Task Force Afghanistan
on Canada's renewed commitment to the international campaign against terrorism known as
Operation ARCHER.
Task Force Afghanistan's mission is to improve the security situation in southern
Afghanistan, and play a key role in the transition from the United States led multinational
coalition known as Operation ENDURING FREEDOM to NATO leadership.
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Note Bene
This Seminar Wargame Handbook will serve as your guide and reference
throughout the week at Normandy Hall. Please note that this publication
supercedes the document ‘The Army of Tomorrow: Assessing Concepts and
Capabilities for Land Operations Evolution’ that was distributed for the Army of
Tomorrow Definition Workshop in June 2006. Though the topics remain the
same, the content has been updated to include the results of that workshop as
well as additional data produced by the Directorate of Land Strategic Concepts
(now the Futures Cell within the Directorate of Land Concepts and Doctrine), the
Directorate of Land Synthetic Environments, and the Army Operational Research
Team. Combined with the efforts of this week and Army Experiment 9A, a Force
Employment Concept for the Army of Tomorrow as well as an edited book will
appear in early 2007.
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Introduction
In the future security environment as part of the Canadian Forces, Canada’s Army will be
required to operate within an international arena marked by uncertainty, volatility and risk in order
to meet the nation’s national security needs and expectations. While the threats of the Cold War
have receded, others have grown in importance and still others have risen in their place. In
tomorrow’s world, the prospect of wars featuring large force on force exchanges will be eclipsed
by the realities of asymmetric and irregular warfare conducted by highly adaptive, technologically
enabled adversaries; media-savvy foes intent less on defeating armed forces than eroding an
adversaries will to fight. The challenges presented by this type of irregular warfare will be further
exacerbated by potential adversaries taking full advantage of the complex human, physical, and
informational environments that the world’s large and densely populated urban areas can provide.
It is within this uncertain context that the Directorate of Land Strategic Concepts is
working to develop the broader implications of the future security environment on land operations.
To that end the Directorate has undertaken a project to develop a Force Employment Concept
(FEC) for Canada’s Army of Tomorrow (AoT) that is clear, relevant, and forward-looking. This
FEC will be the foundation upon which Canada’s Land Force capabilities and doctrine are
developed and/or synchronized in order to ensure the Army remains strategically relevant,
operationally responsive, and tactically decisive throughout the future battlespace.
Building upon previous work presented in Future Force: Concepts for Future Army
Capabilities, Crisis in Zefra, and The Army of Tomorrow: Assessing Concepts and Capabilities
For Land Operations Evolution, this handbook further evolves a series of operating, functional,
and enabling concepts that collectively describe an approach to future land operations
characterized by the deliberate use of dispersion undertaken by adaptive forces in order to create
significant tactical advantage. In this environment, the Army will be a major contributor to the joint
team producing integrated effects through a robust network.
The concepts presented in this handbook will be analyzed and further developed through
this seminar war game as well as several Army experiments in the coming months. The
culmination of this concept development and experimentation effort will be the publication of the
Force Employment Concept (FEC) for the AoT January 2007. It is fully anticipated that the
eventual capability gap analysis that will follow the FEC will be aligned with the Defense
Capability Plan and Chief of Force Development Capability Based Planning. This capability gap
analysis will fully consider the use of Land Forces within both expeditionary and domestic
contexts. Finally, the capability gap analysis will re-invigorate a Land Capability Development
process that encompasses both the regular and reserve components of the AoT.

J Simms
Colonel
Director of Land Concepts and Doctrine
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PART 1
The Army of Tomorrow Seminar Wargame
Administration Instructions
Background
In the future security environment Canada’s Army will be required to operate within an
international arena marked by uncertainty, volatility and risk in order to meet the nation’s national
security needs and expectations. In tomorrow’s world, the prospect of wars featuring large force
on force exchanges will be eclipsed by the realities of asymmetric and irregular warfare
conducted by highly adaptive, technologically enabled adversaries; media-savvy foes intent less
on defeating armed forces than eroding an adversaries will to fight. The challenges presented by
this type of irregular warfare will be further exacerbated by potential adversaries taking full
advantage of the complex human, physical, and informational environments that the world’s large
and densely populated urban areas can provide.
It is within this uncertain context that the Directorate of Land Concepts and Doctrine is
working to develop the broader implications of the future security environment on land operations.
To that end the Directorate’s Land Futures staff (formerly DLSC) has undertaken a project to
develop a Force Employment Concept (FEC) for the Army of Tomorrow (AoT) that is clear,
relevant, and forward-looking. This FEC will be the foundation upon which Land Force
capabilities and doctrine are developed and/or synchronized in order to ensure the Army remains
strategically relevant, operationally responsive, and tactically decisive throughout the future
battlespace.
Building upon previous work presented in Future Force: Concepts for Future Army
Capabilities, and Crisis in Zefra, DLSC recently produced The Army of Tomorrow: Assessing
Concepts and Capabilities For Land Operations Evolution primer document which introduces a
series of operating, functional, and enabling concepts that collectively describe an approach to
future land operations characterized by the deliberate use of dispersion undertaken by adaptive
forces in order to create significant tactical advantage. In this environment, Land Forces will be a
major contributor to the joint team producing integrated effects through a robust network.
The concepts presented in this primer will be analyzed and further developed through a
series of seminar war games and Army Experiments. The culmination of this concept
development and experimentation effort will be the publication of the FEC for the AoT in January
2007.
In support of the AoT FEC development effort, DLCD will conduct the AoT SWG 28 Aug
to 1 Sep 06 in order to further refine AoT concepts, capability requirements, and the AoT Battle
Group (BG) structure. The focus of the SWG will be the AoT BG in the JIMP environment and the
Human Dimension implications of the adaptive dispersed operations. Key lines of investigations
to be addressed during the SWG include:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

The AoT BG organizational structure and required capabilities;
Aviation support for the AoT BG in dispersed operations;
The requirement for a DFS or mounted combat capability;
The JIMP capability required in the AoT BG; and
The implications of adaptive dispersed operations on the training, education, and
development of junior combat leaders.
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Location and Timings.
The SWG will take place at CFB Kingston, Normandy Hall located at Fort Frontenac
commencing at 0800 hrs 28 Aug 06.
Participation
The following individuals/organizations are requested to participate:
a. CFEC EET JFS reps;
b. CFD reps;
c. CFLI reps;
d. CFLO USMC and CFLO TRADOC;
e. DGLCD reps;
f. DLCD Land Futures, OR Team, Doctrine CSASS reps, LPCP, and ABCA reps;
g. DLR ISSP and MMEV reps;
h. DLSE 4;
i. DRDC TAG reps;
j. LFCSC rep;
k. LFTDS Trg Concepts and ALLC reps;
l. Human Dimension Panel participants designated by LPCP;
m. JIMP Panel participants designated by DLCS Strat Analyst; an
n. Selected individuals designated by DLCD.
Administration
Capt RA Thibeau is the designated support officer for the SWG and will coord admin
support requirements. Participants with specific requests should contact Capt Thibeau (Email
Thibeau.ra@forces.gc.ca, Phone 613 541-5010 local 2468).
a. Accommodations. Participants arriving from outside the Kingston area should utilize
local hotels as indicated in the CF Accommodation Directory.
b.

Transportation. Local transport requirements for visiting participants will be
coordinated by Capt Thibeau;

c.

Claims. Claims shall be locally raised using participant funding. Designated
participants who have arranged prior DLCD funding should contact Capt Thibeau
for claims information.

d.

IT Support. Normandy Hall Staff and the LFDTS IT Support section will provide
SWG IT support;

e.

Dress. Dress for the SWG will be CADPAT for military members and civilian
casual attire for civilians;

f.

Participant Preparation. SWG participants should confirm through Capt Thibeau.
On confirmation of participation, an electronic copy of the SWG Battlebook will
emailed to the participant.

For additional information on the conduct of the SWG contact the SWG Deputy Director,
LCol MJ English, DLCD Land Futures (Email English.mj@forces.gc.ca, Phone 613 541-5010
local 8722)
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Schedule
The schedule for the wargame appears in the admin instructions and the overview slides in the
next section. Please note that there may be some changes during the first day as required
ensuring enough time for all presentations planned for the day.

Overview
The wargame is designed as follows to answer a series of questions and to proceed through a
series of game turns based upon a notional scenario set in the near future. The details of the
wargame are as follows:

AoT SWG: Overview
Purpose – To Further Refine AoT Concepts,
Capability Requirements, and the Battlegroup
(BG) Structure
Focus - The AoT BG in the JIMP Environment
and the Human Dimension Implications of the
AoT
Objectives
Validation of DWS Hypotheses
Identification of Further AoT Research Requirements
Setting Conditions for AE 9A
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The Road to the SWG Where We Are...
AoT
Defn
WS

SWG
Aug 06

AE 9A
Nov 06

AoT

Other
Study

Jan 07

Based on the Army Strategy, the ACDB directed DLSC to develop the conceptual
foundation to define the manner in which the AoT will operate as a first step in
transforming the Army into a medium weight, information age Land Force capable of
using the five operational functions across the spectrum of conflict.
Through a back-casting process of concept development and experimentation (CD&E),
AoT FEC development has produced a portfolio of capability requirements to support
a hierarchy of AoT operating, functional, and enabling concepts that seek to create and
sustain significant advantage over adept, adaptive adversaries through the deliberate
use of dispersion and aggregation by adaptive forces.

AoT SWG: Scope
Related Efforts
SIREQ

AoT
Battlebook

Scenario
SWG Issues

2015

JFS
LPCP

JIMP ENVIRONMENT
COMPLEX TERRAIN
FULL SPECTRUM

OR Research
CFD
SWG Objectives

Validation of Selected DWS Hypotheses
Identification of further AoT Research
Requirements
Refinement of AoT Concepts
Refinement of the Draft AoT BG Structure
Examination of the Human Dimension
Implications of ADO
Examination of the Implications of the JIMP
Environment
Examination of Avn Support Requirements of
the the BG
Examination of the requirement for DFS versus
a Mtd Cbt Capability within the AoT BG

JIMP Capability in the AoT BG
JIMP Comms, SA, & Ln
Levels of JIMP Coop
The AoT BG Structure
Reqr Capabilities within the BG
Avn Support to the BG
DFS versus Mtd Cbt Capability
Implications of ADO on jnr ldrs
Rcting, trg, & dev for the AoT
HD challenges of the AoT

SWG Endstate
Selected DWS Hypotheses Validated
Further AoT Concept Development
Inform AoT Capability Gap Analysis
An AoT BG Structure that Supports AE 9A
Reqr Capabilities within the BG Identified
Avn Support to the BG Identified
DFS/Mtd Cbt Capability Identified
Further AoT Research wrt the Human
Dimension, JIMP, Avn, the AoT BG, and
DFS/Mtg Cbt Capability Identified
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AoT SWG: Methodology
Move 1 (Dispersion in Space)

Exercise Control Cell

– Deployment into AOR
– Alloc of Troops & Resources

2015

JIMP
Panel

White Cell

Scenario

Blue Cell
Move 2 (Dispersion in Purpose)
– NGO/IO Security Task

Modular
BG Panel

28 Aug

Move 3 (Dispersion in Time)
– Sustained Ops over Time

Implications of ADO
Rcting, trg, & dev
HD challenges

29 Aug

0800 - Briefings
1200 - Lunch
1300 - Briefings
1430 - Cell Time
1500 - 1800
Move 1
Scenario, Problem,
Blue COA

– Assistance to Troops in Contact

HD
Panel

BG Structure
Reqr Capabilities
Avn Support
DFS/Mtd Cbt

JIMP Capability
Comms, SA, & Ln
Levels of Coop

– Search & Apprehend Task

Red Cell

– BG JIMP Planning
– Long Term Assistance to Local
Authorities

30 Aug

1 Sep

31 Aug

0800 – 1200 Move 1
0800 – 1200 Move 2
0800 – 1200 Move 3
AE 9A Way Ahead
Back Briefs & Discussion Back Briefs & Discussion Back Briefs & Discussion OR Study Way Ahead

1200 – 1330 Lunch and PT
1330 - 1630
Move 2
Scenario, Problem
Blue COA

1330 - 1630
Move 3
Scenario, Problem
Blue COA

1330 - 1630
Cell Discussion

Wrap Up Briefing To
Ex Director

AoT SWG: Game Snapshot
Mon

Tue

Wed

In-Briefs

Thur

Fri.
Out-Briefs

Moves 1, 2 and 3

AoT
Concepts

Move 1 Back Briefs

Move 2 Back Briefs

Move 3 Back Briefs

Blue Cell

Blue Cell

Blue Cell

Red Cell

Red Cell

Red Cell

Game
Objectives
& Design
Scenario &
FSE

HD

BG

JIMP

HD

BG

JIMP

Move 1

Move 2

Move 3

Situation &
Problem 1

Situation &
Problem 2

Situation &
Problem 3

HD

BG

JIMP

BG

JIMP

HD

BG

JIMP

HD

BG

Red Cell
AE 9A
OR Plan
HD

BG

JIMP

Executive
Session
Out-Briefs
Preparation

HD

Blue Cell

JIMP
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Endex

AoT SWG: Organization
Control Cell
Game Director
Col Simms

Dep Director
LCol English

Support

OR Team

Capt Thibeau

F. Cameron

Red Cell
Admin

NH Staff

Proceedings

White Cell

Maj Wyatt

Blue Cell
LCol Rostek

BG Panel

JIMP

HD Panel

Maj Godefroy

P. Gizewski

LCdr Lyon

AoT SWG: Player Cell Overview
Control Cell

Blue Cell

–Overall control of the SWG

–AoT BG Comd & Ops Staff

–Support to participants

–Representation from DLCD CSASS

–Development of Further Study Plan

–Critical analysis of AoT BG structure and concepts
based on COAs developed during game play

–Representatives from DLCD, OR, DLSE
–Record of Proceedings from SWG
White Cell

Red Cell
–FSE Adaptive Dispersed Threat

–Various engagements with Blue Cell

–CFLO USMC, USMC Representatives, DLCD ABCA
Representatives

– Representatives from HD, JIMP, & BG
Panels

–Critical analysis of AoT BG structure and concepts
based on COAs developed during game play

HD & JIMP Panels
– Panel of representative experts and
interested parties
–Various engagements with Blue Cell
–Conduct focus sessions and discuss
relevant AoT DWS hypotheses questions

AoT BG Panel
–Panel of representative experts and interested parties
–Various engagements with Blue Cell
–Conduct focus sessions and discuss relevant AoT
DWS hypotheses questions
–Development of AoT BG structure for AE 9A
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AoT SWG: Sample Game Move

PLENARY
BRIEFING

Blue Cell develops
COA based on
AoT BG structure
& Concepts. Red
& White Cells
provide inputs

Cells & Panels
back brief on
identified
weaknesses in the
AoT BG structure
& concepts

COA DEVELOPMENT
PANEL/CELL WORK

PLENARY
BACK BRIEFS
KEY INSIGHTS
RECOMMENDED
CHANGES TO BG
STRUCTURE &
CONCEPTS

Blue Cell
MOVE
IN BRIEF

Red Cell

Blue Cell
HD

Scenario vignette
& problem briefed
to participants

BG

JIMP

Red Cell

Panels discuss issues
associated with vignette
problem

HD

OR PLANNING TEAM

BG

JIMP

AE 9A PLANNING TEAM

OR Team develops options for future OR
study based on discussion & issues

AE 9A planners incorporate issues into AE 9A program

PROCEDINGS

Recorders capture discussion & resolutions for
inclusion in SWG Proceedings

AoT SWG: Player Cell Locations

Blue Cell

Control
Cell

Red Cell

White
Cell

Normandy Hall – Ft Frontenac, Kingston
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AoT SWG: Panel Locations
Battle Group
Panel

Human
Dimension

JIMP
Panel

Normandy Hall – Ft Frontenac, Kingston

Seminar Wargame Methodology
Seminar War Games
Wargaming is a method for the investigation of issues within the military decision-making
process. Within the Canadian Army this is most apparent in the Operational Planning Process
where wargaming is a phase in evaluating alternate courses of action. “Wargaming is an
interactive simulation of combat that is crucial to decision-making… It can range from informal
discussions around a map to the use of sophisticated computer software” (from CFP 300-3
“Command”, Chapter 6). Seminar war games resemble “informal discussions around a map” but
with some additional rigour. The Army of Tomorrow Seminar War Game will more resemble
“informal discussions around a map” than wargaming that uses computer-based simulations like
JANUS, JCATS, and OneSAF. However there is additional rigor of seminar wargames that raises
them above mere “discussions”. This rigor comes from two sources: greater adherence to a
structure and a methodical approach to collecting the observations and insights of participants. In
both of these respects the game director is the ultimate arbiter of issues over methodology.

The Game Director
A critical role in seminar war games is that of the Game Director. The Game Director is
the “master of ceremonies” when the seminar wargame is being conducted. The methodology
applied in seminar wargaming will remain under the control of the Game Director and will be
adjusted “on the fly” to adjust to issues raised by participants and to investigate the
consequences of inputs. One of the Game Director’s main objectives will be to adjust the tempo
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of the seminar gaming activity to ensure that all significant issues are discussed in the necessary
detail. But he will also be responsible to keep the participants to their agenda, so the time
available is used to maximum effect. The Game Director will exercise some judgement to flex on
timings to pursue relevant issues in appropriate detail. In this regard, he will also ensure that all
participants have sufficient scope to make points based on their experience and professional
judgement. When time is in short supply, he will ask participants to provide additional material in
written form. The operational research team, under the Game Director’s supervision, will provide
mechanisms to ensure that all contributions are recorded.

Scenario and Vignettes
The overall scenario was developed in consultation with the staff of the Directorate of
Land Concepts and Doctrine (DLCD). It is consistent with recent scenarios developed by the staff
of the Chief of Force Development. Vignettes are set within the context of the overall scenario.
The scenario includes an emphasis on urban operations and what has become known as the
“three-block war”. The battle space was non-linear and non-contiguous, and the enemy included
a mix of regular and irregular forces, with an emphasis on the latter. In total, three vignettes will
be wargamed. The scenario for the seminar wargame will be used subsequently in Army
Experiment 9A on the Army of Tomorrow.

Data Collection
Participation During Game Play. All participates are expected to play an active vocal role
during the play of the seminar war games. This is the most apparent means for participants to
share their experience and professional opinions with the others. Participants are encouraged to
speak up as and when they see fit. Obviously they may be challenged to provide more
background if their point is not evident. Once their point is clear, other participants may take issue
with it. Rapporteurs will record the participants’ commentary as it unfolds.
Syndicate Activity. Most participates will be assigned to one of three syndicates: (1)
‘human dimension’, (2) ‘JIMP’, or (3) ‘modular battle group’. These syndicates will provide a
report on their deliberations at the conclusion of the seminar wargame. One principle objective for
these syndicates is to better define futures studies and analysis that will be required within their
domain. Where appropriate their reports should link their recommendations for further study to
events from the seminar wargame where this will help to illustrate their points. The seminar
wargame format was chosen in part so that incidents that occur during wargame play may
stimulate syndicate discussion of points that might otherwise be overlooked. Syndicate
participants are expected to consider events in the wargame as triggers for further discussion
within their domains. They are also expected to contribute during wargame play as well where
they have specialist knowledge.
Judgements and Insights. Time has been set aside at the conclusion of each vignette for
judgements and insights sessions. The Game Director will guide discussions during these
sessions. Judgements and Insights Sessions are intended permit participants to review issues
that emerged during the playing of a particular vignette. For example, these sessions will allow
participants to draw several related incidents that occur during a vignette into a more general
observation. They also permit participants to comment on any reconsideration they may have
given to issues that emerged during play; having had more time for reflection, they may wish to
modify their positions or to introduce an alternate interpretation. However the time during these
sessions is limited and must be carefully managed. So repetitious comments – mere
recapitulation of material already discussed – should be avoided.
Observation Sheets. Observation sheets will be made available to all participants to
record comments related to issues observed during the seminar wargame. These will be
compiled into a text database and used in the compiling of the final report. Participants and
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observers are expected to submit written comments to accompany comments they may have
expressed during the seminar wargame, including during the Judgements and Insights portion. In
the interest of time, contributors may be asked by the Game Director to limit their speaking time
during game play or during the Judgements and Insights portion; should this occur, participants
should use observation sheets to provide details or substantiation for their contributions. The only
reason to limit debate during the game will be the lack of available time and all observation
sheets will be recorded and used in preparing the final report. All concerned should use the
observation sheets to make their points in writing. Observation sheets can be submitted to the
operational research team at any time during the week, or in the week following the seminar
wargame. Comments may be related to any of the following areas, inter alia:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Organizational limitations in doctrine, structures, equipment, personnel, training, and
leadership;
Issues requiring further study or analysis;
Strengths and weakness related to tasks or operational functions;
Scenario and vignette details;
Seminar conduct;
Administration of the wargame; and
Data collection methodology and survey instruments.

Concluding Remarks
The Seminar Wargame is intended to provide all participants with an opportunity to
contribute their professional experience and knowledge to the issues at hand. They are
encouraged to make their views known and several means of doing this in a structure format are
provided within this methodology.
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The Scenario – Another Crisis in Zefra
Overview
Two independent nations share the island of Splash. The two countries, Daloon and
Zefra share a common border and dependence on the island’s scarce fresh water resources, the
sources of which are located in the border region. Both are relatively impoverished nations with
very little in terms of natural resources or major economic activity. Otherwise, the two nations
have very different histories and circumstances.
Daloon, a former Spanish colony, gained its independence in 1947 and initially enjoyed
relative political stability although it faced significant economic challenges. It has a relatively
homogeneous and stable population. Defence treaties were maintained with Spain and Daloon
developed good relationships with other major powers. The major security concern to Daloon
came from sharing the island with Zefra, a country whose history unfolded quite differently and in
which insurgency and internal strife were all too common. Daloon initially maintained a policy of
trying not to antagonize Zefra; however, this changed in the early 2000s.
Zefra was a French Colony that was granted independence in 1951. It is a country
dominated by a well-educated, Bongo minority population. The Bongo population arrived in Zefra
before the French in the 17th century. They were primarily traders and initially established a good
relationship with the Truscans who were already established there. The French arrived in 1822
and colonized Zefra. Under French colonial rule, the Bongos gained stature as functionaries of
the colonial government and developed as an entrepreneurial middle class. The French largely
marginalized the Truscans. This disenfranchisement led to a number of Truscan uprisings
through the colonial period. The Bongo population has dominated the central government and
led economic development since independence. Zefra was initially formed as a republic based
on the French model, however it has gradually transformed into an autocracy.
The Bongo dominance in government, the civil service and the judiciary further alienated
the Truscan population and led to a series of local uprisings across the country. An attempt to
crush this resistance in the late 1990s had the effect of unifying some of the rebels into an
opposition movement called the Peoples Liberation Movement (PLM) with an armed component
called the Peoples Liberation Army (PLA). What followed was a civil war from 2002 to 2009. The
PLA enjoyed popular support in Truscan dominated areas of the country and was able to
establish significant areas of control. Internal divisions within the movement limited the PLA’s
overall effectiveness. There were three major groups within the PLA. Although they generally
cooperated in their actions against the government, the three key leaders had different visions of
how to achieve the movement’s aim of an autonomous Truscan homeland. These internal
divisions over methods sometimes led to uncoordinated and ineffective operations against
government forces.
The civil war in Zefra caused a flow of refugees into Daloon. Mixed in with the refugees
were Truscan insurgents from Zefra who began to establish safe havens on the Daloon side of
the border. At the time, Daloon had a very weak security establishment with only a rudimentary
armed force and a very lightly armed Border Patrol. These were not sufficient to maintain
effective control of the border, nor were they able to stop insurgents from conducting operations
from Daloon into Zefra. Zefra began to conduct cross-border counter-insurgency operations into
Daloon, ignoring diplomatic protests from Daloon and the international community, particularly the
European Union. During these operations, Zefra forces came into regular contact with the
Daloon armed forces, border patrol and the Daloon civilian population. Zefra operations caused
significant damage to local infrastructure and property and generated internally displaced person
movement from the border area. In response, the Government of Daloon sought assistance from
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the international community in securing its borders. That assistance came in the form of military
training assistance teams and a limited amount of military equipment, both provided by the
European Union.
The civil war ended with a peace agreement brokered by the UN that created an
autonomous region under PLM/PLA control as part of Zefra. There was a period of relative calm
until the mid-2010s.
Offshore natural gas was discovered in Daloon territorial waters in 2011. Southern
European interests were quick to support Daloon’s development of this resource as a source for
meeting their own rising energy demands. International investment and development activities
significantly improved the Daloon economy. One of the first programs that the Daloon
government embarked upon was the development of a modern armed force primarily for
protection of the border region. The Daloon Government deliberately discounted several offers
from the arms industry for high quantities of relatively unsophisticated equipment. It opted to
develop its armed forces with limited quantities of state of the art equipment, particularly in the
areas of intelligence, surveillance, target acquisition and reconnaissance (ISTAR), electronic
warfare (EW), communications and non- line of sight (NLOS) precision strike. The Army’s first
integrated unit reached initial operational capability (IOC) in 2013 and final operational capability
in 2014. The second integrated unit reached IOC in 2014. In 2016, there were three integrated
units operating under a central command structure. A small fleet of fast patrol boats was
acquired for protecting Daloon territorial waters. These craft employ stealth technology, over the
horizon radar and long-range missiles. Daloon’s small Air Force has manned and unmanned
components. The manned element is composed of a regiment of armed, rotary wing utility
aircraft. There are sufficient aircraft to move one integrated unit in two lifts. The Air Force’s
unmanned aircraft are used primarily for ISTAR tasks in support of both the Army and the Navy.
There are a limited number of strike platforms that are capable of supporting both the Army and
the Navy with a variety of precision lethal and non-lethal payloads.
That Daloon was able to develop a sophisticated, modern force in a relatively short
period can be attributed to their acquisition and training concepts. Contractors were required to
provide initial and continued operator training, and comprehensive maintenance as part of the
purchase agreement. Collective training and staff training were also contracted services provided
by TOKEN, an international company based in Southern Europe. TOKEN employees provided
operational mentoring teams down to sub-unit level until integrated units achieved FOC. TOKEN
continues to provide staff training and supports collective training.
At the same time that Daloon was creating its Armed Forces, a narcotics processing and
transhipment industry was developing in Zefra. Zefra had been a transhipment point for cocaine
for quite some time. In 2015, a more extremist central government in Zefra violated the peace
agreement by disbanding the autonomous region and replacing it with three provinces. Almost
immediately, the PLA and other opposition groups began a protracted guerrilla campaign against
the central government. Their overall effectiveness was hampered by in fighting between the
various factions. The government reacted with strong military action; however it was not able to
achieve a decisive victory.
The fighting had a tremendous humanitarian impact on the population in the Zefra. Large
segments of the population fled to Daloon and to the major urban areas in Zefra to escape the
violence. Daloon was much more capable of securing its border during this conflict; however,
insurgents from Zefra did occasionally manage to operate from Daloon territory. Daloon’s forces
decisively defeated an attempted cross- border pursuit of Truscan insurgents by Zefra forces into
Daloon in the spring of 2016. In the aftermath of this attempted incursion by Zefra forces into
Daloon, the Daloon government declared an area up to 10 kms into Zefra as an exclusion zone
for Zefra armed forces. It regularly monitors the exclusion zone and has enforced it on several
occasions over the past few years. The so-called exclusion zone encompasses some of the
major fresh water sources that supply both sides of the island. Daloon control over this essential
resource has the potential to be a point of major friction between the two countries, particularly in
periods of drought.
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International pressure on the Zefra government did not have an appreciable effect on the
humanitarian conditions; however, it did change the government’s approach to prosecuting the
conflict. In 2018, bowing to international pressure and facing the economic impact of continuing
to prosecute military operations, the Zefra government declared a cease-fire. In reality however,
it continued to conduct its campaign, but by other means. The government had been
encouraging the formation of Bongo militia forces under the umbrella of the Zefra Association
(ZA) in areas where opposition to the PLA was strongest. The government began arming the ZA
before the ceasefire and used them to conduct proxy operations against the PLA. The ZA was
soon playing a major role in the fighting and was partly responsible for the ravages that the
civilian population were forced to endure. The arming of the ZA inflamed existing inter-communal
conflicts and resulted in the deliberate killing of tens of thousands of noncombatants and a vast
displacement of civilians. It also provoked a reaction from the PLA against the ZA areas of
support. Thousands of villagers were forced from their homes as a consequence of the fighting
and the depredations of ZA and the PLA. The fighting has continued to generate a flow of
refugees from Zefra into Daloon, stressing the latter’s capability to support this displaced
population. Daloon remains concerned that Zefra’s internal strife might spill over into Daloon with
the refugee flow.
International aid and humanitarian organizations have been active in the area for
sometime and are operating on both sides of the border. Agencies in Daloon have been assisting
Daloon authorities in dealing with the refugee situation. The focus of agencies operating in Zefra
has been internally displaced persons. Their operations have been hampered by the continuing
violence by the ZA and the PLA and a general lack of support from Zefra government authorities.
Continued international pressure on the central government to rein in the ZA and come to
a peace agreement with the PLA and other belligerents has to date been unsuccessful. The
government is consistent in its claim that it does not control, nor support the ZA despite damning
evidence to the contrary. The excesses of the ZA and the equally violent reaction of the PLA and
other opposition groups against the civilian populations have caused the UN Security Council to
pass a number of resolutions to halt the conflict. UN efforts to mediate a peace agreement
directly, or through the other regional organizations, have been unsuccessful. The human
suffering continues and has held the attention of the media for the past several months. Daloon
has welcomed international initiatives to resolve the conflict. It has already accepted assistance
from the international community to deal with the growing refugee problem and indicated that it
might agree to host elements of an international force if one were deployed. At the same time. It
has clearly indicated that it would not participate in the operations of such a force.
In response to this crisis, the International Conference for Zefra (ICFZ) was formed under
the leadership of the United Kingdom. ICFZ members include Australia, Canada, France, New
Zealand, the Russian Federation, Spain, the United Kingdom and the United States of America.
The UN Security Council has recently passed a resolution calling on a coalition of like-minded
nations to force an end to hostilities. The UK has agreed to lead a coalition of forces from the
ICFZ nations.
Zefra authorities responded to the UN resolution and obvious ICFZ resolve by agreeing
to abide by the conditions of the resolution and accepted the deployment of a UN sponsored
ICFZ force. Extracts from the ICFZ Strategic Policy Guidance are attached.
Canada’s commitment to ICFZ is a joint task force consisting of Land Task Force of
battalion/regimental size that will operate within a multinational brigade; an air expeditionary force
and a naval task group composed of two frigates, one joint support ship and two MCDVs. A
Canadian Joint Task Force Commander and National Command Element will exercise national
command. A task-tailored National Support Element has also been formed.
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Forces Operating in Zefra
Zefra Armed Forces
The Zefra Armed Forces report to the Ministry of Defence.
Army. The Army is primarily a home defence force organized into a division structure with six
brigades with some divisional troops. It is equipped with a mixture of 1990s vintage French,
Russian and British equipment. Limited spare parts force cannibalization of equipment. One
brigade, the Zefra Guard, is mechanized and the only formation capable of executing field
operations. The remaining brigades are limited to internal security operations. The Army has
limited field mobility, firepower and communications.
Air Force. The Air Force is structured into three wings. 1 Wing has a ground attack squadron of
12 F5s, a Utility Transport Squadron of 12 Bell 212s and a Presidential Flight with four light fixed
wing aircraft. 2 Wing has a Transport Squadron with four C160 and four Buffalo aircraft, and a Lt
Helicopter Squadron with six Jet Rangers. 3 Wing consists of a Coastal Patrol Squadron with
three Beech Queen Air aircraft. Aircraft serviceability for all aircraft is a continuing challenge.
Navy. The navy has three Coastal Patrol Squadrons that employ a mixture of corvettes and fast
patrol boats. There are two coastal submarines.

Zefra Internal Security Forces
Internal security forces report to the Interior Ministry.
National Gendarmerie. Approximately 15,000 strong, the National Gendarmerie is 75% Bongo
and 25% Truscan. It is largely ineffective outside of the urban areas.
Internal Security Bureau (ISB). The ISB is 100% Bongo and fiercely loyal to the government. It
is the government’s principal instrument to quell dissent and is believed to be behind several of
the atrocities that have been committed against the Truscan population.
Customs Bureau. Approximately 800 strong, the Customs Bureau controls access through
maritime and air ports. Its responsibilities in the border region have been taken over by the Army.

Irregular Forces
There are a number of irregular forces operating within the territory of Zefra:
•

Zefra Association (ZA). Government sponsored Bongo nationalist militia.

•

Internal Solidarity Movement (ISM). Nominally a Bongo right-wing separatist movement that
has developed into a drug based criminal cartel.

•

Peoples Liberation Movement (PLM)/Peoples Liberation Army (PLA). Truscan opposition
group seeking autonomy within Zefra. PLA is the armed component and the main opposition
group in Zefra.

•

People for a Greater Zefra (PGZ)/Peoples Force (PF). Moderate, multi-ethnic party seeking
an inclusive democratic Zefra. PF is the armed component. It is the most sophisticated
armed group that exclusively targets government assets.

An overview of these groups and forces is detailed below.
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Zefra Association
Background
The Zefra Association (ZA) was founded as an umbrella organization bringing together
several Bongo nationalist militias that, in conjunction with Zefra military forces, had waged a
campaign against the Peoples Liberation Army (PLA), the Peoples Force (PF) and the Truscan
people. When the Zefra government declared a cease-fire in 2018 and suspended operations
against the PLA and PF, the ZA emerged as a government-backed militia continuing operations
against the PLA and PF. The Zefra government denies any connection with the ZA, but in fact,
provides the necessary financial and intelligence support needed to maintain ZA operations.
The ZA targets the leadership and supporters of the PLA and PF and vocal opponents of
the government regardless of ethnicity. Recent ZA operations have escalated in scale, scope,
and intensity targeting Truscan civilians and their property, thus causing widespread destruction
and human misery. The ZA is the primary cause of the current refugee crisis.
Aim
The ZA is a nationalist organization dedicated to maintaining and enforcing the political status
quo. It supports government policies and objectives.
Political Affiliation
Bongo Nationalist
General Description
The ZA is Bongo-based and has connections to a variety of organizations from which it receives
additional financial and materiel support. The group has little tolerance for diversity or dissent
and has continued to execute operations against not only the rural-based insurgent groups, but
the rural population as well. Primarily Bongo in composition, but with some mixed-race members,
it operates from the urban regions in a hit-and-run fashion, as it has virtually no safe areas in the
rural regions of Zefra. It operates within urban areas as “eyes and ears” maintaining a state of
fear and intimidation amongst those who might oppose the government.
The ZA is estimated to maintain 10,000 members who are drawn predominantly from Bongo
youth with some members coming from the mixed-race community. Motivations include Zefra
nationalism and racism. Recruits come from all parts of Zefra that have a Bongo population. The
majority of members are middle-class and come from the urban areas. Many members are
employed by the government in positions of authority and responsibility. Members are given
financial incentives for joining and are given a paid bonus for recruiting friends and relatives.
Command Structure
The ZA is organized on a regional basis that parallels the Zefra government regions with each
ZA. Each ZA regional chief has a senior operations officer responsible for planning armed action
within the department. For urban operations the ZA typically operates in groups of six to twelve
so as to achieve maximum surprise with minimum risk. For rural operations, the ZA is able to
sustain large-scale operations of 500 personnel for seven or more days. It should be noted that
no single region is capable of planning or sustaining large-scale operations.
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Methods of Funding and Support
The ZA is funded primarily through the Zefra government. Smaller sums of money and additional
arms are received from external organizations that are either sympathetic to ZA’s aims and
objectives or that see the ZA as a convenient inroad to conduct further anti-western operations in
Zefra.
Area of Operations
The ZA can be expected to conduct operations anywhere in Zefra. The strength of the ZA is in
the urban areas with the main focus of operations being in rural areas against the PLA and PF.
There is very little ZA activity in the areas dominated by the Internal Solidarity Movement (ISM).
Occasionally friction has occurred between the ZA and ISM because of overlapping operations
but these have been neither frequent nor severe because the common enemy for both in these
areas has been the PLA in particular and the Truscan population in general.
Tactics
The ZA operates, in traditional terms, from section through battalion level. It focuses the majority
of its attention on defeating the PLA and, to a lesser degree, the PF. The ZA targets not only
members of the PLA and PF, but their support structures as well. In an attempt to crush the
insurgency, operations have widened in recent months to include the virtually indiscriminate
murder of Truscan civilians, rape of Truscan women, assassination of rebel leaders and
organizers, and the burning and looting of Truscan property. The ZA has, on occasion, attempted
to pursue PLA and PF forces into Daloon. The effectiveness of Daloon security forces has limited
this type of action.
Weapons
Rifles, including 5.56 mm FAMAS, 7.62 mm AK-47 and 5.45 mm AK-74 with large numbers of .50
cal and 5.45 mm RPK-74 machine guns, mortars, and grenade launchers are the ZA staples.
Mobility is not a problem as vehicles are either “loaned” by various owners or “borrowed” by the
ZA as required. Despite the nominal government cease fire, air support is also provided by the
government in support of ZA operations. This air support most often is in the form of recce with
information being passed directly to the ZA, particularly during field operations. On occasion,
Zefra aircraft, operating in support of ZA field operations, have attacked PLA and PF units.
Communications
The ZA uses existing communication systems for day-to-day coordination. Tactical radios are
used during operations with the senior leadership being linked via secure communications
courtesy of the Zefra government.
Level of Threat
The ZA threatens any citizen of Zefra who opposes, overtly or covertly, the status quo. It is
particularly feared by the Truscan civilians and has served to further alienate the two major
communities from each other. The ZA has carried out assassinations on PLA supporters in
Dalloon and would constitute a major threat to international forces that could interfere with the
ZA’s racist, centrist agenda.
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Internal Solidarity Movement
Background
The ISM was founded as a Bongo right wing separatist organization when the Zefra
government abandoned their military campaign against the Peoples Liberation Army (PLA) in
2009. With members of the ISM leadership having studied or worked in the Middle East or
having fought against the Coalition in Afghanistan and Iraq, the group easily established contacts
with a number of other insurgent groups worldwide (This might be worth noting briefly in scenario
discussion).
However, having funded their operations through criminal activities (primarily
transshipment of cocaine and heroin and some limited cocaine production) the political agenda
was not enough to maintain the ISM’s cohesiveness when some senior leaders were tempted by
the profits available in drug trafficking. By the mid-2010s the ISM had gradually degenerated into
a criminal enterprise.
In recent years, the group has become increasingly factionalized with some elements
espousing the original right wing, separatist goals while others continue to be criminally
motivated. The more radical elements of the group, ideologically motivated and seeking
autonomy have cultivated ties with extremist international groups.
Aim
The ISM’s stated political aim is the creation of an independent Bongo state, with no
tolerance for diversity or moderation. This aim has been overtaken by the predominance of
criminal activities to the point that the ISM’s current aim is assessed as being the protection of its
criminal enterprises.
Political Affiliation
Bongo right wing separatist.
General Description
The ISM started small and is thought to have originally had only 20 members. It is now
estimated to maintain 5,000 members, drawn mainly from the Bongo youth. Many within the
ranks are under the age of 20. Leaders are actively involved in identifying new recruits. In an
odd juxtaposition to the purist ideological theme, the self-serving criminal drug elements continue
to dominate the ISM mainstream.
How the ISM is divided between the “ideological” group and the “criminal” group is not
well defined and, in fact, the division may at times be overstated. The ISM still focuses the
majority of its efforts on the drug transshipment and production, and the revenues from these
activities are still the main source of funding for the political agenda. The drug operations take
place with the tacit support of several Zefra government officials – all of these officials are paid
well for their cooperation.
However, the more radical element has conducted a number of attacks on military,
political and economic targets to undermine the government’s authority and to create the
conditions necessary for the establishment of an autonomous region. There are reports of
disunity within the ISM about how targets are selected and how operations have been conducted,
because the ideological group has a distaste for many of the criminal group’s allies while the
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criminal group wants to ensure these attacks do not prompt a broader government backlash
against their operations.
Occasionally the ISM runs into conflict with another drug cartel operating out of the
capital. Conflicts have arisen over the ISM’s monopoly on trans-shipment and the Cartel’s
concerns about the ISM political agenda. The cartel operating from the capital has attempted to
bypass the ISM using separate sea and air connections. Because of this attempt at
independence, the two sometimes clash for control over central government figures and, on one
occasion, a Cartel boat was thought to have been sunk by an ISM attack. For the most part
hostility between the two groups sits dormant while they maintain a business relationship
characterized by mutual distrust.
Command Structure
The actual dynamics of the ISM command structure are not well understood. Key
leaders appear to have a handful of lieutenants that operate as a trusted inner circle around their
leader to provide advice and transmit his direction. These lieutenants do not appear to have
designated functional lines of responsibility but rather interact with further concentric circles of
influence and responsibility.
Insurgents themselves operate in small units of four to six personnel under a single
commander. Those with Iraq and Afghanistan experience are accredited with greater seniority
and respect.
Methods of Funding and Support
The ISM is funded primarily through the drug trade. The group also extorts money from
businesses and individuals.
External political and “military” support is received from other insurgent organizations who
are sympathetic to the ISM’s aims and who see the instability in Zefra as an opportunity to create
a right wing stronghold.
Tactics
The drug trans-shipment activity takes place within the 24-mile contiguous zone.
Ecstacyland lies some 1,000 kilometers to the southeast and is the world’s biggest producer of
cocaine and second biggest producer of heroin. In the last ten years, primarily due to enormous
American pressure and a massive DEA effort, the traditional overland export channels have been
squeezed and gradually shut down. This has resulted in new routes being developed and, in
particular, a maritime route via Zefra. Small planes routinely fly out of Ecstacyland and proceed
to the waters off Zefra where product is dumped into the sea and picked up by coastal fisherman
working for ISM. The drugs are then brought to one of the coastal cities for transfer to a larger
ocean going vessel, or a rendezvous is made at sea with a passing ship for onward transportation
to overseas markets.
The ISM is not reluctant to attack any organization or individual that interferes with its
drug operation. This has resulted in cases where one government vessel attempting to interdict a
transfer was sunk while another “friendly” boat was participating in the transfer. The ISM’s brutal
success in securing its operations and intimidating all opposition has effectively neutralized any
government resistance in the areas where the ISM operates. Kidnapping has also been used as
part of extortion and intimidation campaigns to gain political compliance from officials who refuse
to accept bribes for cooperation.
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Political attacks tend to target infrastructure and high profile government officials that
represent moderation or multi-racial policies. These attacks – involving hit-and-run shootings,
booby traps and command detonated explosive devices – are relatively infrequent but have
usually been extremely effective. The ISM has also occasionally participated in terror attacks
against the Truscan population, using intimidation in an attempt to ethnically cleanse the areas
that it controls by causing the Truscans to flee to the urban areas or refugee camps across the
border. Suicide bombings have not been used by the ISM yet; their operations have always
involved an exit strategy.
Weapons
The ISM operates mostly Russian-made small arms such as 7.62 mm AK-47s, 5.45 mm
RPK-74, 12.7 mm machine guns, RPG-7 grenade launchers and 30 mm AGS-17 automatic
grenade launchers. They are believed to have mortars and some shoulder-launched anti-aircraft
missiles of an undisclosed type, but neither of the latter has appeared in operations. The group
has an inventory of sophisticated night vision devices and fast boats (some armed with heavy
machine guns and rocket launchers) that are used in drug operations.
Communications
Although some members have been trained in Iraq and Afghanistan to use sophisticated
communications equipment, the group relies less and less on satellite telephones as these can
be monitored by intelligence services. Couriers, personal meetings, existing phone systems and
secure radio systems are all used to pass information.
Level of Threat
The ISM threatens any government official or private citizen who attempts to interfere
with its drug business. The political arm of the ISM threatens all who do not share its vision of an
autonomous region. The group tends to select targets to achieve maximum visible effect in an
attempt to intimidate others. It has not yet resorted to mass terrorism, although that option should
not be ruled out. Any international intervention in Zefra is bound to be seen as a major threat to
both of the ISM’s priorities and would likely be met by escalated violence and possible
reinforcement from even more extreme international terror groups. (Funding of other groups?
Arms sales??)

Peoples Liberation Movement (PLM) / Peoples Liberation Army (PLA)
Background
The Peoples Liberation Army (PLA) is the armed component of the Peoples Liberation
Movement (PLM). It is the largest and best-organized rebel group in Zefra with the objective of
achieving autonomy for the highlands within Zefra.
Following an abortive government attempt to crush resistance in the rural regions of the
country in the late 1990s, the PLA was founded when a number of the rebel factions unified under
a single banner strengthened by a core of army mutineers. The PLA was established when its
current leader and founder, then serving in the Zefra armed forces, was sent to the central
highlands to crush an army rebellion. Identifying with the mutineers' grievances, he mobilized
them together with regional rebel groups into an organized force against the ruling regime. A
seven-year Civil War, from 2002-2009, saw the PLA fighting both the central government and
other insurgent groups, who resented the PLA’s growing influence and popularity, eventually
consolidating power in many of the rural regions of Zefra. Following the Civil War, a peace
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agreement brokered by the UN created an autonomous region in the highlands that has remained
the power base for the PLA and PLM. Tensions continued to simmer between the various
factions and in 2015 the government abolished the autonomous region, resulting in a resurgence
of organized resistance with the PLA as the principal armed force.
The PLA is also in conflict with the operation of the drug cartels. While many suspect
that the PLA would happily participate in the cocaine production industry if able, all means of
distribution are controlled by Bongo cartels – including the hard-line Internal Solidarity Movement
(ISM). ISM production facilities have occasionally been attacked by the PLA but these tend to be
costly raids because the cartels have well-armed security forces. The cartels have been unable
to expand their production operations into some desirable areas because of the strong PLA
dominance in that region.
Aim
The PLM has stated “it does not seek independence, but demands greater political autonomy and
a more equitable share of resources.” The PLA’s stated aim is to “protect the Truscan people of
Zefra and secure their autonomous homeland” in the Zefra highlands.
Political Affiliation
Rural Truscan, regional secessionist.
General Description
The early strength of the PLA was approximately 11,000 rebels armed with small arms
and a few mortars. The support and strength swelled when the government announced the
disbandment of the autonomous region in 2015. Today there are reports the group has up to
55,000 trained fighters although a figure of 30,000 seems more likely. The lack of road
infrastructure or suitable vehicles would tend to make huge numbers of porters, often children,
vital to mobility. These may outnumber the actual fighters and do get drawn into conflicts
themselves or often change roles at an early age. As a result, the group has received
international condemnation for conscription of child soldiers.
The PLM effectively formed the regional government in the short-lived autonomous
region and continues to fulfill many government functions in the Truscan areas secured by the
PLA. The PLM and PLA together have built schools and maintain other infrastructure for the
Truscan people, with the PLA also providing internal policing and imposing (often harsh)
discipline on the population in the interest of security and survival.
The PLA recruits among the various tribal groups of the region with particular focus on
those groups that have a tradition for fighting. This has tended to import existing inter-tribal
conflict into the organization resulting in occasion schisms that seem to pit the PLA against itself.
Tribal boundaries also cross the border between Zefra and Daloon in the rugged and remote
highland regions, where PLA fighters gain safe havens and limited support/recruitment among
their Daloon brethren.
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Command Structure
All major PLA offensive actions tend to be centrally controlled, although several
geographically assigned deputies will direct more local operations once these have been
approved. These deputies try to retain a certain level of independence in their decision-making
and often execute their own operations.
The PLA generally has a typical army structure of battalions, companies and platoons.
There are believed to be between 30 and 40 battalions but the size and composition of the units
and sub-units vary dramatically depending on region and nature of operations and whether
mechanical, animal or human transport is utilized. No more than 15 battalions have ever been
used in a single campaign and it is believed a number of units are cadre or training units that
either feed into or replace more active units depending on the strength and longevity of the unit
leadership.
Methods of Funding and Support
Much of the funding for PLA weapons, ammunition, medicine and general supplies
comes from overseas through the efforts of the propaganda wing of the PLM. Main sources
include Zefra émigré groups, left wing and anti-Bongo sympathizers and unnamed (but
suspected) western intelligence agencies. This is augmented by a levy of local populations in
PLA controlled areas and these “protected zones” are also expected to provide food, animals and
labour when demanded. PLA forces have engaged in criminal activities such as bank robberies,
hijacking of vehicles and kidnap for ransom. Many Zefra armed forces weapons have also been
captured during operations or stolen during raids such that the PLA has a fairly wide variety of
arms – and ammunition types.
Area of Operations
The PLA’s roots and main support base are in the highlands. However, PLA operations
and support range across the country. Mobile training and support camps are known to exist in
the mountainous border region inside Daloon and covert support cells also operate within the
Daloon’s major cities. Support lines make use of clandestine agencies to ferry weapons directly to
coastal drop-off points within Zefra, overland from Daloon centres and through
airlanded/airdropped resupply typically in the highlands on both sides of the border.
Tactics
The PLA have focused mostly on defeating the Zefra armed forces in the field, typically
conducting a series of raids on military outposts, patrols and economic targets to draw
government forces into ground of the PLA’s choosing and then ambushing, dividing the enemy
and attacking isolated units with large supported forces before disappearing again into the hills.
Lately the PLA has been attempting to broaden its tactics and to add more sophisticated and
heavier weaponry to increase the weight of their attacks.
In response, the government has concentrated on defending key economic targets such
as power distribution, transportation infrastructure and cities while empowering the militias to
carry out counter raids on the PLA. The government also conducts occasional armed air
reconnaissance patrols to attempt to locate and attack PLA camps and columns despite the
nominal government-declared ceasefire of 2018.
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Interaction between the PLA and the Militias has included many punitive raids of reprisal
and counter-reprisal on both armed groups and unarmed populations suspected of supporting or
harbouring the opposing parties. PLA forces have not shied away from this sort of terror
campaign and some groups have been particularly brutal and sometimes indiscriminate in their
attacks. Suicide attacks have been employed. Atrocities including rape, mass murder and
mutilation have been inflicted on vulnerable Bongo communities in small towns and plantations
close to the core PLA-controlled regions.
Weapons
The PLA is mostly lightly armed with 5.56 mm M-16 and FAMAS, and 7.62 mm AK-47
rifles, 7.62 mm M60, 5.45 mm RPK-74, .50 cal and 12.7 mm machine guns, 60 and 81 mm
mortars, RPG-7, M72 and Carl Gustav anti-tank weapons, a few mixed anti-tank missile systems,
improvised rocket launcher systems using 2.75” Mk 4 aerial rockets, SA-7 anti-aircraft missiles
and possibly a few Stinger anti-aircraft missiles. The PLA uses an assortment of commercial
patterned wheeled vehicles for mobility and to mount the rocket launchers and has extensive skill
in the use of mines, demolitions and improvised explosive devices.
Most recently, the PLA has captured three T-72 tanks and two Milan anti-tank missile
systems but these have not yet appeared in action. They are believed to have acquired
approximately five light howitzers and are attempting to obtain more sophisticated missile and
gun systems as well as 20-25 mm cannon systems to mount on vehicles. The success of these
acquisitions has not been confirmed.
Communications
Much of the PLA operating area lacks a good network of roads and communications
infrastructure. What exists of the latter, in particular, is vulnerable to government monitoring and
interdiction. The PLA, therefore, has made effective use of radio communication systems
including secure voice equipment, excellent radio discipline and mobility to avoid location as well
as some sophisticated Electronic Support and Counter Measures. Satellite phones are used
sparingly and the group takes advantage of communications infrastructure and office support in
Daloon to coordinate international support and resupply. Propaganda radio broadcasts on short
wave transmitted from sites in Daloon and other neighbouring islands are used to rally supporters
and to pass covert operational messages to dispersed cells.
Level of Threat
The PLA has effectively taken the highlands region out of government control. While
some government administration and economic activity does continue, this is essentially “bandit
country” and the government operations that do exist do so under continual PLA threat.
The PLA does not in itself pose a real threat for the overthrow of the national government
– partly because of its regional concentration and internal divisions. However, when PLA is
operating in cooperation with the Peoples Force (PF) and with the additional threat posed by the
Internal Solidarity Movement (ISM) and other criminal terrorist groups, there is a serious threat to
the stability of the country.
Most notably, the ongoing state of civil war, which has the PLA at its core, has severely
damaged the economic viability of the country and the well being of the rural people who have
been displaced and suffer from malnutrition, disease and combat related injuries.
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International forces operating in Zefra will be under significant threat if seen to be interfering with
PLA operations.

People for a Greater Zefra (PGZ) / People’s Force (PF)
Background
The People for a Greater Zefra (PGZ) was formed at the end of the Civil War in 2009,
seeking a democratic Zefra where resources and opportunities are shared equally. It believes
that war and conflict have brought untold suffering to the rural-based population and has not
allowed Zefra to develop and prosper economically or politically. However, it became apparent
that these aims could not be achieved politically when key PGZ spokespersons “disappeared”
and were later found to have been tortured and executed by the government. Many PGZ
members then turned to armed resistance through the newly formed PF.
The Peoples Force (PF) is the armed component of the PGZ. This group is primarily
composed of Truscans together with some mixed race and a small percentage of moderate
Bongos. Its greatest strength is the diversity of its membership. It draws on rural, labour, and
educated middle-class segments of the population. Continued government crackdowns have
actually increased PF recruiting. As more and more families became victims of increasingly
repressive government policies and pro-government militia attacks, family members and friends
have joined the PF to take up the armed struggle.
The PF first made an appearance when it launched a bold attack on a military airfield in
2016, destroying three F-5 ground attack fighters and two helicopters and damaging some of the
military support infrastructure. It has continued to conduct well-planned raids on government
facilities, communication links and isolated military outposts. The PF is not connected to the PLA
and rejects its secessionist goals. However, there have been several occasions since 2015 when
it was clear that PF attacks were being conducted in coordination with PLA campaigns in a loose
alliance of convenience.
Aim
The stated aim of the PGZ is to compel Zefra’s autocratic government to pursue a
democratic political settlement that advances the interests of all of Zefra’s people in a unified
state – without Bongo political dominance and without separate autonomous regions that would
result in segments of the population being disenfranchised.
The stated aim of the PF, as the armed component of the PGZ, is to defeat the
government’s means to wage war on the Zefra people, to erode its ability to survive as a
dictatorial entity and to force it into negotiations with the PGZ.
Political Affiliation
Mostly Truscan, some mixed race and even Bongo, unionist.
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General Description
The PF never appears in large groups and often remains dormant for extended periods
between operations (which are often conducted in “salvos” of coordinated attacks). This has
made it difficult to estimate the full strength of the PF but it is believed to have as many as 3,000
personnel in combat and support roles.
Command Structure
The PF combat structure is based upon cells of six to ten fighters that are grouped as
necessary to conduct operations. These cells are both rural and urban-based and remain
separate from each other until required to prepare jointly for specific missions. Most of these
cells are raiding teams with general assault and explosives skills. However, a number of combat
support cells exist that are dedicated to the operation of larger weapons, more complex
demolition projects, specialized communication equipment and to conduct intelligence operations.
A sizeable logistic tail included in the PF strength coordinates resupply, provides mobility support
for larger missions, and manages a network of safe houses and mobile camps. At least three
camps serve as training bases. Some special training for PF operatives takes place overseas
and some foreign nationals are known to have assisted in the conduct of PF training in Zefra.
Additionally, the PF enjoys the covert support of several nations opposed to the Zefra
government. The end result is a well-trained, well-equipped, and well-led force with far greater
capabilities than one would expect from an organization of [3,000] members.
Methods of Funding and Support
PF funding comes mostly from overseas through the efforts of the PGZ. Main sources
include Zefra émigré groups, Daloon sympathizers, anti-government organizations and some
unnamed western government agencies. Domestic support comes from local populations in PFfriendly areas and through raids on government forces and facilities.
Area of Operations
The PF’s main operating effort has been in urban areas and against military sites in and
around the major population centres. Mobile training and support camps are believed to be sited
in the hilly rural regions outside of the major centres while a number of support cells are almost
certainly based within them.
Tactics
Unlike the PLA, the PF avoids direct confrontation with Zefra field forces, preferring to
rely on hit-and-run attacks on lines of communication, weakly protected military support facilities,
government controlled infrastructure and political targets selected to generate support from the
rural, working and intellectual classes. The PF is equipped and well trained to conduct precision
night operations. Their tactics emphasize total surprise so that they seldom conduct similar
attacks on related targets. Diversionary operations and the conduct of simultaneous attacks have
enabled them to increase affect by diffusing security force resistance. Occasionally the PF has
coordinated with the PLA to conduct attacks on lines of communication in support of larger PLA
operations against government forces and militias.
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The PF has, for its size, impressive intelligence gathering capabilities that include
intercept of radio, telephone and internet communications, infiltration into government circles
through moles in the bureaucracy and in business, and through the use of informants and covert
operations in the cities.
Weapons
The PF is lightly armed with M-16, and AK-47 rifles, M203 Grenade Launchers, machine
guns, 60 and 81 mm mortars, RPG-7 anti-tank weapons, and an assortment of mines,
demolitions and improvised explosive devices. They are adaptive to their environment and make
good use of resources in the operational area for transportation, as weapon platforms and to
assist in diversions. On some occasions, Remotely Operated Vehicles have been used to
conduct attacks on land and floating targets and to collect intelligence.
Communications
At the senior levels, the PF utilizes sophisticated communications equipment with secure
voice and data capabilities to communicate over the telephone, radio and internet media.
Couriers are used extensively to communicate between cells. It is suspected that infiltrators in
the government-controlled media enable coded coordination messages to be sent embedded in
regular radio and television transmissions. Existing business communication links and cells in
Daloon are used to coordinate international support and resupply.
Level of Threat
The PF could not be said to have any areas of the country under its control but the risk of
attack draws significant government security forces and intelligence resources away from the
battle with the PLA in the interior. The PF has proven the ability to cause extensive destruction
and disruption of military and economic operations. The PF also serves as a significant adjunct
to the PLA when the two coordinate their operations.
The PF places great stock in maintaining a form of legitimacy in the minds of the Zefra
rural, working and intellectual classes as well as in having a favourable status in the international
media. International forces operating in Zefra should not expect to be targeted by the PF unless
they are seen to be underpinning the government in its attack on “the people” or if the PF
becomes threatened directly. However, the PF’s reliance on secrecy and covert operations and a
desire to protect their network of moles, informants and infiltrators will prevent the PF from
providing active support to an international force regardless of that force’s mission.
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International Conference for Zefra
Strategic Policy Guidance
(Extract)
Purpose
The International Conference for Zefra (ICFZ) undertakes to end the continuing
humanitarian crisis in Zefra by working with the people of Zefra and the United Nations in a longterm effort to promote the rebuilding of democratic national institutions and to assist in the
development of a strategy to promote social and economic development and to combat poverty.
The essential first step will be to deploy a multinational force to establish a safe and secure
environment in which the United Nations and other institutions can assist the development of a
democratic political process, support humanitarian and economic assistance and promote the
protection of human rights and the development of the rule of law.
Strategic Aim
To end the humanitarian crisis in Zefra, with a view to creating the conditions under which
the Zefran people can govern themselves in a free, safe, secure, and inclusive society that values
the primacy of human rights and the equality of all individuals under the law.
Objectives and Tasks
The objectives of the international intervention will include:
•

The separation of all belligerents and neutralization of forces that are creating instability,
perpetrating acts of inhumanity and generating the humanitarian catastrophe. The
multinational force must establish at least local cessation of hostilities and security as a
prerequisite for other relief and development operations to take place.

•

Humanitarian assistance.
The humanitarian crisis is multidimensional, requiring
integrated and complementary solutions combining immediate humanitarian intervention
with a large-scale mid to long-term rehabilitation strategy. Agencies involved will include
UNHCR, WFP and partners, WHO and partners, UNICEF, UNIFEM, UNDP, and FAO.

•

The restoration of the rule of law in Zefra through the rehabilitation and restructuring of
the police, judiciary and corrections system including individual accountability and
command responsibility. It is necessary to refurbish, strengthen and restore legitimate
national police and judicial services including internal and external oversight
mechanisms. Law reform, judicial reform and accountability for past crimes will need
independent agency input in coordination with UNDP.

•

The promotion of human rights and protection. Neutralization of combatants and
improved security will set the stage for a coordinated global approach in which the
diverse aspects of the crisis can be addressed with CIVPOL, OHCHR UNDP, UNIFEM,
UNICEF and public information components.
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•

The rebuilding of democratic nationally representative institutions. The international
community will insist on equitable political involvement for all segments of the population
regardless of region, or ethnicity, will work toward constitutional change and creation of a
nationally representative parliament, will assist in reform of the appointment of ranking
civil servants, and will assist with conduct of elections together with UNDP.

•

Economic reconstruction and development. The restoration of the country's productive
capacity and livelihoods is essential to the long-term prospect for peace and to elevate
the human condition in Zefra. Once a secure environment and the rule of law have been
established, this will be led by the UNDP, FAO, World Bank and other IFIs and
development agencies – supported by international donor assistance. This will first
require the government to interdict illicit drug activities, and to gain full and effective
control over its territory.

•

The disarmament, demobilization and reintegration of ex-combatants, including women,
children and youth. The force will be assisted by CIVPOL and UNDP/DDR for
disarmament, security and stabilization.

•

The reconstitution of legitimate armed forces. The future requirements for Zefra armed
forces will be the decision of an elected government. Swift revitalization of the national
police will reduce the need for an army as a security force. The multinational force will
protect arms recovered from combatants pending the need to turn them over to legitimate
security forces.

•

Education reform. A reformed education system will be a prelude to long-term stability
economic development, and cultural change. First priority will be given to access to
primary education followed by economically-relevant secondary education. Agencies will
include UNICEF, UNDP, and UNIFEM.

Desired End States
ICFZ operations will have met their objectives once a sufficiently secure environment has
been established in which:
•
•
•
•
•

relief and development agencies can work safely in cooperation with a legitimate
democratic government;
refugees, internally displaced persons and former combatants are being repatriated
without fear of reprisals;
international standards of human rights are honoured by the government;
the humanitarian crisis has been resolved due to the coordinated efforts of the
government, UN agencies and NGOs to provide aid; and
control of security can be handed over from the multinational force to legally reconstituted
government security forces or a follow-on UN security force.

Participating Nations
Australia, Canada, New Zealand, and the United Kingdom have agreed to provide
military and civilian police forces. France, Spain, and the United States of America have agreed
to provide other elements of national power but because of previous involvements in the area
they will not contribute forces. These three countries and the Russian Federation, which has also
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agreed to be a member of ICFZ, will limit provision of support to the strategic level. Daloon has
indicated it may provide limited support if requested.
Lead Nation
The United Kingdom has agreed to accept responsibility as the Lead Nation.
Common Security Interests
It is in the common interest of ICFZ to contain the security problem within Splash and to
deter other nations and interest groups from active involvement in the situation. It is also in their
common humanitarian interest to end the humanitarian crisis.
Specific Limitations, Concerns and Sensitivities
ICFZ has determined that:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Coalition operations will be conducted within the constraints of the UN mandate.
The Coalition will not violate the sovereignty of neutral nations.
Coalition operations will minimize collateral damage and civilian casualties.
Coalition operations will place a high priority on assisting/supporting international and
non-governmental organizations.
Coalition operations are to be sensitive to ethnicity and local customs.
The Coalition will operate in/over the Exclusive Economic Zones of Splash.
Coalition operations are not to disrupt the use of international air routes.
Coalition operations are not to adversely impact the Daloon economy.
Deployment of a coalition force into the Area of Operations is to be conducted as soon as
possible.

Glossary
CIVPOL
FAO
ICFZ
IFIs
NGOs
OHCHR
UNDP
UNDP/DDR
UNHCR
UNICEF
UNIFEM
WFP
WHO

Civilian Police
Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations
International Conference for Zefra
international financial institutions
non-governmental organizations
Officer of the United Nations High Commissioner for Human Rights
United Nations Development Programme
UNDP – Disarmament, Demobilization and Reintegration Unit
United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees
United Nations Children’s Emergency Fund
United Nations Development Fund for Women
United Nations World Food Program
World Health Organization
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International and Non-Governmental Organization Mandates
United Nations Development Program (UNDP)
UNDP is the UN's global development network, an organization advocating for change
and connecting countries to knowledge, experience and resources to help people build a better
life. We are on the ground in 166 countries, working with them on their own solutions to global
and national development challenges. As they develop local capacity, they draw on the people of
UNDP and our wide range of partners.
World leaders have pledged to achieve the Millennium Development Goals, including the
overarching goal of cutting poverty in half by 2015. UNDP's network links and coordinates global
and national efforts to reach these Goals. Our focus is helping countries build and share solutions
to the challenges of:
•
•
•
•
•

Democratic Governance
Poverty Reduction
Crisis Prevention and Recovery
Energy and Environment
HIV/AIDS

UNDP helps developing countries attract and use aid effectively. In all our activities, we
encourage the protection of human rights and the empowerment of women.
The annual Human Development Report, commissioned by UNDP, focuses the global debate
on key development issues, providing new measurement tools, innovative analysis and often
controversial policy proposals. The global Report's analytical framework and inclusive approach
carry over into regional, national and local Human Development Reports, also supported by
UNDP.
In each country office, the UNDP Resident Representative normally also serves as the
Resident Coordinator of development activities for the United Nations system as a whole.
Through such coordination, UNDP seeks to ensure the most effective use of UN and international
aid resources.

United Nations High Commission for Refugees (UNHCR)
Mission Statement
UNHCR is mandated by the United Nations to lead and coordinate international action for
the worldwide protection of refugees and the resolution of refugee problems.
UNHCR's primary purpose is to safeguard the rights and well being of refugees. In its
efforts to achieve this objective, UNHCR strives to ensure that everyone can exercise the right to
seek asylum and find safe refuge in another state, and to return home voluntarily. By assisting
refugees to return to their own country or to settle permanently in another country, UNHCR also
seeks lasting solutions to their plight.
UNHCR's efforts are mandated by the organization's Statute, and are guided by the 1951
United Nations Convention relating to the Status of Refugees and its 1967 Protocol. International
refugee law provides an essential framework of principles for UNHCR's humanitarian activities.
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In support of its core activities on behalf of refugees, UNHCR's Executive Committee and
the UN General Assembly have authorized the organization's involvement with other groups.
These include former refugees who have returned to their country of origin; internally displaced
persons; and persons who are stateless or whose nationality is disputed.
UNHCR seeks to reduce situations of forced displacement by encouraging states and
other institutions to create conditions that are conducive to the protection of human rights and the
peaceful resolution of disputes. In pursuit of the same objective, UNHCR actively seeks to
consolidate the reintegration of returning refugees in their country of origin, thereby averting the
recurrence of refugee-producing situations.
UNHCR is an impartial organization, offering protection and assistance to refugees and
others on the basis of needs, irrespective of their race, religion, political opinion or gender. In all
of its activities, UNHCR pays particular attention to the needs of children and seeks to promote
equal rights of women and girls.
In its efforts to protect refugees and to promote solutions to their problems, UNHCR
works in partnership with governments, international and regional organizations and nongovernmental organizations. UNHCR is committed to the principle of participation, believing that
refugees and others who benefit from the organization's activities should be consulted over
decisions that affect their lives.
By virtue of its activities on behalf of refugees and displaced persons, UNHCR also
endeavours to promote the purposes and principles of the United Nations Charter: maintaining
international peace and security; developing friendly relations among nations; and encouraging
respect for human rights and fundamental freedoms.

World Food Program (WFP)
Mission Statement
WFP is the food aid arm of the United Nations system. Food aid is one of the many
instruments that can help to promote food security, which is defined as access of all people at all
times to the food needed for an active and healthy life. The policies governing the use of World
Food Programme food aid must be oriented towards the objective of eradicating hunger and
poverty. The ultimate objective of food aid should be the elimination of the need for food aid.
Targeted interventions are needed to help to improve the lives of the poorest people people who, either permanently or during crisis periods, are unable to produce enough food or do
not have the resources to otherwise obtain the food that they and their households require for
active and healthy lives.
Consistent with its mandate, which also reflects the principle of universality, WFP will continue to:
•
•
•

use food aid to support economic and social development;
meet refugee and other emergency food needs, and the associated logistics support; and
promote world food security in accordance with the recommendations of the United
Nations and FAO.

The core policies and strategies that govern WFP activities are to provide food aid:
•

to save lives in refugee and other emergency situations;
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•
•

to improve the nutrition and quality of life of the most vulnerable people at critical times in
their lives; and
to help build assets and promote the self-reliance of poor people and communities,
particularly through labour-intensive works programmes.

WFP's multilateral character is one of its greatest strengths. WFP will exploit its capability
to operate virtually everywhere in the developing world, without regard to the political orientations
of governments, and to provide a neutral conduit for assistance in situations where many donor
countries could not directly provide assistance. WFP will provide services: advice, good offices,
logistic support and information; and support to countries in establishing and managing their own
food assistance programmes.
WFP, on request, will provide bilateral services to donors, UN agencies and NGOs on the
basis of full cost recovery. These will be administered and accounted for separately. Such
services will complement WFP's regular operations to the extent possible.
To be truly effective, food aid should be fully integrated into the development plans and
priorities of recipient countries and coordinated with other forms of assistance. WFP's starting
point is the national policies, plans and programmes of developing countries, including their food
security plans. WFP will pull together its activities in an integrated way at the country level so that
it can respond to urgent needs as they occur while retaining core development objectives. The
country strategy note, where this exists, should provide the framework for an integrated response
by the United Nations system. In some special cases WFP will adopt a multi-country or regional
approach. Particularly for the provision of humanitarian assistance.
No single agency has either the resources or the capacity to deal with all the problems of
hunger and underdevelopment. Hence the importance WFP attaches to collaboration with other
agencies, particularly with its parent bodies, the United Nations and FAO. WFP will continue to
work closely with the United Nations Department of Humanitarian Affairs, UNHCR, other relevant
agencies and non-governmental organizations (NGOs) in the response to emergencies and
humanitarian crises. WFP will also collaborate closely with the Rome-based United Nations food
and agriculture agencies, FAO and IFAD, especially in using food aid for achieving household
food security. WFP will continue to forge effective partnerships of action with the World Bank and
the International Monetary Fund, regional bodies and institutions, bilateral donors and NGOs in
support of economic and social development.

World Health Organization (WHO)
Mission Statement
The objective of the World Health Organization (hereinafter called the Organization) shall
be the attainment by all peoples of the highest possible level of health.
In order to achieve its objective, the functions of the Organization are:
•
•
•
•
•

To act as the directing and co-ordinating authority on international health work;
To establish and maintain effective collaboration with the United Nations, specialized
agencies, governmental health administrations, professional groups and such other
organizations as may be deemed appropriate;
To assist Governments, upon request, in strengthening health services;
To furnish appropriate technical assistance and, in emergencies, necessary aid upon the
request or acceptance of Governments;
To provide or assist in providing, upon the request of the United Nations, health services and
facilities to special groups, such as the peoples of trust territories;
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

To establish and maintain such administrative and technical services as may be required,
including epidemiological and statistical services;
To stimulate and advance work to eradicate epidemic, endemic and other diseases;
To promote, in co-operation with other specialized agencies where necessary, the
prevention of accidental injuries;
To promote, in co-operation with other specialized agencies where necessary, the
improvement of nutrition, housing, sanitation, recreation, economic or working conditions
and other aspects of environmental hygiene;
To promote co-operation among scientific and professional groups which contribute to the
advancement of health;
To propose conventions, agreements and regulations, and make recommendations with
respect to international health matters and to perform such duties as may be assigned
thereby to the Organization and are consistent with its objective;
To promote maternal and child health and welfare and to foster the ability to live
harmoniously in a changing total environment;
To foster activities in the field of mental health, especially those affecting the harmony of
human relations;
To promote and conduct research in the field of health;
To promote improved standards of teaching and training in the health, medical and related
professions;
To study and report on, in co-operation with other specialized agencies where necessary,
administrative and social techniques affecting public health and medical care from
preventive and curative points of view, including hospital services and social security;
To provide information, counsel and assistance in the field of health;
To assist in developing an informed public opinion among all peoples on matters of health;
To establish and revise as necessary international nomenclatures of diseases, of causes of
death and of public health practices;
To standardize diagnostic procedures as necessary;
To develop, establish and promote international standards with respect to food, biological,
pharmaceutical and similar products; and
Generally to take all necessary action to attain the objective of the OrganizationUNITED

United Nations Children’s Emergency Fund (UNICEF)
UNICEF has always worked in emergencies, both natural and man-made. Originally
called the United Nations Children’s Emergency Fund, the organization was created to provide
humanitarian assistance to children living in a world shattered by the Second World War. Much
has changed since then, but UNICEF’s fundamental mission has not. Though emergencies grow
increasingly complex, their impacts ever more devastating, UNICEF remains dedicated to
providing life-saving assistance to children affected by disasters, and to protecting their rights in
any circumstances, no matter how difficult. In health and nutrition, water and sanitation,
protection, education and HIV/AIDS, UNICEF’s Core Corporate Commitments to Children in
Emergencies are more than a mission statement – they are a humanitarian imperative.
UNIFEM is the women's fund at the United Nations. It provides financial and technical assistance
to innovative programmes and strategies to foster women's empowerment and gender equality.
Placing the advancement of women's human rights at the centre of all of its efforts, UNIFEM
focuses its activities on four strategic areas: (1) reducing feminized poverty, (2) ending violence
against women, (3) reversing the spread of HIV/AIDS among women and girls, and (4) achieving
gender equality in democratic governance in times of peace as well as war.
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Placing the realization of women's human rights and security at the centre of all of its
efforts, UNIFEM focuses its activities on four strategic goals:
•
•
•
•

Reducing women's poverty and exclusion;
Ending violence against women;
Reversing the spread of HIV/AIDS among women and girls;
Supporting women's leadership in governance and post-conflict reconstruction.

To pursue these goals, UNIFEM is active in all regions and at different levels. It works
with countries to formulate and implement laws and policies to eliminate gender discrimination
and promote gender equality in such areas as land and inheritance rights, decent work for women
and ending violence against women. UNIFEM also aims to transform institutions to make them
more accountable to gender equality and women's rights, to strengthen the capacity and voice of
women's rights advocates, and to change harmful and discriminatory practices in society.

Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO)
FAO's mandate is to raise levels of nutrition, improve agricultural productivity, better the
lives of rural populations and contribute to the growth of the world economy.
Achieving food security for all is at the heart of FAO's efforts - to make sure people have
regular access to enough high-quality food to lead active, healthy lives.
FAO provides the kind of behind-the-scenes assistance that helps people and nations
help themselves. If a community wants to increase crop yields but lacks the technical skills, we
introduce simple, sustainable tools and techniques. When a country shifts from state to private
land ownership, we provide the legal advice to smooth the way. When a drought pushes already
vulnerable groups to the point of famine, FAO mobilizes action. And in a complex world of
competing needs, FAO provides a neutral meeting place and the background knowledge needed
to reach consensus.

OXFAM
Oxfam International is a confederation of 12 organizations working together with over
3,000 partners in more than 100 countries to find lasting solutions to poverty, suffering and
injustice.
With many of the causes of poverty global in nature, the 12 affiliate members of Oxfam
International believe they can achieve greater impact through their collective efforts.
Oxfam International seeks increased worldwide public understanding that economic and
social justice are crucial to sustainable development. Oxfam International strives to be a global
campaigning force promoting the awareness and motivation that comes with global citizenship
while seeking to shift public opinion in order to make equity the same priority as economic growth.
Oxfam International seeks to help people organize so that they might gain better access
to the opportunities they need to improve their livelihoods and govern their own lives. It also
works with people affected by humanitarian disasters, with preventive measures, preparedness,
as well as emergency relief.
Experience of the real issues confronting poor people is linked to high-level research and
lobbying aiming to change international policies and practices in ways which would ensure that
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poor people have the rights, opportunities and resources they need to improve and control their
lives. Popular campaigning, alliance building and media work designed to raise awareness
among the public of the real solutions to global poverty, to enable and motivate people to play an
active part in the movement for change, and to foster a sense of global citizenship.

Medecins Sans Frontieres (MSF)
Médecins Sans Frontières (MSF) is an international humanitarian aid organization that
provides emergency medical assistance to populations in danger in more than 70 countries. In
countries where health structures are insufficient or even non-existent, MSF collaborates with
authorities such as the Ministry of Health to provide assistance. MSF works in rehabilitation of
hospitals and dispensaries, vaccination programmes and water and sanitation projects. MSF also
works in remote health care centres, slum areas and provides training of local personnel. All this
is done with the objective of rebuilding health structures to acceptable levels.
In carrying out humanitarian assistance, MSF seeks also to raise awareness of crisis
situations; MSF acts as a witness and will speak out, either in private or in public about the plight
of populations in danger for whom MSF works. In doing so, MSF sets out to alleviate human
suffering, to protect life and health and to restore and ensure respect for the human beings and
their fundamental human rights.
Only a small percentage of the populations that find themselves in a situation of danger
gain the attention of the media. MSF teams travel to places that many people have never heard
of, to assist those who have fallen victim to natural or man-made disasters. MSF volunteers have
a story to tell when they return from their missions, and they use their experiences to speak of
what they have seen. For MSF, raising awareness for these populations and the situations they
are in is an important task. Whenever possible, MSF volunteers give interviews and make
presentations. MSF offices worldwide facilitate the organization of gatherings, for individuals and
groups who want to speak in their home communities. MSF also mounts exhibitions and, from
time to time, releases publications, with the aim of raising awareness.
It is part of MSF's work to address any violations of basic human rights encountered by
field teams, violations perpetrated or sustained by political actors. It does so by confronting the
responsible actors themselves, by putting pressure on them through mobilization of the
international community and by issuing information publicly. In order to prevent compromise or
manipulation of MSF's relief activities, MSF maintains neutrality and independence from
individual governments. The organization also tries to ensure that the majority of funds raised for
its work come directly from contributions from the general public. In this way, MSF guarantees
equal access to its humanitarian assistance.
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HQ CJTF Z

Campaign Plan for Operation BOREAL (Extract)
REFERENCES: A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.

UN Security Council Resolution 9000
Status of Forces Agreement, CJTF Z to Daloon
ICFZ Strategic Policy Guidance
ICFZ Military Strategic Guidance
ABCA Coalition Operations Handbook
ABCA Coalition Logistics Handbook

SITUATION
Background. The international community has become increasingly aware of and concerned with
events in Zefra. The repressive policies of the government, its unwillingness to allow the free
movement of humanitarian aid within its borders, and the brutal atrocities being committed by
various armed groups, including the Zefra Armed Forces and the Zefra Interior Security Bureau
(ISB), have resulted in a massive humanitarian crisis. The stream of refugees into Daloon has
now passed the 210,000 mark and the Internally Displaced Person population within Zefra now
numbers in excess of 250,000. The International Conference for Zefra (ICFZ – including
Australia, Canada, France, New Zealand, the Russian Federation, Spain, the United Kingdom
and the United States of America) has reported to the UN that if the Zefra people are to be
helped, an international force must enter the country and create the conditions necessary to
support and sustain humanitarian aid distribution. This effort must include working with the
people of Zefra in a long-term effort to promote the building of representative institutions, to assist
in promoting social and economic development and to combat the poverty that is endemic to
Zefra.
Strategic Aim. The aim of the international community is to end the crisis in Zefra, with a view to
creating the conditions under which the Zefran people can govern themselves in a free, safe,
secure and inclusive society that values the primacy of human rights and the equality of all
individuals under the law.
Strategic Objectives. In order to achieve the desired end state, the strategic objectives of the
international intervention include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The separation of all belligerents and neutralization of forces that are creating instability,
perpetrating acts of inhumanity and generating the humanitarian catastrophe.
The provision of humanitarian assistance.
The restoration of the rule of law in Zefra through the rehabilitation and restructuring of
the police, judiciary and corrections systems including individual accountability and
governance responsibility.
The promotion of human rights and protection for all.
The rebuilding of democratic, nationally representative institutions.
Economic reconstruction and development.
The disarmament, demobilization and reintegration of ex-combatants, including women,
children and youth.
The reconstitution of legitimate armed forces.
Education reform.

Military Strategic Objectives. ICFZ has undertaken to end the crisis in Zefra by deploying a
combined joint task force to Zefra to establish a safe and secure environment in which the United
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Nations and other institutions can provide humanitarian assistance, promote human rights and
the development of the rule of law and assist in promoting a democratic process of governance.
The force, hereafter referred to as the Combined Joint Task Force Zefra (CJTF Z), will deploy
under authority of UNSCR 9000, reference A. The objectives of this military intervention are as
follows (reference D):
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Establish an armed presence in all areas of Zefra.
Enforce an end to hostilities.
Establish safe and secure conditions to allow humanitarian aid to flow unhindered to the
Zefra population.
Neutralize the Zefra Internal Security Bureau (ISB).
Support humanitarian assistance efforts and NGO activities.
Maintain a safe and secure environment to facilitate the introduction of democratic
government institutions.
Assist in the disarmament, demobilization and reintegration of ex-combatants.
Support UNHCR efforts to return refugees and IDPs to their homes.
Support the reconstitution of a legitimate Zefra Armed Forces.

Desired Military Strategic End State. The desired end state of the military operation is when relief
organizations have unrestricted access to the entire Zefra population; IDPs and refugees have
returned home; and, a safe and secure environment has been established allowing the
introduction of representative government institutions.
Constraints. In conducting its operations, the CJTF Z will:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Minimize the use of scarce Zefra resources.
Minimize collateral damage and civilian casualties.
Deploy to the Joint Operations Area (JOA) as soon possible in a sequence controlled by
this headquarters.
Work closely with the HRC to facilitate the work of UN agencies, IOs and NGOs.
Minimize the demand on Daloon resources.
Operate in accordance with the SOFA at reference B.
Not disrupt the use of civilian air routes in Daloon.
Not adversely affect the Daloon economy.

Operational Areas
Joint Operations Area. The JOA includes the landmass of Splash, the airspace above it and the
maritime and airspace extending 200 NM from Splash.
Area of Operations (AO). The AO is the JOA less the landmass, airspace and territorial waters
(12NM) of Daloon.
Armed Factions
General. Zefra has had a tumultuous history resulting from a diverse population and the
disenfranchisement of the Truscan population. Subsequent to independence in 1985, the Bongo
minority established control of the government and began the transition from a republic to an
authoritarian government. This led to the formation of a number of opposition groups. The largest
of these, representing the Truscan majority, is the People’s Liberation Movement (PLM) and its
military wing, the People’s Liberation Army (PLA). A UN brokered peace in 1989 established an
autonomous region in Zefra under the control of the PLM. This was followed by a tense peace
during which the Bongo dominated government pursued a more radical, autocratic approach to
life and governance. In 1995, the central government disbanded the autonomous region and
replaced it with three Departments. Opposition groups have since been conducting a protracted
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insurgency against the government. The insurgency has been marked by atrocities on both sides
and has led to a widespread humanitarian crisis. The government rules through intimidation and
the use of its security apparatus - the ISB – and even then, only in the parts of the country it
controls. Repressive and brutal policies are imposed on all who oppose the government.
Government of Zefra Armed Forces. The Zefra Armed Forces have a mixture of 1990s
technology in the navy, army and air force. Most major equipment and weapon systems are
poorly maintained and have inadequate spare parts. Recruiting is officially voluntary; however,
“economic” conscription would be a more accurate description - less the air force. The army is
more of an internal security force than a field force with only one brigade capable of deploying
tactically. The rank and file is primarily Truscan and mixed race from urban centers. The officer
corps is solely Bongo. The navy is relegated to coastal waters and cannot sustain itself away
from homeports. It has two coastal submarines, which are relatively inexpensive to operate. The
air force can conduct limited reconnaissance and some ground attack. Some visual surveillance
is conducted along the border and coastline. The helicopter squadrons are dedicated to support
of the army.
Ministry of the Interior. The Zefra Ministry of the Interior is the agency responsible for the
country’s internal security services and is made up of three separate departments: The National
Gendarmerie, the Interior Security Bureau and the Customs Bureau.
Zefra National Gendarmerie. The National Gendarmerie is nominally responsible for maintaining
law and order throughout the country and largely fill that role in urban areas; however, they are
ineffective in the countryside. In the last ten years, the armed forces has assumed policing duties
in rural areas (this does not include those areas under PLA hegemony where the authorities have
no presence) and consequently, the National Gendarmerie has assumed a much lower level of
importance within the country’s hierarchy. The National Gendarmerie is 15,000 strong and
approximately 75% Bongo and 25% Truscan in ethnic makeup.
Interior Security Bureau (ISB). The ISB, along with the armed forces, is the primary instrument
used by the government to quell dissent. The ISB is a paramilitary organization charged with
locating and investigating enemies of the state. Nominally a police force, in reality it serves as the
direct instrument of government policy in maintaining rule over the population. The ISB is fiercely
loyal to the government and is 100% Bongo, although there are many Truscans on the payroll in
an informant role. In addition to its domestic operations, the ISB is known to conduct espionage
activities within Daloon. The ISB is estimated to be 8,000 strong.
Customs Bureau. The customs bureau is charged with border control duties. However, since the
insurgency the military has assumed this role almost completely. The Customs Bureau does have
offices established in the major coastal cities and fulfills border control and custom and excise
duties for maritime and air traffic. Customs officers are armed but poorly trained. There are
approximately 800 Custom Bureau agents.
The Zefra Association (ZA). The ZA was founded as an umbrella organization bringing together
several Bongo nationalist militias that, in conjunction with Zefra military forces, has waged a
campaign against the PLA, the Peoples Force (PF) and the Truscan people. When the central
government declared a cease-fire in 2010 and suspended operations against the PLA and PF,
the ZA emerged as a government-backed militia continuing operations against the PLA and PF.
The Zefra government denies any connection with the ZA but, in fact, provides the necessary
financial, intelligence and periodic air support needed to maintain ZA operations. The ZA targets
the leadership and supporters of the PLA and PF and vocal opponents of the government
regardless of ethnicity. Recent ZA operations have escalated in scale, scope, and intensity
targeting Truscan civilians and their property, thus causing widespread destruction and human
misery. The ZA is the primary cause of the current refugee crisis.
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The Internal Solidarity Movement (ISM). The ISM was founded as a right wing Bongo separatist
organization when the Zefra government abandoned their military campaign against the PLA in
2009. Having funded their operations through criminal activities (primarily transshipment of
cocaine and heroin and some limited cocaine production) the political agenda was not enough to
maintain the ISM’s cohesiveness. By the mid-2010s, the ISM had gradually degenerated into a
criminal enterprise. In recent years, the group has become increasingly factionalized with some
elements espousing the original right wing separatist goals while others continue to be criminally
motivated. The more radical elements of the group, ideologically motivated and seeking
autonomy in the northwest, have cultivated ties with extremist international groups.
The Peoples Liberation Movement (PLM) and Peoples Liberation Army (PLA). The PLM, and its
armed component the PLA, is the largest and best-organized rebel group in Zefra with the
objective of achieving autonomy for the central and southern highlands within Zefra. The PLA
was founded when a number of the rebel factions unified under a single banner strengthened by
a core of army mutineers. A seven-year Civil War, from 2002-2009, saw the PLA fighting both
the central government and other insurgent groups who resented the PLA’s growing influence,
popularity and eventual consolidation of power in many of the rural regions of Zefra. The PLM
has stated “it does not seek independence, but demands greater political autonomy and a more
equitable share of resources.” The PLA’s stated aim is to “protect the Truscan people of Zefra
and secure their autonomous homeland” in the Zefra highlands. The PLA has responded to the
excesses of the ZA through brutal reprisal attacks into ZA dominated areas that have targeted the
civilian population.
The People for a Greater Zefra (PGZ). The PGZ was formed at the end of the Civil War in 2009
with the aim of working towards a democratic Zefra. The Peoples Force (PF) is the armed
component of the PGZ. This group is primarily composed of Truscans, together with some mixed
race and a small percentage of moderate Bongos. As more and more families became victims of
increasingly repressive government policies and attacks by the ZA or the PLA, family members
and friends have joined the PF to take up the armed struggle. The PF has continued to conduct
well-planned raids on government facilities, communication links and isolated military outposts.
The PF is not connected to the PLA. The stated aim of the PGZ is to compel Zefra’s autocratic
government to pursue a democratic political settlement that advances the interests of all of
Zefra’s people in a unified state – without Bongo political dominance and without separate
autonomous regions that would result in segments of the population being disenfranchised. The
stated aim of the PF, as the armed component of the PGZ, is to defeat the government’s means
to wage war on the Zefra people, to erode its ability to survive as a dictatorial entity and to force it
into negotiations with the PGZ.
Friendly Forces. CJTF Z will operate within Daloon in accordance with the SOFA at reference B.
Operations within Zefra will be conducted in accordance with international law, UNSCR 9000 and
orders issues by CJTF Z headquarters. There are some UN and NGO agencies operating in
Zefra; however, their presence is expected to increase dramatically as the situation stabilizes and
a secure operating environment is created. These agencies may approach the CJTF Z
Headquarters, a component headquarters or they may try to work through national command
elements. Regardless, they are to be given our full cooperation, within our capabilities. The best
assistance that CJTF Z can provide is to rapidly create and maintain a secure environment.
National Command and National Support Elements (NCE and NSE). Each troop contributing
nation (TCN) will deploy a NCE and a NSE. The headquarters of these elements will be located
in space to be allocated by this headquarters.
Strategic Support. Due to their ties to the region, the United States, France and Spain will not be
providing military forces to the coalition. However, they, along with the Russian Federation, have
agreed to provide strategic support.
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CJTF Z. CJTF Z will be led by the UK. Confirmed TCNs are Australia, Canada and New
Zealand. Other like-minded nations may contribute forces at a future date. The composition of
CJTF WI is as follows:
Combined Joint Task Force:
Commander, Lieutenant General, Sir Andrew H. Harrowsmith, KBE.
International staff.
Signals Battalion (UK).
Multinational Joint Logistic Centre (MJLC).
Multinational CivPol command (MCPC).
Land Component
UK – Land Component Commander (LCC); Headquarters 8 Multinational Brigade; battle group;
and, brigade troops including a helicopter squadron, artillery battalion, field hospital, and logistic
support regiment.
Canada – Battle group.
Australia/New Zealand – Two separate battle/battalion groups; and, brigade troops including a
recce squadron, engineer squadron, and transportation company.
Air Component
UK – 12 medium lift helicopters; air traffic control; air and airfield defence.
Canada – Joint Force Air Component Commander (JFACC), six CF-18 aircraft; four C-130
aircraft; three UAVs; two MPA.
Australia/New Zealand –Six F-18 aircraft; six UH-60 CSAR; two C-130 aircraft.
Maritime Component
UK – Maritime Component Commander (MCC); the Invincible Task Force including one aircraft
carrier, one submarine, three destroyers, and three frigates.
Canada –two frigates; one joint support ship; two MCDVs.
Australia/New Zealand – two frigates; two LPA; one AOR; and one submarine.
Special Operating Forces Component
UK – as detailed in separate agreement.
Canada – as detailed in separate agreement.
Australia/New Zealand – Special Operations Forces Component Commander (SOFCC); forces
as detailed in separate agreement.
Reserves. Each TCN has been requested to be prepared to consider requests for additional
forces should the need arise. Specific forces have not been earmarked and the deployment time
is estimated at 30 days.
Daloon. Daloon has agreed to act as the host nation to support the deployment and staging of
CJTF Z. However, the Daloon economy is relatively fragile and depends to a large extent upon
the tourist trade. CJTF Z will take all necessary steps to avoid adversely affecting the Daloon
economy, including disruptions to sea and air traffic.
Rotation of Forces. The time frame for OP BOREAL is situation dependent. The initial operating
mandate provided by the UN is of six months duration, with extensions as required. The initial
force deployment is to be for six months. TCNs may plan for the rotation of forces after that
period of time.
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MISSION.
CJTF Z will create and maintain a safe and secure environment in Zefra within which
humanitarian aid can be distributed and which will allow the development of representative
government institutions and the promotion of economic well being and human rights.
EXECUTION
Commander’s Analysis. The people of Zefra have been subject to many forms of maltreatment
and abuses committed by government agencies, those purporting to act on behalf of the
government, and by various factions, each of which has its own agenda. The situation is complex
and will require a firm but fair approach. The international community has shown resolve through
a willingness to deploy combat forces. CJTF Z must act with similar resolve; yet, at the same
time, it must be recognized that the level of force that needs to be applied may change
dramatically at any time based on the changing willingness of one or more parties to cooperate
with us, or conversely, to hinder our efforts. Subordinate commanders at all levels must be
attuned to this potential for change and be prepared to operate in an uncertain environment.
Commander’s Intent. To date, the Government of Zefra, and other parties who are contributing to
the current crisis, have ignored the calls of the international community to cease hostilities and
allow humanitarian aid to flow freely to those in need. My intent is to convince the Government of
Zefra and the other factions to accede to the demands of the international community through first
a show of force to be followed by direct military action should that prove necessary. I intend to
begin my campaign with a comprehensive information operations (IO) program to inform the
widest possible audience about the intentions of CJTF Z and of our resolve to achieve the desired
end state. I want the general population of Zefra to be well aware that the international
community is about to act on their behalf and to seek their full cooperation. I intend to conduct
this campaign in three stages –deployment and deterrence operations, conduct of operations,
and redeployment (concurrent with a handover of responsibilities to a follow-on force). I intend to
deploy air and sea forces to the region as soon as possible as my initial show of force. On my
order, the maritime component will impose sea denial and an economic embargo. The air
component is to be prepared to impose an accompanying aircraft exclusion zone (AEZ). The
land component will deploy to Daloon and begin preparations to enter and conduct operations in
Zefra. If the Government of Zefra decides to extend their full cooperation, the land component is
to be prepared to support the humanitarian effort. Should a forced entry be required, I intend to
concentrate initially on the areas under Zefran government control. I intend to convince the
Government of Zefra to cooperate with us or steps will be taken to establish an interim
government. Once operations in the areas of the country under government control are stable, I
intend to move against any and all forces in Zefra who stand in the way of us achieving our
mission. Throughout, only sufficient force as is necessary will be used, but when used it will be
applied with vigor and precision. As well, CJTF Z will work closely with all UN and other
humanitarian agencies. Every effort will be made to ensure the delivery of humanitarian aid as
soon as possible; however, the first prerequisite to enabling this is to achieve a level of safety and
security that will facilitate such delivery.
Main Effort. The main effort is to create the necessary environment to facilitate the distribution of
humanitarian aid. If necessary, and depending on the level of cooperation demonstrated, this
may include the removal or reconstitution of the current government of Zefra.
End State. The end state for this operation will occur when hostilities have ceased and sufficient
disarming has taken place to allow CJTF Z to handover their responsibilities to a reconstituted
government of Zefra or to a less robust UN force.
Concept of Operations. This campaign will be conducted in three stages as follows:
Stage I – Deployment and Deterrence Operations
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Conduct a comprehensive IO program to ensure the population of Zefra is well aware of
impending operations to facilitate the delivery of humanitarian aid.
As part of the IO program, conduct maritime and air show-of-force demonstrations. Maritime
forces to remain outside of territorial waters; air forces may over-fly Zefra but no lower than 1000
feet AGL and not above 500 knots.
Establish SPOD and APODs in Daloon and prepare for reception, staging and onward movement
(RSOM) activities.
Build up a logistics support base in Daloon under direction of the MJLC.
Deploy Special Forces into Zefra.
When RSOM capabilities are in place, deploy land component forces into Daloon.
On order:
Maritime Component Commander to activate a maritime embargo and sea denial zone around
Zefra but outside of territorial waters.
Air Component Commander to enforce an AEZ around Zefra.
Stage II - Conduct Ground, Air and Maritime Operations
If possible, coerce the Zefra Government to remain in power but to begin acting in accordance
with UNSCR 9000 and assist in bringing peace and stability to Zefra.
Depending on the Government of Zefra, enter the country with the full cooperation of that
government, or, lacking full cooperation, enter by force with a view to establishing a safe and
secure environment in which humanitarian aid may be delivered.
MC to enter the territorial waters of Zefra to neutralize the Zefra Navy and to support LC
operations.
Should the application of force be necessary, execute air operations to neutralize the Zefra Air
Force and to support LC operations.
Support the humanitarian aid effort to the extent possible.
Enforce a cessation of hostilities between all parties.
Render ineffective all armed factions including the Zefra Armed Forces, PLA, ZA, ISM, and PF.
Neutrailize the ISB.
Support the establishment of good governance in Zefra.
Stage III - Redeployment. Be prepared to receive and hand over responsibilities to a follow on
force and to withdraw CJTF Z to locations directed by TCNs.
Restriction. No operations will take place within the air space, territorial waters or landmass of
Zefra prior to my orders. ROE will be in place prior to deployment and operations within Zefra.
Common Tasks
During all stages ensure the security of air, sea and land lines of communication.
Support the IO program as coordinated by HQ CJTF Z.
Support the humanitarian effort to the extent possible while remaining cognizant of the need to
create and maintain a safe and secure environment to enable the proper distribution of
humanitarian aid.
Planning Guidance to Land Component (LC). You are to prepare a sub-campaign plan for
operations in support of CJTF Z. You are to coordinate the deployment of land forces into Daloon
as soon as possible, ensuring that disruption to the Daloon economy is kept to the absolute
minimum. Subsequent to TOA by the TCNs, you are to be prepared to conduct operations into
Zefra in support of the humanitarian effort. Should efforts to coerce the Government of Zefra into
extending its full cooperation succeed, your main effort will be to support the humanitarian effort
and to assist the Government of Zefra in dealing with other destabilizing factions. Should the
Government not give its full cooperation, you are to be prepared to conduct a forced entry into
Zefra, as the supported component, to compel the Government of Zefra to comply with the terms
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of UNSCR 9000 and to create a safe and secure environment for the distribution of humanitarian
aid. Should direct military action be required, the coalition is not large enough to deal with the
entirety of Zefra simultaneously; therefore, it is my intent to focus on those areas under Zefran
government control first.
Planning Guidance to Air Component (AC). You are to prepare a sub-campaign for air operations
in support of CJTF Z. You are to coordinate the deployment of air forces to the region as soon as
possible and conduct a show of force through demonstration flights. On order, you will establish
an AEZ over Zefra. In the event that these actions and those of the MC and LC fail to convince
the Government of Zefra and other warring factions to cooperate, your efforts will be in support of
the land component operation that will create and maintain a safe and secure environment within
Zefra. Should combat operations prove necessary, your initial efforts must be directed towards
destroying any Zefran Air Force resistance and gaining air supremacy. Subsequently, you will
support land and naval operations. Throughout, you will provide tactical transport to CJTF Z as
well as providing airspace control. Every effort must be made to avoid interfering with civil air
operations in Daloon.
Planning Guidance to Maritime Component (MC). You are to prepare a sub-campaign plan for
maritime operations in support of CJTF Z. You are to coordinate the deployment of maritime
forces to the region as soon as possible, establish a presence and conduct show of force
operations – but remain outside of Zefra territorial waters. On order, you will establish an
economic embargo and sea denial zone around Zefra to intercept weapons destined for any
Zefra faction and to halt criminal traffic in drugs and diamonds. This embargo will initially be
conducted from outside of Zefra territorial waters. During Stage II, you will be prepared to enter
Zefra territorial waters, neutralize the Zefra Navy and establish sea control within the AO.
Throughout, you will support land and air operations, and lend assistance as possible to the
overall humanitarian effort.
Coordinating Instructions
Timings
AC conducts show of force – by xxxx.
MC conducts show of force – by xxxx.
APOD and SPOD established – by xxxx.
AEZ in place – on order.
Embargo and sea denial in place – on order.
LC complete in JOA – by xxxx.
TOA – by xxxx.
CJTF Z operational – by xxxx.
Transfer of Authority. TCNs will deploy forces to the JOA under national command but in
coordination with the Joint Theatre Movement staff and the respective component command. On
arrival in the JOA, air and naval forces will be transferred OPCON to CJTF Z and subsequently to
the AC and MC respectively. Land combat forces will remain under national command until the
respective national commanders declare them operationally ready, at which time they will be
transferred OPCON to the CJTF Z and subsequently to the LC. CSS resources that are not
transferred OPCON as part of the combat force will be transferred TACON to CJTF Z for
coordination by the MJLC and lead nation. NSEs will remain under national command while
deployed in Daloon. NSE elements deploying into Zefra will be transferred TACON to the
CFJTFZ.
Service Support
Outline Concept
Logistic support to CJTF Z will be guided by the principles and concepts outlined in the ABCA
Coalition Operations and Logistics Handbooks, reference H and J. In order to effect optimum
level co-ordination, a MJLC will be established under control of the CJTF Z J4. The following
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coordination cells will be created subordinate to the MJLC: Logistic Support; Infrastructure and
Engineering; Contracts; Medical; Host Nation; Transportation; and, Movements. Manning of all
cells will be multinational. Separate manning instructions to be issued by CJTF J4.
Support in the JOA is limited. A concerted effort will be made to ensure minimal disruption to the
Daloon economy. Movement into and throughout Daloon must be carefully coordinated to avoid
overwhelming any particular point of entry. Once deployed, CJTF Z must be as self sufficient as
possible. Local contracting may be used, but it is to be coordinated by the Contract Coordination
Cell of the MJLC in order to avoid price fixing and to avoid any undue, adverse impact on the
local economy. The economy of Zefra is essentially bankrupt and deployments into Zefra must
include the full range of accompanying support capabilities.
Logistics remains a national responsibility; however, all TCNs have agreed to the establishment
of the MJLC and to abide by the principle of “mandatory cooperation”. The UK is the lead nation
and as such will oversee the overall logistic effort. However, in order to reduce the logistic
footprint and to minimize duplication of effort, the theatre logistic support concept will stress a
multi-national and co-operative logistic effort, exploiting the concepts of lead nation and role
specialization.
The theatre logistic base (TLB) and two forward logistic bases (FLB) will be established in
Daloon. CJTF Z J4 will coordinate stocking of FLBs to support the LC sub-campaign plan. In
order to avoid overwhelming Daloon resources, the forward logistic site for the maritime
component will be established separately.
The logistic footprint in the TLB and FLBs, the siting of NSEs and the priority of effort in opening
APODs and the SPOD will be determined and published by the MJLC. Entry into Daloon will be
under control of the MJLC movements coordination cell. TCNs should aim to establish in-theater
op-stocks sufficient for 30 days, by the completion of Stage I. (Deployment and Deterrence
Operations). UK will act as lead nation for fuel and water.
Movement. The Joint Theatre Movement Staff, assisted by the Movement Coordination Cell of
the MJLC will coordinate all deployments into Daloon and all administrative movement within the
JOA.
Medical Support. The JOA poses a significant health risk. Endemic disease and the hot climate
combine to pose a real challenge to CJTF Z. Theatre medical co-ordination will be exercised
through the MJLC Med CC, with technical guidance being provided by the Force Surgeon.
Although some support may be available through hospitals in Daloon, such support will be limited
and CJTF Z must deploy adequate in-theatre treatment capability to handle all potential military
support requirements.
Host Nation Support. The HNS Agreements will be brokered by the United Kingdom.
Implementation will be carried out by MJLC HNSCC. Within MJLC, the Theatre Contracting
Officer will negotiate all ICFZ-funded contracts. To reduce competition and price fixing, NSEs are
discouraged from separate contract negotiations.
Construction Engineering. The MJLC ECC will co-ordinate all theatre-level construction and
infrastructure projects. CJ4 engineer staff will provide technical guidance and advise on the
priority of engineer effort.
COMMAND AND SIGNALS
Command
CCJTF Z – Lieutenant General, Sir Andrew H. Harrowsmith, KBE.
JFACC – Brigadier General HH Broadwing, CMM (CA).
MCC – Commodore Bedford-Sackville, RN (UK).
LCC – Brigadier General Timothy Greybeard, (UK).
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SOFC – to be provided by Australia.
Communication
CJTF Z Signals Bn will establish and maintain force level and strategic communications plans.
Contributing nations are responsible for national rear links.
Sir Andrew H Harrowsmith, KBE
CCJTF Z
Authentication
RUR Wigglestone III
COS
For Commander
CJTF Z
Annexes
ANNEX
A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I
J
K
L
M
N
O
P
Q
R
S
T
U
V
W
X
Y
Z
AA
BB
CC
DD
EE
FF
GG
HH-XX
YY
ZZ

TITLE
Conduct of Operations
Task Organization and Command Relationships
Forces, Missions and Tasks
Intelligence
Rules of Engagement
Maritime Operations
Land Operations
Air Operations
Amphibious Operations
Force Protection
Health Support Services
Psychological Operations
Arms Control
Nuclear Operations
Information Operations
Electronic Warfare
Communications and Information Systems
Logistics
Movements
Environmental Support
Operations in a NBC Weapons Environment
Combat Survival
Civil-Military Cooperation
Public Affairs
Casualty Estimation
Conflict Termination and De-escalation (Transition
Strategy)
Legal
Training and Exercises
Documentation, Records and Reports
Space Operations
Engineer Support
Financial Support
Non-NATO Force Procedures
Spare
Miscellaneous
Distribution
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Not issued
Not issued

Not issued
Not issued
Not issued
Not issued
Not issued
Not issued
Not issued
Not issued
Not issued
Not issued
Not issued
Not issued
Not issued
Not issued
Not issued
Not issued
Not issued
Not issued
Not issued
Not issued
Not issued
Not issued
Not issued
Not issued
Not issued
Not issued

Vignette One – Deployment
Situation
The Government of Zefra (GOZ) has reluctantly acceded to the demands of the United
Nations (UN), and the International Community (IC) expressed in United Nations Security Council
Resolution 9000 to accept the deployment of an international force to assist in ending the
humanitarian crisis in Zefra, with a view to creating the conditions under which the Zefran people
can govern themselves in a free, safe, secure and inclusive society. The GOZ’s decision to
accept the deployment of an international force can be attributed to the IC’s resolve,
demonstrated by the implementation of an air and sea embargo by the International Conference
for Zefra (ICFZ) Combined Joint Task Force (CJTF) and the deployment of CJTF land forces to
Daloon.
CJTF Land Component forces have completed their deployment into an Assembly Area
in the northern part of Daloon and have completed preparatory training. Transfer of command
authority from national authorities to CJTF has occurred. The Land Component Commander has
issued his initial Operations Order.
LAND COMPONENT OPERATIONS ORDER (EXTRACT)
Task Organization: Annex A.
1.

SITUATION
a.

Political.
(1)
The International Conference for Zefra (ICFZ) has undertaken to end the
continuing humanitarian crisis in Zefra through the deployment of the Combined
Joint Task Force Zefra (CJTF Z), operating under the authority of the United
Nations Security Council Resolution 9000.
(2)
The deployment of Combined Joint Task Force Zefra (CJTF Z) to Daloon
and preliminary operations by the CJTF Z air and maritime components have
combined to convince the Government of Zefra (GOZ) to accede to the demands
of the international community (IC) that it accept CJTF Z deployment into its
sovereign territory to establish a safe and secure environment in which the
United Nations and other institutions can provide humanitarian assistance,
promote human rights and the development of the rule of law and assist in
promoting a democratic process of governance.
(3)
The current GOZ and its security apparatus have lost their legitimacy
with the majority of the Zefran population. The transition to a representative
government with complementary national institutions acceptable to the Zefran
population as a whole and to the international community will be a lengthy
process. This nation building process will require the full engagement of the
factions, the coalition members, their partners and the wider international
community.
(4)
The GOZ does not currently exercise full control over its territory. The
People’s Liberation Movement (PLM) and its military arm, the People’s Liberation
Army (PLA) effectively controls two areas: the southern highlands just north of
the border with Daloon; and the north, central highlands. The Internal Solidarity
Movement (ISM) controls the northwestern part of the country.
(5)
Representatives from the United Nations, the ICFZ Political Committee
and the GOZ are currently meeting in Geneva to determine the political process
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to be followed to achieve the aim of a democratically elected, representative
government for Zefra. It is anticipated that an interim administration will be
established until such time as elections can be held.
b.

Humanitarian.
(1)
The humanitarian situation in Zefra remains acute. Large numbers of
internally displaced persons continue to migrate towards the major urban centres
to escape the factional conflict between the PLA and the Zefra Association (ZA).
Until now, the GOZ has limited the access of UN, international and nongovernmental humanitarian agencies to its territories. Access to the country now
seems to be less of an issue; however, poor security conditions within the
country are expected to inhibit these organizations ability to operate until the
security situation can be improved.
(2)
A number of refugee camps have been established on the Daloon side of
the international border. Daloon, with the assistance if the IC, has generally
been able to provide for these refugees; however, Daloon is anxious to repatriate
them as soon as conditions permit.

c.

Military.
(1)
Zefra Armed Forces (ZAF). The GOZ has indicated that it will direct the
ZAF to cooperate with CJTF Z.; however, the extent of that cooperation will only
be determined once CJTF Z forces have deployed into Zefra. Indications, so far
have been positive. Zefra naval assets have returned to port and all air assets
have been grounded. Indications are that Zefra Army assets are either in, or are
returning to their home garrisons. Garrison locations at Annex C.
(2)

Zefra Internal Security Forces.
(a)
Zefra National Gendarmerie. Nominally a national police force,
the 15,000 strong National Gendarmerie are really only effective in the
areas under government control. Dominated by ethnic Bongos, the
national Gendarmerie’s standards of conduct and investigative
techniques are not considered to meet international norms. Reliability
and competence are unknown.
(b)
Interior Security Bureau (ISB). The ISB has been the
government’s principal agency for maintaining control over its population.
It has approximately 8,000 members and is 100% ethnically Bongo. Its
mandate has been locating and investigating “enemies of the state”. The
ISB is expected to have strong links with the Zefra Association (ZA).
(c)
Customs Bureau. The customs bureau is charged with border
control duties. However, since the insurgency the military has assumed
this role almost completely. The Customs Bureau does have offices
established in the major coastal cities and fulfills border control and
custom and excise duties for maritime and air traffic. Customs officers
are armed but poorly trained. There are approximately 800 Custom
Bureau agents.

(3)

Belligerent Forces. Factions Operating Areas Annex D.
(a)
The Zefra Association (ZA). Although the GOZ denies ties to the
ZA, the ZA is a government-backed militia that has waged a campaign
against the Peoples Liberation Army (PLA), the Peoples Force (PF) and
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the Truscan people. The ZA operates from areas under government
control. Recent ZA operations have escalated in scale, scope, and
intensity targeting Truscan civilians and their property, thus causing
widespread destruction and human misery. ZA actions and the equally
destructive response of the PLA are the activities that have generated
the current humanitarian crisis in Zefra. The ZA remain active and
continue to conduct raids against areas under PLA control.
(b)
The Peoples Liberation Movement (PLM) and Peoples Liberation
Army (PLA). The PLM, and its armed component the PLA, is the largest
and best-organized rebel group in Zefra with the objective of achieving
autonomy for the central and southern highlands within Zefra. The PLA’s
stated aim is to “protect the Truscan people of Zefra and secure their
autonomous homeland”. The PLA has continued to attack GOZ forces
and has responded to the excesses of the ZA through brutal reprisal
attacks, including suicide attacks, into ZA dominated areas that have
targeted the civilian population. The PLA remain active and continue to
conduct operations against GOZ authorities and infrastructure.
(c)
The Internal Solidarity Movement (ISM). The ISM was founded
as a right wing separatist organization that funded its operations through
criminal activities (primarily transshipment of cocaine and heroin and
some limited cocaine production). In recent years, the group has
become increasingly factionalized with some elements espousing the
original right wing separatist goals while others continue to be criminally
motivated. The more radical elements of the group, ideologically
motivated and seeking autonomy in the northwest, have cultivated ties
with extremist international groups. The ISM is only active in the
northeastern portion of the country where its actions are directed towards
maintaining control over the area that it controls.
(d)
The People for a Greater Zefra (PGZ)/Peoples Force (PF). The
PGZ was formed at the end of the Civil War in 2009. The stated aim of
the PGZ is to compel Zefra’s autocratic government to pursue a
democratic political settlement that advances the interests of all of
Zefra’s people in a unified state – without Bongo political dominance and
without separate autonomous regions that would result in segments of
the population being disenfranchised. with the aim of working towards a
democratic Zefra. Its armed component, the PF, is primarily composed
of Truscans, together with some mixed race and a small percentage of
moderate Bongos. As more and more families became victims of
increasingly repressive government policies and attacks by the ZA or the
PLA, family members and friends have joined the PF to take up the
armed struggle. The stated aim of the PF is to defeat the government’s
means to wage war on the Zefra people, to erode its ability to survive as
a dictatorial entity and to force it into negotiations with the PGZ. The PF
has continued to conduct well-planned raids on government facilities,
communication links and isolated military outposts. The PF are not
currently active; however, this could change should it perceive that the
GOZ is attempting to renege on its commitment to the international
community.
d.

Friendly Forces.
(1)
COMCJTF Z has succeeded in gaining the GOZ acceptance of coalition
forces deploying into the territory of Zefra. This has been achieved through a
comprehensive information operations campaign, and the demonstration of ICFZ
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resolve by the deployment of CJTF Z forces into Daloon while imposing a sea
and air embargo around Zefra.
(2)
The Land Component, 8 MN Bde, as the supported component, will
establish an armed presence in Zefra in order to create and maintain a safe and
secure environment within which humanitarian aid can be distributed and which
will allow the development of representative government institutions and the
promotion of economic well being and human rights. COMCJTF Z’s intent is to
achieve this using only sufficient force as is necessary, but when used it will be
applied with vigor and precision against any armed force that attempts to
interfere with the CJTF Z mission.
(3)
NGOs, IOs and UN Organizations. Locations – Annex E. The UN has
designated UNHCR as the lead UN Agency in Zefra for the immediate future.
UNDP will assume this function when sufficient resources have been deployed to
Zefra. UNHCR currently has a small Country Office in Fallujah and is operating
four IDP Centres located at Fallujah, Marlborough, Duaringa and Blackwater.
The UN has designated UNHCR as the lead agency for coordinating
humanitarian support to Zefra. UNDP, when it is established in Zefra, will be the
lead UN agency for governmental and institutional reform, electoral assistance,
and economic development. Medecines san Frontieres (MSF) has established
team sites at each of the UNHCR IDP Centres and has three other team sites
deployed. One is in the southern highlands at Dululu. The other two are in the
Broadsound Range. Both UNHCR and MSF report that their operations are
being impeded by restrictions on their freedom of movement by Zefran
authorities and the PLA. One UNHCR convoy was ambushed in the area of
Westwood. Two Truscan drivers were executed following the attack which has
been attributed to the ZA. Other IO/NGO organizations are building their
capacity in Daloon in preparation for deployment to Zefra as the security situation
permits.
2.

MISSION

8 (MN) Bde will establish a safe and secure environment in Zefra within which humanitarian
operations can be conducted and good governance can be developed and implemented.
3.

EXECUTION
a.
Commanders Intent. My intent is to establish a safe and secure environment in
the territory of Zefra in order to set the conditions for the unfettered operation of
international humanitarian, development, and political reform organizations and agencies.
Operations in Zefra will be complicated due to ongoing operations of the ZA and the PLA,
the political and ethnic diversity of the population, the fact that the Government does not
have full control over its territory and the presence of four main insurgent groups that are
themselves, in some cases, fractionalized. Our forces must be cognizant of this diversity
and tailor regional operations accordingly. In some regions of the country, these forces
are the de facto authority. Although the long term objective will be the neutralization and
disarmament of all insurgent groups, it is likely that that our forces may have to work in
collaboration with one or more of them in order to end armed conflict so as to create a
safe and secure environment as an essential first step in the transformation of Zefra. In
those areas under GOZ control, the GOZ has agreed to cooperate; however, the level of
that cooperation remains to be determined. Throughout, we must remain cognizant of
the fact that CJTF Z is an intervention force and not an assistance force. It is in CJTF Z’s
interest that local authorities continue to function, albeit under CJTF Z direction, guidance
and supervision. If local authorities refuse to cooperate, then they will be suspended and
CJTF Z will assume the function on an interim basis. Our operations must clearly
demonstrate to all parties that CJTF Z is not supporting or assisting the current GOZ, but
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is the ICs agent for change. It is essential that CJTF Z be seen to be impartial, fair and
decisive. Armed opposition will be met with precisely targeted and overwhelming force.
Key to our success will be winning the hearts and minds of the civilian population. It is
the principal source of human intelligence that will lead our operations; hence our
presence and activity must have a demonstratively positive impact on their daily lives at
the earliest opportunity.
b.
Concept of Operations. Establishing an armed CJTF Z presence in Zefra will be
accomplished in two stages. Stage One will be the securing of the Bruce Highway
corridor, an area that is generally under the control of the GOZ, with the exception of the
Broadsound Range in the North that is under PLA control. The corridor extends from the
Daloon border through Fallujah to Freshwater Point. Stage Two is the westward
expansion to secure the remainder of the country. The end state is achieved when
humanitarian aid has unfettered access across Zefra. Subsequent operations will be
focused on establishing and maintaining security conditions that will support the transition
to a democratic government while improving the economic conditions of all Zefrans.
(1)
Stage One. Stage One will be accomplished in three phases with
successive battle groups sequentially securing their assigned sectors from south
to north. During each phase CFTF Z forces will secure the assigned sector. This
is to be accomplished by overtly moving into the sector and establishing contact
and liaison with the de facto civilian, police and military/paramilitary authorities in
that sector. Stage One will be complete when the corridor has been secured and
humanitarian aid can move unimpeded into CJTF Z secured areas from Daloon
or through Zefran east coast sea and airports.
(a)
Phase One. The CA BG will occupy and secure Sector South,
including the capital Fallujah. The AS/NZ Lt Bn Gp will be force reserve,
prepared to conduct airmobile operations into the southern sector if
required from the current assembly area in Daloon.
(b)
Phase Two. The AS/NZ BG moves forward to occupy and
secure the Sector Centre. The AS/NZ Lt Bn Gp deploys into Sector
South to assume security responsibility for Port Alma, and the Fallujah
Airport from the in-place BG and to provide an airmobile reserve from the
Fallujah Airport. An Advance Bde HQ will be established in Fallujah.
Bde Troops recce parties will deploy to Sector South.
(c)
Phase Three. The UK BG moves forward to occupy Sector
North. Maritime and Air Components assume security responsibility for
Port Alma and Fallujah Airport. Bde HQ main and Bde Troops deploy to
Sector South.
(2)
Stage Two. All sectors will expand westward and the deployment of bde
Troops will be adjusted as required. Details for this stage will be issued as a
separate order.
c.

Tasks.
(1)

CA BG.
(a)

Stage One.
i.

Phase One.
(i) Secure Sector South by establishing an armed presence
and establishing freedom of movement.
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(ii) Establish contact with and provide direction to local
civilian, police and military authorities.
(iii) Establish contact and liaison with IO/NGOs.
(iv) Secure Port Alma to permit Maritime Component staff to
coordinate CJTF Z use of the facility.
(v) Secure and maintain the Bruce Highway for use by
CJTF Z and IO/NGO traffic.
(vi) Secure Fallujah Airport to permit Air Component staff to
coordinate CJTF Z use of the facility.
ii.

Phase 2.
(i) Continue to secure Sector South.
(ii) Handover security responsibilities for Port Alma and the
Fallujah Airport to the AS/NZ Lt Bn Gp.
(iii) Be prepared to provide assistance to Bde Troop recce
parties.

d.

Information Operations.
(1)
General. Information operations will be a critical component of our
operations in Zefra. The principal message that is essential for all parties and
the IC clearly understand that CJTF Z is an internationally sanctioned, UN
authorized, impartial military stabilization force that is deploying to Zefra, with the
agreement of the GOZ, to establish a security environment within the country that
will permit humanitarian assistance operations to take place and set the
conditions for the UN and the broader IC to be able to assist the people of Zefra
in developing representative government institutions that justly promote the
economic well being and human rights of all Zefrans. The following key
messages are to be reinforced:
(a)
CJTF Z is not an agent of, or affiliated with the GOZ. It is an
impartial, international force that looks forward to security cooperation
from all parties in Zefra.
(b)
CJTF Z is composed of disciplined, professional battle
experienced forces that have demonstrated competence in operating in
complex environments.
(c)
Armed opposition to CJTF Z’s operations will be met with
proportional, precisely targeted and overwhelming force.
(2)
Psychological Operations (PSYOPS). The PSYOPS objective is to
convince the people of Zefra that it is in their best interests to support and
cooperate with ICFZ, the UN and the IC efforts to help Zefra transform itself into
an inclusive society with government institutions that are accountable and that
promote the welfare and human rights of all Zefrans. The principal target
audience for this message is the civilian population. Managing expectations is
critical. The road to this “new” Zefran society will be a long one. Appropriate
messages will be developed for each of the factions demonstrating to them that
their aspirations can best be met through an open political process rather than
through violence.
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(3)
Civil Military Cooperation (CIMIC). Initially, CIMIC will be an important
aspect of 8 MN Bde operations. BGs must establish liaison as soon as possible
with local authorities in their sector to ensure the efficient passage of information
and to gain as much local knowledge as possible on their area of operations
(AO). Managing expectations is key. CJTF Z’s role is security, not humanitarian
aid or economic development. These are the responsibility of UNHCR and
UNDP respectively. Notwithstanding, 8 MN Bde will support these and their
associated agencies to the extent possible through information exchange and the
provision of resources when circumstances and capabilities permit.
4.

SERVICE SUPPORT
a.
Logistic Concept. As a general concept, TCNs remain responsible for their own
logistic and administrative support. A 8 (MN) Bde Logistic Coordination Center (BLCC)
will be established and manned by TCNs to coordinate brigade logistic activities. Second
line units in will be grouped into multinational forward support battalions for control of
movement and real estate allocation. Third line assets that deploy into Zefra, will be
transferred TACON to 8 (MN) Bde.
b.
Medical. Role 1 and Role 2 HSS will be provided by TCNs. A Role 3 MN HSS
will be led by the UK Field Hospital.

5.

COMMAND AND SIGNAL
a.

Signal

b.

Communications
(1)
HRC.

Communications to the ICFZ MC will be via the HQ CJTF Z through ICFZ

(2)
Combined Joint Task Force communications links will be the
responsibility of higher headquarters downwards.
(3)
National communications are the responsibility of each national
contingent to include all internal and strategic communication systems and links.

B Gen Timothy Greybeard
Commander 8 (MN) Bde
ANNEXES:
ANNEX A – Task Org
ANNEX B – Scheme of Manoeuver
ANNEX C – ZEFRA Armed Forces Garrison Locations
ANNEX D – Factions Operating Areas
ANNEX D - IO/NGO Locations
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Vignette Two – Simultaneous Operations
Situation
The Land Component Stage One has been completed. Shortly after the Combined Joint
Task Force (CJTF) deployment into Zefra it became clear that the Government of Zefra (GOZ)
was doing its best to not comply with the provisions of United Nations (UN) Security Council
Resolution (UNSCR) 9000.
The GOZ did make good on its promise to have its Armed Forces move into their
garrison locations in advance CJTF deployment into Zefra and acted to expedite the flow of
international aid into the country, particularly to the internally displaced personnel (IDP) camps
operating in the urban areas. Attempts by the GOZ to target this aid to ethnic Bongos within
these camps were unsuccessful.
Political negotiations between the GOZ, the UN and the International Conference for
Zefra (ICFZ) on the future of Zefra stalled shortly before the CJTF had completed the Land
Component’s Stage One deployment. As it became abundantly clear that the status quo was not
an option, the GOZ became uncooperative and initiated a national and international information
campaign in an attempt to promote itself and discredit ICFZ and the CJTF. The essence of the
GOZ message was that the CJTF was an occupation force intent on unseating the
“democratically” elected GOZ. Although the GOZ did not call for violent opposition to the CJTF’s
presence, the GOZ through its government controlled media sources encouraged its population
to be uncooperative. The GOZ’ message drew some response from a portion of the ethnic
Bongo population, but was seen as hollow from the moderate Bongo and majority ethnic Truscan
perspectives
The UN and IC’s reaction was to suspend the GOZ and replace it with an interim, multiethnic leadership. A Transitional Leadership has been appointed with a moderate Bongo and a
moderate Truscan sharing the Interim Presidency. Both have ties to the People for a Greater
Zefra.
The Zefran Armed Forces have remained in their garrisons and have generally been
cooperative with the CJTF forces in the country, although morale of the soldiers is clearly low.
There have been a number of “desertions” reported. In most cases it is likely that these soldiers
have simply returned to their homes. There is some evidence that some of these “deserters” may
have, in fact, made their talents available to the Zefra Association (ZA).
The leadership of the Zefra Guard Brigade has not been cooperative and has not allowed
access to its garrisons. For a short period after the announcement of the suspension of the GOZ
there was a concern that the Zefra Guard may try to breakout of their garrison locations. A show
of force by the CJTF served to quiet the situation.
The National Gendarmerie has generally cooperated with the CJTF, although some of
the primarily ethnic Bongo leadership has proven to be uncooperative.
The National
Gendarmerie remains relatively effective in the urban areas; however, joint patrols have revealed
that there is a strong pro-Bongo bias and that police methods tend to be very heavy-handed with
CJTF forces having had to intervene on several occasions to protect the local population.
Most troubling is the virtual disappearance of the Internal Security Bureau (ISB). On
arrival in Zefra, the CJTF found that ISB offices had been cleared out and the personnel had
dispersed. Indications from local sources are that the bulk of the ISB has gone underground and
is likely operating with the ZA.
The ZA remains active throughout the country. They have been establishing roadblocks
in some areas to deny IOs and NGOs access to Peoples Liberation Army (PLA) controlled areas.
CJTF interventions to clear these roadblocks were initially accomplished through negotiation.
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There was a report 10 days ago of a ZA raid against the PLA controlled town of Dululu.
Reports indicate that the ZA launched the raid from the coastal town of Baralaba. Since the
suspension of the GOZ, the ZA has become more violent and has engaged CJTF forces in direct
attacks. In the past week there have been three RCEID attacks against CJTF logistics traffic on
the Bruce Highway south of Fallujah in the CA BG sector and two just north of Marlborough in the
AS/NZ BG sector. Yesterday, a CA BG patrol in Fallujah came under a brief small arms and
RPG attack. One insurgent was wounded in the attack and subsequently captured. Local police
identified the insurgent as a member of the ISB with connections to the ZA. Armed insurgency
from the ZA is expected to continue and is likely to intensify.
PLA activity is relatively quiet. CJTF forces in the PLA controlled Broadsound Range
have enjoyed a reasonable level of cooperation with PLA officials and agencies in that area.
There have been incidents, attributed to the PLA, of the diversion of humanitarian aid to PLA
controlled areas. To date there has been no violence associated with these incidents and CJTF
forces have been able to negotiate a satisfactory resolution.
The CA BG has accomplished its CJTF Land Component Stage One tasks. The Port
Alma and Fallujah International Airport security tasks have been handed over to the Maritime and
Air components respectively. Local liaison has been established with Zefra military and police
authorities and the BG is monitoring the actions of both. Joint patrols are being conducted
regularly with the National Gendarmerie and the Zefra Armed Forces garrison locations are being
observed on a continuing basis. The National Gendarmerie has expressed it reluctance to
become involved in crowd confrontation tasks and asked the CJTF to be prepared to perform this
function if it becomes necessary. The CA BG is maintaining regular patrols along the Bruce
Highway to facilitate the flow of humanitarian aid and CJTF logistics traffic.
The BG HQ has established a Sector Development Centre (SDC) in Fallujah as the main
point of contact with the local population and IOs/NGOs operating in the BG Sector. The BG
CIMIC Team is embedded in the SDC. Operating from the SDC is a three-person RCMP
detachment, a three-person CIDA team and two representatives from FAC.
A Cdn national Theatre Activation Team (TAT) has recently arrived in Zefra and has
begun the process of establishing a Canadian Camp on the outskirts of Fallujah. The TAT is
largely self-sufficient; however, the NCE has tasked the CA BG to provide a platoon OPCON to
the TAT to provide additional security.
The CA BG has received warning from 8 (MN) Bde that Stage Two operations to expand
the AOR westward will commence in 48 hours.

Vignette Three – Sustained Operations
Situation
The CJTF has now been deployed in Zefra for just under six months. Politically, the
situation has continued to evolve with the election of an Interim President scheduled to take place
in three weeks time under the supervision and assistance of the United Nations Development
Programme (UNDP). This election will also serve as a rehearsal for national assembly elections
schedule to take place six months later. At the request of the International Conference for Zefra
(ICFZ) political authorities, Combined Joint Task Force (CJTF) troop contributing nations (TCNs)
were asked to extend their current contingents until at least 60 days after the Interim Presidential
election. All TCNs agreed.
The Zefra Armed Forces initial reticence to cooperate with the CJTF has eased over
time. The Zefra Transitional Leadership relieved a number of the Armed Forces senior
leadership. Since then a more cooperative relationship has developed with CJTF forces
providing training assistance to the Zefran Forces. Over the past month, Zerfa forces have been
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operating alongside CJTF forces, albeit under CJTF operational control. In the coming weeks it is
expected that Zefra Army sub-units will be capable of executing sub-unit level operations with
CJTF mentorship.
Improvements in the operations of the National Gendarmerie (NG) have also been noted.
ICFZ has deployed a civilian police training team a the NG national Training Centre in Yeppoon
that has been conducting a series of short two week courses for NG senior and middle grade staff
focussed on professional police conduct. Although this is just a beginning in a much longer road
to retraining the NG, it is having a visible effect on the street. There have been fewer incidents of
NG misconduct noted on joint patrols with CJTF forces.
The Land Component Stage Two operation to expand the CJTF presence across the
country initially went well in Sectors South and Centre. In Sector North, the Internal Solidarity
Movement (ISM) mounted an aggressive insurgency nominally to protect its vision of a separate,
ethnically pure Bongo sovereign state. In reality, the ISM was fighting to protect the drug
infrastructure that it controlled in the northwest corner of the country. UK BG operations in the
area continue to be plagued by ISM insurgent activities. To date, the ISM has resisted all
attempts to have it engage in the political process. Coalition operations have all but shut down
drug operations in the area. This may be having the unintended effect of returning the ISM to its
ideological aspirations for a right wing, independent Bongo state.
The PLA generally welcomed and cooperated with CJTF forces for the first two months.
PLA military activities against the Zefra Armed Forces, NG and the Zefra Association (ZA) were
suspended. Some of the Truscan internally displace persons (IDPs) even began returning from
the camps in the urban areas. The Peoples Liberation Movement (PLM) had become engaged in
the political process to represent the interests of the Truscan population. The UK BG and the CA
BG had enjoyed some initial success in gaining the confidence and cooperation of the local
populations in the PLA controlled Broadsound Range and Mount Morgan areas respectively.
Some of the more moderate PLA elements had even gone so far as to agree to the cantonment
of some of their weaponry into CJTF controlled sites. Regrettably, two well-coordinated Zerfa
Association (ZA) attacks against PLA villages four months ago served to undo the progress that
the CJTF had made with the PLA. These ZA raids occurred simultaneously and wreaked utter
devastation on the two villages that were targeted, one in the Broadsound Range and one in the
Mount Morgan area. The ZA used the outcome of these raids to ridicule the CJTF’s ability to
provide security. Indeed the PLA responded by becoming increasingly uncooperative and hostile
towards CJTF forces and accused them of operating in support of the former Zefran regime .
One of the cantonment sites in the CA BG sector was raided and weapons removed.
CJTF operations continued in PLA controlled areas; however, for a period following the
raids PLA forces proactively impeded CJTF movement in their areas. Over a three-month period
a degree of trust was re-established.
Over-riding the objection of CJTF military authorities, ICFZ political authorities insisted
that joint CJTF/Zefran Army patrols begin to operate in PLA controlled areas as a preliminary step
towards establishing the Transitional Leadership Teams authority over the country in advance of
the Interim Presidential elections. The first such CA BG/Zefra Army patrol was stopped by armed
PLA forces and denied access. Rather than forcing a confrontation the patrol withdrew. Since
then the PLA has insisted that CA BG patrols in the Mount Morgan area be accompanied by PLA
elements. The CA BG has refused to accede to this demand and is currently negotiating with the
PLA to re-establish freedom of movement for its own and joint CA BG/Zefra Army patrols in the
Mount Morgan area. For its part, the PLA has insisted that it will attack any future joint patrols.
The ZA remain active across the country and continue to be the CJTF’s principal
adversary. The frequency of various IED attacks remains high with approximately three per week
directed primarily against soft targets such as logistic convoys and humanitarian vehicles. As the
election nears, the ZA has turned some of its attention to acts of violence against the local
population, particularly those that are seen to be cooperating with the Transitional Leadership and
the CJTF. The NG has been targeted recently with four local NG leaders having been
assassinated in the past week. CJTF targeted operations have been effective to some extent in
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reducing the ZAs capabilities; however, they remain a potent force that is backed by a hard-core
element of the Bongo population in the urban areas.
A severe four-month drought over Splash has complicated operations. Crop failure on
the island is raising the potential of food shortages in both Zefra and Daloon. The drought is also
limiting the amount of fresh water that is available to the major urban centres of both countries.
Rationing has already been implemented in Fallujah.
Tributaries that originate in the border area at the southern end of Mount Morgan feed
both the Zefran city of Fallujah and the Daloon city of Gladstone. Satellite imagery has indicated
that there is heavy equipment operating in the area. It appears that work is ongoing to divert the
waters of one of the mountain streams that supplies Fallujah to another that feeds Gladstone.
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PART 2
The Army of Tomorrow Conceptual Design
The Conceptual Design of the Army of Tomorrow
Major AB Godefroy: Godefroy.AB@forces.gc.ca
As the 21st century unfolds, Canada continues to face an international arena marked by
uncertainty, volatility and risk. While many threats have receded, others have grown in
importance and still others have arisen in their place. One need only consider the terrorist
attacks of 11 September 2001, and the events that have marked their aftermath, to appreciate the
fact that the world remains a highly unstable and dangerous place.
The predictability and stability of the Cold War is gone. The threats we now face are far
more complex. The proliferation of advanced weaponry (and the apparent willingness of
individuals, groups and states to use them), the problems of failed and failing states, as well as
the growing reality of information operations, just to name a few, clearly demonstrate the need to
remain vigilant and prepared. Notwithstanding rapid progress in many areas of human
endeavour—instability, armed conflict and war continue to remain distinct and ever present
realities in international life.
It is within this uncertain context that Canada’s Army must continue to operate to meet
the nation’s national security needs and expectations. However, this entails an inherent
requirement to do so not only in the short-term but also in the long-term. As such, the Army must
work towards a fuller understanding of the character of the future security environment, and its
implications for armed conflict. Moreover, it must foster doctrine and operational concepts that are
clear, relevant and forward-looking. Finally, it must seek capabilities that ensure its effectiveness
in the future battlespace.
Conceptual Design and the Army of Tomorrow
Even when not at war professional volunteer armies continue to think about future
conflicts; in particular what they might be like, where they might take place, against whom, and if
possible, why. As well, armies smart enough to think ahead do what they can to be ready for the
next conflict by examining future concepts, preparing doctrine, developing the proper physical,
intellectual, and social capital for their armies, as well as train their soldiers for tasks both
possible and probable. Yet despite the best efforts and preparations of any army, predicting the
future is almost always fraught with uncertainty. What Canadian soldier stationed in Lahr in 1988,
for example, anticipated that he might find him or herself in Sarajevo in 1992, Mogadishu in 1993,
or Kabul in 2003?
To mitigate the unpredictability of future conflict the Canadian Army has engaged in a
continuous program of combat (or more recently labeled – capability) development since the end
of the Second World War. Today, Canada’s Army is often described as a strategically relevant,
tactically decisive, knowledge-based, medium weight force. Its doctrine is based “on the
manoeuvre approach to operations in which shattering the enemy’s overall cohesion and will to
fight is paramount, and is achieved by targeting his center of gravity.”1 This approach to army
operations had its genesis in the army concept debates of early to mid-1990s and was further
1

Canadian Army. Battle Group in Operations, (draft dated April 2005), 1.
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developed following the decision to undertake extensive transformation activities across the Army
at the end of the decade.
In 1999/2000 the CLS realized that short-term savings were needed to ensure a tangible
investment towards achieving longer-term goals for the Army. This allowed the Army of Today to
function while preparing the institutional ground for a transformation towards the Army of
Tomorrow. As an expedient to achieve this end state and knowing that the Army of Tomorrow
might still be as much as a decade or more away, the Interim Army (IA) was created to provide an
intermediate milestone for conceptual and doctrinal design. The first product of the evolution
towards the IA, Advancing with Purpose: the Army Strategy, appeared in 2002.
The Army Strategy was the result of nearly three years of force development planning
and was further supported by a renewed Capability Development (CD) Board process, mandated
to manage the Army transformation process towards the Army of Tomorrow (in approximately the
Horizon 2 timeframe, 2006-2015). Accordingly, the Army began to transform towards a
command-centric and knowledge-based organization. The Army was to be a medium-weight2,
information age Army that was capable of using the five operational functions of command,
sense, act, shield, and sustain across the entire spectrum of conflict. However, the Army was still
missing the conceptual and doctrinal foundation that defined the manner in which the Army of
Tomorrow was to operate in this future environment and that constituted intellectual first step
towards Army transformation.
While work continued on the Force Employment Concept for the current army in 2003,
the Directorate of Land Strategic Concepts (DLSC) launched ‘The Futures Project’ with the aim of
completing the conceptual design of the Canadian Army that would evolve from the Interim Army.
This work began with the production of, Future Force: Concepts for Future Army Capabilities, a
speculative ‘thought piece’ presenting a conceptual framework designed to assist the Army
leadership and those staff working on the Army of Tomorrow constructs.3 A companion to Future
Force was published in 2005. Titled, Crisis in Zefra, this fictional narrative was an illustrative tool
for the further exploration of many of the concepts first examined in Future Force. It presented
one plausible future scenario for the Army of Tomorrow as well as a number of questions
designed to encourage further debate across all ranks of the Army.
With the ‘blue sky’ conceptual work completed the next step was to plot out a roadmap
from the Interim Army (arguably the Army of Today) to the Future Army employing realistic
constraints and restraints within a cyclical design process to produce an evolved hierarchy of
concepts. The first result of this work produced the Army of Tomorrow roadmap upon which this
primer is based.
Hierarchy of Concepts and the Cyclical Design Process
The end state of the AoT work reposes on the output of three parallel sub-processes: the
consideration of the Future Security Environment and Capability Based Planning Scenario
outputs, Future capability requirements and Future concepts. Each sub-process responded to
one of the following questions:
2

Again, the Army Strategy describes medium-weight as the exploitation of emerging technologies
to achieve the high levels of lethality and protection formerly provided by weight in order to enhance
strategic responsiveness and operational and tactical agility. A medium-weight force balances the strong
combat power characteristics of a more heavy-weight force, with the strong rapid deployability
characteristics of a more light-weight force.

3

DLSC. Future Force: Concepts for Future Army Development. (Kingston: Directorate of Land Strategic
Concepts, 2003), v.
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What are the defining features of the future security environment? – This sub-process
involved a consideration of four alternative futures, and resulted in the publication of the Future
Security Environment (FSE). FSE defined the environment and its characteristics, while the
ongoing S&T trends analysis continuously provides us with opportunities and challenges. Human
resource studies examine our evolving demographics; posit the cognitive skill requirements and
other human development aspects.
What are the force capabilities and characteristics required by a Canadian force which
will be called upon to operate in that environment? – The resultant study posited the Future Army
Capability Requirements (FACR) portfolio of required capabilities. Future Force defined those
capability requirements and characteristics that the Army would require to operate in the FSE.
The resultant listing of capabilities and characteristics were rolled up into a portfolio of enabling
capabilities and characteristics.

Hierarchy of Concepts

What are the alternative concepts and characteristics essential to realize those
capabilities? An aggregation of the enabling capabilities and characteristics resulted in the ten
enabling concepts that underpin the AoT (see Figure X). An enabling concept is a description of
how a particular task or procedure is performed, within the context of a broader functional area,
using a particular capability, such as a specific technology, training or education program,
organization, facility, etc. An enabling concept describes the accomplishment of a particular task
that makes possible the performance of a broader military function or sub-function. The AoT
enabling concepts, when considered, produced these five key functional concepts. These
functional concepts contain descriptions of particular fields of specialization within the overall
operating concept. The integration of the functional concepts produce the operating or force
employment concept, which describes how the various functional activities relate and are
integrated into a cohesive operating system.

Operating

Adaptive Dispersed Operations

Functional

Networked Enabled Operations (NEOps)
Integrated Effects
Empowered Soldier
Agility
Integrated Sustainment

Enabling

Omni-Dimensional Shield; The Network; Fusion & KM;
JIMP; Modularity; Focused Sustainability; Human
Development; Full Spectrum Manoeuvre; Distributed
Autonomous Systems, JFS; Information Operations

Enabling
Capabilities

Portfolio of Future Army Capability Requirements

FSE

Tech
Watch

Figure X. AoT Concept Hierarchy
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HR

The overall the design process leading to the AoT can be termed “backcasting”.
Backcasting comprises the cyclical development process (as previously outlined), determines
how things need to be changed today, in order to eventually transform the Army of Today force
into the AoT. (See Figure Y). In summation, the backcasting process begins with an examination
of the FSE, using the Operating Functions of Command, Sense, Act, Shield and Sustain (1). The
examination results in a definition of the required capabilities needed to operate in such an
environment (2). The required capabilities are then ‘ backcast’ through the Defence Services
Program and used to inform the business planning and training processes (3) and to inform
acquisition process of those capabilities to develop/acquire (4) in time to meet the emergent
challenges.
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The Future Security Environment
Mr. Peter Gizewski Email: Gizewski.PJG@forces.gc.ca
The current security environment continues to exhibit high volatility and uncertainty.
Already, ongoing trends (e.g. globalization, rapid scientific and technological innovation,
demographic change, shifting power balances, the growing prominence of non-state actors) are
leading to considerable change in the nature of conflict and its conduct. Rather than the threats of
inter-state war posed by monolithic “Soviet-type” menaces, current challenges are more diffuse -with asymmetric attacks launched by sub-national terror groups, and the political instability, civil war
and humanitarian crises characteristic of fragile countries representing the chief concerns of the
early 21st century.
In today’s world, the prospect of wars featuring large force on force exchanges is
increasingly eclipsed by the realities of irregular warfare and guerrilla conflict conducted by highly
adaptive, technologically enabled adversaries; media-savvy foes intent less on defeating armed
forces than eroding an adversaries will to fight; rogue states bent on challenging the status quo;
and trans-national criminal organizations ready, willing and able to buy, sell and trade everything
from drugs to armaments for their own gain. Increasingly moreover, turmoil occurs in urban areas,
with adversaries taking full advantage of the complex human and physical terrain that large,
densely populated cities provide.
No longer moreover, are such threats and challenges as likely to be confined to the
external arena. In an increasingly interconnected, interdependent world, lines between the external
and the domestic are increasingly blurred. Accordingly, dangers and challenges in the global realm
increasingly have domestic ramifications.
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 R o b u st n e tw o r k s a n d o p s
 A I, a u to n o m o u s r o b o tics

To be sure, still further change will take place in the years ahead. Nevertheless, current
trends indicate that the general contours of future conflict will strongly resemble those present
today. In fact, the key difference between conflict within today’s operating environment and that
of the future will lie in the fact that the adversaries faced are likely to become even more adaptive
and the threats they pose even more varied -- and lethal -- in the years to come.
Indeed, that future promises a security environment in which:
•
•

Irregular warfare will be still more prominent;
Conflicts will be more protracted;

•

We could face a wider range of highly agile, adaptive adversaries -- many of
whom will be non-state actors rather than states;

•
•
•
•

Threats and challenges will be more trans-national and capable of easily crossing
borders;
There will be more threats to the home nation-state -- often by an enemy who will be
better educated, highly agile and adaptive to changes in the environment;
There will be an increased likelihood of Computer Network Attacks (CAN) of all varieties;
and,
The trend to more operations in complex terrain will continue;

As for technologies;
•
•

There will be much more emphasis on commercial weapon systems, off-the-shelf, and
use of novel technologies; and,
There will be a greater integration of humans (man) with technology (machine);

Such realities hold a number of implications for armed forces generally and for AoT in particular.
Specifically,
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

There will be a greater requirement to be prepared to take a lead role in coalition
operations. This will affect the way we train our leaders;
All levels of command and individuals will be networked;
There will be much more emphasis on shaping hearts and minds using PSYOPs and
CIMIC (and. there will be more focus on humanitarian and reconstruction as an integral
part of stabilization operations);
There will be less reliance on defeating forces and more on affecting will and resolve;
There will be a requirement to be prepared to be amongst the first responders to
domestic and international events;
In order to remain technically current and relevant, the time for procurement of new
equipment will be drastically reduced;
There will be more emphasis placed on the use of adaptive strategies and tactics to
overcome problems, especially in a networked environment;
The need to ensure robust networks and operations will rise; and,
Intelligent, autonomous robotics will be an integral part of every unit and sub-unit.
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The AoT Operating Concept
LCol MJ English: English.MJ@forces.gc.ca
The AoT Operating Concept envisages an operating environment characterized by
complex, multi-dimensional conflict, simultaneous, full spectrum operations, and a noncontiguous, dispersed operational framework along with an approach to operating within that
environment that seeks to create tactical advantage through the deliberate use of dispersion by
adaptive forces.

The AoT Operating Environment
Within the AoT operating environment, the likelihood of large force on force engagements
will be eclipsed by the threat of asymmetric and irregular warfare conducted by adept, highly
adaptive, and technologically enabled adversaries; and foes less intent on defeating the enemy
than eroding his will to fight. The challenges presented by this irregular and asymmetric conflict
will be further exacerbated by potential adversaries taking full advantage of the complex moral,
physical, and informational environments that the world’s large and densely populated urban
areas provide.
Current trends suggest the general contours of future conflict will resemble those present
today. However, the key difference between conflict within the contemporary operating
environment and that of the future is that potential adversaries will be even more adaptive than
those of today and the threats they pose even more varied and lethal. Remaining in urban
shadows, operating in dispersed and compartmented groups, sustaining and shielding
themselves through the support, acquiescence, or intimidation of the local population, and
carefully directing violence at civil and military targets, irregular adversaries will seek to gain
strength and support while degrading support to their enemies. As urban areas continue to
sprawl and become breeding grounds for discontent, asymmetric warriors will seek to control key
urban terrain, or at least, prevent hostile security forces from doing so.
In addition to the aforementioned trend toward more adept and adaptable adversaries
and more conflict occurring within complex urbanized environments, the nature of conflict itself
will be much more complex. At the most basic level -- whatever the particular traits or causes -future conflict will reflect a complex, three-dimensional web of Actions, Structures, and Beliefs in
which each dimension shapes and is shaped by the other4.
Actions consist of those events, behaviors, and acts that characterize the nature of the
conflict. They encompass the individual and group behaviors of all of those involved in the
conflict; be they irregular combatants, security forces, aid workers, local and national leaders, or
the population. The most obvious actions center on violence; which can run from acts of
intimidation to terrorism to major combat actions. Actions may also consist of precipitous events
that spark outbreaks of violence and retaliatory or repressive acts -- perhaps incited by
4

This discussion is drawn from recent concepts of conflict and conflict resolution found in R. Scott Moore, A Concept for
Counterinsurgency in the 21st Century, Hicks & Associates Inc, Center for Adaptive Strategies and Threats, February
2006
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asymmetric adversaries -- that stoke further violence. Because they can be planned, executed,
seen, and measured, actions tend to overshadow the other dimensions of the conflict. However,
while actions by themselves, represent the tactical aspects of the conflict, their strategic impact
lies within the structures and beliefs that comprise the deeper roots of the conflict.
Structures are the conditions that frame the conflict and terms such as stability, instability,
infrastructure, economic development, and humanitarian assistance describe the structural
elements of conflict in the future security environment. Irregular combatants will attempt to
dismantle existing structures, exploit those that are seen as corrupt or repressive, and attempt to
create new ones in their stead. The structural elements of conflict (political, economic, social, or
security) form the essential physical and conditional battlespace over which future conflicts will be
fought as well as the outcomes once the conflict has been concluded.
Beliefs comprise those attitudes, perceptions, prejudices, ideologies, cultures, and social
identities that fuel conflict and are the psychological imperatives that drive and are driven by
actions and structures. Beliefs encompass more than just the conscious decision or willingness
to side with one belligerent or the other, to support an insurgent group or the security forces.
They represent the preconditions and mental filters that determine how individuals and groups
perceive the actions and structures that surround them.

Given the nature of conflict described above, AoT forces will be required to undertake
operations along a continuum that encompasses offensive, defensive, and stability operations
conducted along the entire spectrum of conflict. The fundamental premise underpinning the
continuum of operations is that AoT forces will often be engaged in a range of offensive,
defensive, and stability activities across the spectrum simultaneously.
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The spectrum of conflict at its most violent is characterized by major combat and major
combat operations will primarily focus on offensive and defensive actions. These actions will be
undertaken in order to defeat the enemy’s forces and or secure terrain. Stability operations will
take place in a very dynamic and complex environment in which tactical objectives are
intrinsically linked to longer-term political objectives that may, in turn, be influenced by domestic
and international media and public perceptions. The text boxes in the above graphic illustrate the
types of actions, which may be undertaken during offensive, defensive, or stability operations.
Regardless of the type of operation undertaken, AoT forces must be capable of rapid
transition from one operation to the next and the conduct of the three types of operations
simultaneously when necessary.

The Operational Framework
The AoT Operational Framework -- consisting of the Area of Operations (AO), the
Battlespace, and the Battlefield Organization -- establishes areas of geographic and operational
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responsibility and provides the AoT commander a method of visualizing the employment of AoT
forces and resources in the accomplishment of the mission.
AoT expeditionary operations (in which Canada could be the lead nation) will normally be
undertaken as part of a larger coalition joint force. The coalition joint force commander -normally the commander of a Joint Task Force (JTF) -- will conduct military operations to
accomplish a specific mission within a Joint Operations Area (JOA) determined and assigned by
the Joint Forces Command. AoT forces assigned to the JTF Commander will operate within a
designated AO and its associated Battlespace. During AoT domestic operations the JOA will be
assigned to the JTF Commander by the Canadian command authority.
The AO. For both domestic and expeditionary operations, the AO is that tangible area for which
the AoT commander is directly responsible and is assigned by the higher commander. The AO
will be large enough for the AoT commander to accomplish the mission and shield the force.
Additionally, the commander must be able to see and understand the entire AO and exercise
command of all forces and resources within it. The commander must also be able to integrate the
five operational functions within the AO and coordinate the actions of his subordinate
commanders.
The AoT commander may, in turn, subdivide some or all of the AO by assigning AOs to
subordinate commanders. Subordinate AOs may be contiguous (Subordinate AOs are separated
by a shared boundary) or non-contiguous (Subordinate AOs do not share boundaries).
Contiguous AO

Subordinate
AO

Non-Contiguous AO

Subordinate
AO
Subordinate
AO

Subordinate
AO
Subordinate
AO

Subordinate
AO
Adjacent subordinate AOs share
boundaries

Subordinate AOs do not share boundaries. The higher commander
retains responsibility for the unassigned portion of the AO

The development of new technologies, combined with the emergence of adept and
adaptable adversaries with symmetrical and asymmetrical capabilities, will lead to an AoT
Operational Framework that is rapidly expanding, multi-dimensional, and more distributed in
terms of time, space, and purpose. AoT AOs, will, therefore, tend to be more non-contiguous
than contiguous. Non-contiguous AOs will normally be established when limited AoT forces
must occupy or control widely separated key terrain or the dispersal of the enemy throughout the
AO requires a corresponding dispersal of friendly forces.
The Battlespace.
The AoT Battlespace includes the environment, factors, and conditions the commander
must understand to successfully accomplish the mission and shield the force. This includes air,
land, and sea spaces; enemy and friendly forces; infrastructure, weather, terrain, the
electromagnetic spectrum; and the information environment. The Battlespace is conceptual. It is
not assigned by the higher commander and is determined based on the commander’s
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understanding of the situation and concept of operations. Commanders visualize and adapt the
Battlespace as the situation or mission changes. Battlespace is not synonymous with the AO and
AoT forces conduct operations only within that portion of the Battlespace delineated by the AO.
The Battlespace includes an associated Area of Influence, Areas of Interest, and the Information
Environment:
• The Area of Influence is the geographical area in which the commander influences
operations with the forces and full spectrum resources under his command. Areas of
Influence surround and include the associated AO;
• An Area of Interest is that area of concern to the commander; including the Area of
Influence and areas adjacent to it. It extends to the objectives of current or planned
operations. Areas of Interest also include areas occupied by enemy forces that could
jeopardize the accomplishment of the mission and may be global in scope. Areas of
Interest serve to focus Sense and IO activities at factors outside the AO that may affect
the operation; and
•
The Battlespace also includes that part of the Information Environment that
encompasses information activity affecting the operation. The Information Environment
contains information activities that collect, process, and disseminate information to
national and international audiences but are beyond direct military influence. It includes
space-based systems that provide data and information. To envision that part of the
nformation Environment that is within his Battlespace, the commander determines the
information activities that affect his operation and the capabilities of his and opposing
command and sense systems.
Areas of concern to
commander

Information Environment
Area of Interest

Area of
Interest

Area of Influence
AO

Commander capable of
influencing operations

Tangible and defined by
higher commander.
Large enough to
complete mission and
shield the force

Area of
Interest

The Battlefield Organization.
The Battlefield Organization is the allocation of AoT forces within the AO in terms of purpose and
space. Purpose unifies all elements of the Battlefield Organization by providing a common focus
for all actions. Given the non-contiguous nature of the AoT Battlespace, AoT commanders will
normally organize their forces according to purpose by determining whether each element’s
operation will be decisive, shaping, or sustaining:
• Decisive operations are those that directly accomplish the task assigned by the
higher headquarters and conclusively determine the outcome of the operation or action.
There is only one decisive operation for any given unit or element. However, the decisive
operation may include multiple actions conducted simultaneously throughout the AO.
Commanders weigh the decisive operation by economizing on forces and resources
allocated to shaping operations;
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• Shaping operations create and preserve conditions for the success of the decisive
operation. Shaping operations include lethal and non-lethal activities conducted
throughout the AO. They support the decisive operation by affecting enemy capabilities
and forces or by influencing enemy decisions. Shaping operations use all operating
functions to neutralize or reduce enemy capabilities;
• Sustaining operations are operations at any echelon that enable shaping and
decisive operations by providing combat service support, rear area security, movement
control, terrain management, and infrastructure development. Sustaining operations
focus on preparing for the next phase of the operation and underwrite the tempo of the
current operation. Sustaining operations assure the ability to take advantage of any
opportunity and exploit success;
While AoT forces will normally be organized according to purpose, there may be
situations where AoT commanders describe decisive, shaping, and sustaining operations in linear
terms. In coalition operations for example, the capabilities and doctrine of partners may dictate
spatial organization of the AO. In such situations, the commander may designate linear close,
deep, and rear areas:
• When designated, the Close Area is where forces are in immediate contact with the
enemy and the fighting between combatants is occurring, or where commanders envision
close combat taking place. Commanders conduct decisive operations employing
manoeuvre and effects in the Close Area and position most of the Act forces within it.
Within the Close Area, depending on echelon, one element may conduct the decisive
operation while others conduct shaping operations;
• When designated, the Deep Area is an area forward of the Close Area that
commanders use to shape enemy forces before they are encountered or engaged in the
Close Area. Thus, the Deep Area relates to the Close Area not only in terms of
geography but also in terms of purpose and time. The extent of the Deep Area depends
on the force’s Area of Influence and designated Areas of Interest. Commanders may
place forces in the Deep Area to conduct shaping operations and some of these
operations may involve close combat. However, most Act forces stay in the Close Area;
and,
•
When designated, the Rear Area extends from the rear boundary forward to the rear
boundary of the next lower level of command. This area is provided primarily for the
performance of support functions and is where the majority of the echelon’s sustaining
operations occur. Operations in rear areas assure freedom of action and continuity of
operations, sustainment, and command. Commanders may designate Act forces to
protect forces and facilities in the rear area.

Rear
Area

Close
Area

Deep
Area

In some cases, the AoT commander may designate non-contiguous Close, Deep and
Rear Areas due to geography or other circumstances. In this case, shield challenges increase
due to physical separation of forces and contested grey zones between the non-contiguous
areas.

The AO
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The AoT Operating Approach
Future conflict within the AoT operating environment reflects the complex relationship
between actions, structures, and beliefs. Each dimension of the conflict must be assessed and
understood both individually and as part of the larger whole in terms of how they affect and are
affected by the others. Moreover, given the complex, multi-dimensional nature of conflict in an
operating environment characterized by irregular warfare conducted by adept, adaptive,
technologically enabled, and dispersed adversaries, AoT forces will be required to conduct full
spectrum operations that are considerably more distributed in time, space, and purpose.
Consequently, AoT forces, from section to tactical unit and formation level, must be able to
undertake operations that are truly multi-threat, multi-dimensional, multi-national, joint, and interagency. The AoT Adaptive Dispersed Operating Concept envisages employing highly adaptable
tactical forces dispersed -- in terms of time, space, and purpose -- across the entire AoT
Battlespace in order to maximize the AoT commanders’ operational reach.
The Adaptive Force
In order to quickly adapt to the continually changing, full spectrum operating environment,
the AoT requires soldiers and units that are agile, lethal and non-lethal, net-enabled, multipurpose, and full spectrum:
• Agile forces are capable of planning and conducting tactical actions faster than the
enemy can respond while maintaining the ability to respond to changes in enemy actions
faster than the enemy can exploit those changes;
• Lethal and non-lethal forces can engage the enemy with precision and non-precision
lethal and non-lethal effects delivered by Joint LOS, NLOS, and BLOS systems while
maneuvering to positions of advantage and conducting close combat at the time and
place of own choosing;
• Net-enabled forces operate within a network of troops on the ground supported by
joint sensor, fire support, and C2 systems linked by voice and data to create a level of
situational awareness, battlefield mobility, and fire support that combine to overwhelm the
enemy’s understanding of the Battlespace and his ability to react; and,
• Multi-purpose forces provide full spectrum capability derived from a combination of
integral capability plus the full use of joint and coalition assets. The term multi-purpose
encompasses medium forces that exploit technology to achieve the level of lethality and
protection formerly provided by heavy forces; light forces that trade lethality and
protection for responsiveness, deployability, and agility for use in specific roles; and SOF
that are specially organized, trained, and equipped to undertake operations to achieve
special military, political, or economic objectives; and,
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• Full spectrum forces are capable of participating in all aspects of a whole of
government campaign plan.
Dispersed Operations
The essence of Adaptive Dispersed Operations is the ability to conduct coordinated,
interdependent, full spectrum actions by widely dispersed teams throughout the width and depth
of the Battlespace; ordered and connected within an operational design created to achieve the
desired end state. The fundamentals of dispersed operations include developing situations out of
contact, maneuvering to positions of advantage, Influencing or engaging the enemy beyond
range of his weapons with lethal and non-lethal capabilities, destroying the enemy, when
necessary, with precision and area fire, conducting close combat, when necessary, at the time
and place of own choosing, and transitioning between operations without loss of focus or
momentum. The concept envisages networked and integrated manoeuvre forces alternatively
dispersing and aggregating over extended distances to find, fix, and strike full spectrum threats
throughout the AoT Battlespace. These operations are dispersed in relation to time, space, and
purpose.
Dispersion in Time
Decentralizing tactical decision-making through mission command and net-enabled
situational awareness to well trained and experienced tactical leaders -- directly engaged in
action -- will allow AoT forces to speed up or slow down the tempo of operational decision making
and produce a combination of effects that present the enemy with a rapidly deteriorating,
cascading situation; thereby disrupting his decision cycle. This will, in turn, shatter the enemy’s
cohesion, enabling the AoT to conduct actions faster than the enemy can react while retaining the
ability to react to changes in enemy actions faster than he can exploit those changes.
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Dispersion in Space
The ability to employ multiple forms of manoeuvre and fires from net-enabled and
integrated manoeuvre forces, alternatively dispersing and aggregating over extended distances,
will present the enemy with a complex and unpredictable array of actions over the entire
Battlespace. Thereby, increasing the enemy’s sense of confusion.
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Dispersion in Purpose.
The ability to undertake simultaneous full spectrum actions to include combat operations
to establish a stable and secure environment, provision of essential services to persons in need,
support to the legitimate governing authority, and support to the economic development of the
operating area will assist in achieving the desired effect on the knowledge, actions, and structures
of the enemy threat.
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This operating concept is grounded in Manoeuvre Warfare Theory and Effects Based
Thinking in that it creates enhanced positional, psychological, and temporal advantages over the
enemy vice attrition and employs a synergistic application of capabilities to produce cascading
and cumulative effects to achieve a desired outcome. The ability to disperse AoT forces across
the Battlespace will enable the AoT commander to expand his Area of Influence through the
enhanced ability to collect information as well as find, fix, and strike lucrative targets. AoT forces
dispersing and aggregating as required will also enable the commander to effectively identify and
dominate decisive points. Decentralized decision-making through common situational awareness
and tactical leaders empowered to make quick decisions based on commander’s intent, will
enable the AoT to create and exploit opportunities while simultaneously creating dilemmas for the
enemy. By controlling the tempo of operations through decentralized execution, AoT forces will
disrupt the enemy’s decision cycle and destroy the enemy’s cohesion. The ability to
psychologically dislocate the enemy by continually disrupting his decision cycle will, in turn,
create opportunities for the AoT commander to impose his will on the enemy at the time and the
place of his choosing.
Dispersed operations undertaken by small tactical teams will enable the AoT commander
to dominate a much larger Battlespace and develop a better understanding of that Battlespace
through information provided by dispersed teams and sensors. Moreover, dispersed teams,
empowered to take the appropriate action in a timely manner will provide the AoT commander an
effective means of engaging local civilian authorities and interagency representatives involved in
the whole of government campaign plan.
While dispersed operations will provide significant advantages for the AoT, the concept is
not appropriate for every situation the AoT will face. The constantly changing nature of the
Battlespace necessitates adaptive forces equally capable of operating in a dispersed or
aggregated posture. In situations where the enemy can locally mass more combat power than
the dispersed force, for example, the potential threat to a dispersed force will exceed the potential
gain and the force would operate aggregated. As with all operations, a calculated risk
assessment will be required before dispersing forces in any given situation. AoT commanders
and staffs, therefore, will require a comprehensive understanding of dispersed operations and
what they can and cannot achieve.
Dispersed operations will also require that junior leaders be empowered to make quick
bold decisions based on the principles of mission command. AoT commanders at all levels must
be confident that their subordinates are capable of understanding commander’s intent and rapidly
taking decisive action to achieve the desired end state. While a commander’s trust in
subordinates will be partially enabled by confidence in the training subordinates undertake, it will
also require an AoT leadership culture that is conducive to decentralized decision-making.
In addition to empowered junior leaders and a decentralized mission command
leadership culture, the AoT will require new information management procedures and
technologies to filter, process and analyze the increased volume of data produced by dispersed
elements. Moreover, the ability of dispersed teams to leverage timely and effective joint fire
support in an environment of competing priorities for limited resources is an additional risk
associated with dispersed operations. In order to undertake dispersed operations, the AoT will
require an accurate and effective LOS, BLOS, and NLOS joint fire support system capable of
multiple and simultaneous actions.
Advances in military technology, combined with a more complex and expanding Battlespace, are
contributing to battlefield situations in which small tactical teams have a level of situational
awareness and ability to apply decisive effects such that these small teams can achieve decisive
outcomes. Adaptive Dispersed Operations promise to provide the AoT commander with an
expanded capability to achieve operational and strategic level effects through the use of
dispersed teams empowered to make rapid decisions in order to achieve the commander’s
desired end state.
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Functional Concepts
Integrated Effects
LCol MJ English: English.MJ@forces.gc.ca
The AoT operating environment is characterized by complex, multi-dimensional urban
conflict and irregular warfare conducted by adept, adaptive, technologically enabled, and
dispersed adversaries intent on exploiting the complex nature of conflict. This conflict will reflect
the complex relationships between actions, structures, and beliefs and each dimension of the
conflict must be understood both individually and as a part of the larger whole in terms of how
they affect and are affected by the others.
In addition to a clear understanding of the multi-dimensional nature of conflict in the AoT
operating environment, effective action requires the integrated application of multi-dimensional
effects spanning the strategic to the tactical. Strategic integration of effects is provided through a
whole of government (defense, diplomacy, and economic development) approach aimed at
addressing the actions, structures, and beliefs resident in a conflict. In order to apply whole of
government integrated effects, AoT units and soldiers must be able to operate effectively -- in
either a supported or supporting role -- in establishing stable and secure environments, providing
essential services to the local population, promoting good governance on the part of local
authorities, and contributing to the economic development of the region. Consequently, the AoT
will require the right mix of military capability to ensure it can carry out all potential tasks related to
defence, diplomacy, and development. These tasks will require mastery of a wide variety of
soldier skills including negotiation, compromise, cultural sensitivity, and combat.

In addition to supporting the strategic integration of effects through participation in the
whole of government campaign plan, AoT forces will be central to the integration of effects at the
operational level through the sharing of information and capability as a member of a fully
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integrated joint and coalition force. The 2005 International Policy Statement on Defense calls for
the Canadian Forces to become more effective by better integrating maritime, land, air, and
special operations forces. “The overall goal will be focused effects: the ability to deploy the right
mix of forces at the right place, at the right time, producing the right result.” The AoT will support
the operational integration of effects through the fielding of AoT units and soldiers fully capable of
operating within a Standing Contingency, Mission Specific, or Special Operations Task Force and
effectively employing all available joint and coalition assets.
Through the Adaptive Dispersed Operating Concept the AoT will operate tactically within
an integrated framework of synergistic effects that will provide AoT forces the mobility, situational
awareness, and access to military capability necessary to achieve strategic and operational
outcomes through tactical actions within a security environment characterized by irregular warfare
conducted by adept, adaptive, technologically enabled, and dispersed adversaries intent on
exploiting the complex nature of future conflict . Key elements of these integrated effects include:
• Adaptable tactical forces dispersed across the entire AoT Battlespace in order to
create and exploit opportunities, control the tempo of operations, and overwhelm the
enemy’s understanding of the Battlespace;
• The ability to conduct coordinated, interdependent, full spectrum actions by widely
dispersed teams throughout the width and depth of the Battlespace; ordered and
connected within an operational design created to achieve a desired endstate;
• A robust and resilient network that encompasses a Common Operating Picture
capable of producing a level of situational awareness that fosters initiative and lateral
coordination by dispersed leaders and information management procedures and
technologies capable of filtering, processing, and analyzing the increased volume of data
produced by dispersed elements;
• A networked Joint Fires System built on land, air, and sea-based Line of Sight, NonLine of Sight, and Beyond Line of Sight weapons capable of timely and effective
lethal/non-lethal, area, and precision fire support;
• A decentralized decision-making culture founded on Mission Command and
empowered junior leaders. AoT commanders at all levels must be capable of
understanding the higher commander’s intent and rapidly taking decisive action to
achieve the desired end state;
• Soldiers and Junior Leaders trained, equipped, and empowered to conduct dispersed
operations; and
•
Sustainment processes to support small teams widely dispersed in inaccessible
areas.
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Network Enabled
Mr. Peter Gizewski Email: Gizewski.PJG@forces.gc.ca
In order to successfully address the wide range of challenges and operations expected of
it in the future security environment, the A of T must be highly adaptive, agile, combat-capable
and able to work closely with both domestic security partners and international allies. Network
Enabled Operations (NEOps) will provide a key means of accomplishing this.
The concept involves the integration of information systems, weapons and other effectsproducing platforms in ways that promise substantial gains in the effectiveness of military
operations.5 At its crux lies the idea of networking, and the military advantages that the effective
integration of information systems -- both technological and human -- can produce through the
creation and exploitation of information. By linking knowledgeable entities in a battle space,
forces will be more capable of gaining information superiority and ultimately, greater mission
effectiveness.6
Such networking would extend beyond the land force – and would include personnel in
the Joint, Interagency, Multinational and Public (i.e. JIMP) domains -- as required -- to effectively
address the particular situation at hand. By so doing, AoT interoperability with other players and
thus access to the resources and expertise needed to adapt to and effectively address the highly
complex challenges posed by the future security environment will increase markedly.

The Move to Information Age Practices
5

The term Network-Enabled Operations (NEOps) is a derivative of the concept of Network Centric
Warfare (NCW), and is aimed at more fully capturing both the means through which networking could
occur as well as the scope of action to which such operations could apply. More specifically, it is intended
to correct a perceived tendency inherent in some treatments of NCW to focus excessively on combat and on
the technological aspects of networking. Indeed, the term NEOps attempts to underline the fact that
networking can also apply to operations other than war and involves humans as well as a technology.
6

Ibid.
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Source: Sandy Babcock, DND/CF Network Enabled Operations Working Paper: A DND/CF Paper and Roadmap for
Network Enabled Operations, (Ottawa, Defence R&D Canada, Technical Report, 2006-001, January 2006), p. 8.

The effective operation of a network-enabled force rests on four basic tenets or
assumptions:
•

That a robustly networked force will improve information sharing;

•

That information sharing will enhance the quality of information and shared situational
awareness available;

•

That shared situational awareness will enable collaboration and self-synchronization as
well as enhance sustainability and speed of command, and;

•

That these, in turn, will dramatically increase mission effectiveness.

Source: Sandy Babcock, DND/CF Network Enabled Operations Working Paper: A DND/CF Paper and Roadmap for
Network Enabled Operations, (Ottawa, Defence R&D Canada, Technical Report, 2006-001, January 2006), p. 9.

Properly implemented, network-enabled operations will involve a network of troops and
supporting elements on the ground supported by joint sensor, fire support, and C2 systems linked
by voice and data to create a level of situational awareness, battlefield mobility, and fire support
that will combine to overwhelm the enemy’s understanding of the battlespace and his ability to
react. Decentralizing tactical decision-making through mission command and net-enabled
situational awareness to well trained and experienced junior leaders7 -- directly engaged in action
7

The network would in effect act as a force enabler for mission command – better allowing the practice of
decentralized decision making to occur. By providing a common level of functionality to all levels of command -- it
would better allow interaction and communication between staff cells, and increase prospects for the development of
common understanding throughout the force.
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-- will dramatically increase the speed of command leading to a combination of effects that
present the enemy with a rapidly deteriorating, cascading situation; thereby disrupting his
decision cycle. This will, in turn, shatter the enemy’s cohesion, enabling the AoT to conduct
actions faster than the enemy can react while retaining the ability to react to changes in enemy
actions faster than he can exploit those changes.
Simply put, effects in the battle space will be better synchronized; speed of command will
increase; and the lethality, survivability and responsiveness of forces will improve. The result will
be a capacity to conduct a more precise, agile style of manoeuvre operations in which the A of T
will be capable of engaging in near-continuous action. Not only will the capacity to more
effectively and efficiently defeat our enemies increase, but ultimately -- the ability to engage in
actions capable of breaking an adversary’s will while leaving the majority of enemy forces intact.8
In fact, by offering a more efficient means for forces to influence the behavior of intended
targets, a network-enabled force will facilitate the conduct an Effects Based Approach to
Operations (EBOs) i.e. coordinated sets of actions aimed at shaping the behavior of intended
targets (e.g. friends, allies, neutrals and foes in peace, crisis and war).9
Realization of a network-enabled AoT will require a range of shifts in the areas of people,
processes and technology. Not only will this include the acquisition of a myriad of computer
networking and information-sharing technologies and capabilities to facilitate effective storage as
well as fast processing and distribution of key information, but of personnel possessing a range of
well developed cognitive and behavioral skills. It will also demand organizational procedures and
arrangements capable of ensuring that the information gained through the exploitation of
technologies can be effectively harnessed to support key policy aims and objectives.10
Accordingly, the transition to an effective network-enabled Aof T will involve:
•

Widespread and complete adherence to -- and implementation of -- a “Mission
Command” philosophy (i.e. decentralized decision-making);

•

Revised command and control practices and procedures (e.g. changes in accountability,
division of responsibilities, etc.);

•

Changes in recruitment standards, and in education and training (i.e. to better reflect
NEOps –related skills and requirements); and;

8

As one analyst noted: “The real payoff in network-centric operations is foreshortening combat by causing
the enemy to yield long before his means to resist have been exhausted, or long before additional friendly
forces might be expected to arrive in the crisis area.” See Edward R. Smith, “Network-Centric Warfare:
What’s the Point?” Naval War College Review, Vol. LIV, No.1, (Winter 2001), p. 64.

9

See Edward R. Smith, Effects Based Operations: Applying Network Centric Warfare in Peace, Crisis and
War, Washington, DC: DoD Command and Control Research Program; July 2003, p. 108.
10

NEOps could involve: 1) the use of networking technologies to facilitate the improved execution of
existing military plans doctrines and tactics, 2) the development of new plans doctrine and tactics so as to
better exploit the possibilities inherent in technology and ultimately 3) the application of new technologies
and thinking to develop a new style and practice of combat. In a NEOp’d military, forces would not only
perform existing operations better (quicker, more efficiently and effectively) but possibly undertake
missions that could not be attempted if such capabilities had not existed. See Edward R. Smith, Effects
Based Operations: Applying Network Centric Warfare in Peace, Crisis and War, Washington, DC: DoD
Command and Control Research Program; July 2003, pp. 65-97.
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•

Updated data sharing and management practices (e.g. movement from a “need to know”
to a “willingness to share” culture).

Throughout, adoption of balanced approach is essential – with emphasis placed on both the
technological and human dimensions of the network. This will involve selecting the right
technologies at the right time to complement the ever-crucial human dimension of a network
enabled A of T.

Agility
LCol MA Rostek: Rostek.MA@forces.gc.ca
In the 2015 - 2020 timeframe, agility will encompass strategic, operational, tactical and
human facets. The AoT will require a degree of agility that will permit the rapid projection of
increasingly modular and mission-tailored forces capable of re-grouping and re-tasking across the
full spectrum of conflict in the FOE.
Agility is defined as the combination of robustness, resilience, responsiveness, flexibility,
innovation and adaptation. More simply, agility can be defined as the ability (of friendly forces in
this case) to act faster than the enemy.

Agility can be conceived in six separate forms: Tactical/Operational,
Organizational, Deployment, Sustainment, Acquisition, and Conceptual:11
Tactical/Operational: the ability to respond to hostile entities on the battlefield, by
engaging or avoiding them before they become a threat.
Improvements in the network, mobility and long-range effects will enable modular forces
to strike and manoeuvre, conducting simultaneous operations throughout the depth of the
battlespace. AoT distributed throughout this battlespace will act in concert to multiply the effects
to be achieved in a given time and space, while their geographic dispersion will reduce their
vulnerability to hostile action. A critical aspect of AoT’s adaptability will be the capacity to conduct
operation types (offensive, defensive, stability) simultaneously and to transition rapidly between
them. The quality of sensors, efficiency of the “kill chain”, and platform capabilities will drive
tactical/operational agility.
Organizational Agility: the ability to respond to new kinds of threat by structural rearrangement.
AoT must have the ability to generate modular forces that are interoperable, full spectrum
capable, and able to rapidly re-task and re-group. Modularity requires a force structure that can
generate units with capabilities tailored for a specific task. Therefore, a fluid force structure that
permits a grouping of personnel across a broad spectrum of military competencies is required.
At the same time, modularity must enhance task and social cohesion, discipline, and the mastery
of tasks which are expected to become more complex in the future.
Deployment Agility: the ability to transport a force to a (possibly unexpected) location.
11

Anthony H. Decker, Measuring the Agility of Networked Military Forces, “Journal of Battlefield
Technology” Vol. 9, NO 1, March 2006.
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To support future operations, rapid force projection capabilities such as fast shipping and
strategic airlift will be required. AoT must also be capable of intra-theatre manoeuvre effecting
rapid concentration of force to achieve a decisive effect. It will be necessary to protect lines of
communication (LOC) throughout the complex, non-contiguous battlespace. More capable,
responsive and rapid force projection and intra-theatre lift capabilities will be required
Conceptual Agility: the ability to rethink goals and ways of working, generate new missions,
techniques and doctrine by innovation and reappraisal of current operations
An adaptable human mind is fundamental to achieving the requisite force capability of
adaptability. This capability will have to be developed by training coalition commanders, staffs
and personnel for demanding and complex operations12. Sound preparation is thus essential to
develop – and then maintain -- the confidence that forms the basis for agility within a coalition
context.
Sustainment Agility: the ability of deployed units to carry out a range of possible actions without
being constrained by logistical limitations.

Sustainment of forces in the AoT operating environment will place extreme
demands upon CSS units and elements. ADO will require a highly flexible and
adaptive sustainment system capable of regrouping while sustainment activity is
in progress with no break in battle rhythm. The sustainment system must be
integrated at all levels and functions, including combat operations. Thus, in an
ADO operating environment CSS units will be trained and equipped to fight and
survive in a non-contiguous AO.
Acquisition Agility: the ability to recognize future threats, decide on which capabilities to counter
threats and acquire capability and train personnel before the threat materializes.
Defence acquisition is complex, costly and technology driven. The FSE will demand a strategy
that focuses on effective strategic analysis, scientific research and development, and acquisition
procedures.
It is imperative that the AoT retain the ability to deal with the principle characteristic of the FSE –
(rapid change? and uncertainty). Agility will allow commanders to conduct simultaneous
operations while retaining the ability to respond to emerging crises. Agility is key to seizing the
initiative across a range of military operations ensuring that the AoT can act swiftly and decisively
across the full spectrum of conflict in the FSE.

Enabled Soldier
The enhanced delegation of tactical authority to all subordinate ranks demanded within
existent and future operations has generated the construct of the “Strategic Corporal” as a
euphemism for the Empowered Soldier. The empowerment of the modern Canadian soldier is a
fundamental enabling concept within the Army of Tomorrow’s definition and articulation structure.
12
. Publications such as the ABCA COH (that provides “a handy reference of fundamental issues and interfaces that must be
addressed [by commanders and staff] to promote a successful coalition operation”) should be publicized and used widely by member
nations during training and operations.
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The key elements of the Empowered Soldier enabling concept are aligned to the Intellectual
Capital category of the Elements of Military Capability (Personnel) as follows:
a. Force Employment Concept;
b. Doctrine;
c.

Core Competencies;

d. Skills and Experience; and
e. Career structures and employment systems.

Integrated Sustainment
LCol. Terry W. Honour. Email: Honour.TW@forces.gc.ca
Sustainment of forces in the AoT operating environment will place extreme demands
upon CSS units and elements. ADO will require a highly flexible and adaptive sustainment
system capable of regrouping while sustainment activity is in progress with no break in battle
rhythm. CSS elements will also be crucial to the whole of government 3D approach by
supporting essential services and humanitarian assistance to the local population.
To achieve this the sustainment system must be integrated at all levels and functions. In
addition, the sustainment system will be more closely integrated with combat operations. In the
AoT operating environment CSS units will be trained and equipped to fight and survive in a noncontiguous AO. To do this they will be capable of dominating and controlling the local area
wherever it may be along a LOC. CSS elements must be provided combat training and
equipment, complete situational awareness and access to joint military capabilities to provide
support to highly dispersed and mobile elements. Key elements of integrated sustainment
include:
•

A Robust and Resilient Network that provides a Common Operating Picture capable
of producing a level of situational awareness that allows total asset and in transit
visibility of all elements and commodities. Through this shared COP CSS elements
will be completely synchronized with combat elements. This is essential in allowing
rapid regrouping and redirection of resources to support small widely dispersed
teams;

•

Integration of joint sustainment systems to allow the most flexible and efficient
delivery of support such as sea-basing, precision air drop, etc;

•

Integration with coalition partners to minimize logistics footprint;

•

An integrated LOC that combines strategic air and sea lift, Intermediate Staging
Bases, coalition support as well as contractor and host nation support to minimize intheatre logistics requirements;

•

Standardization of equipment and doctrine with coalition partners to minimize
logistics requirements;

•

Integration of advanced technologies to reduce ammunition and fuel expenditures
and to reduce maintenance requirements;
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Integration of coalition casualty evacuation systems to ensure most rapid evacuation and
treatment of casualties.

Enabling Concepts
Command
LCol MA Rostek Email: Rostek.MA@forces.gc.ca
Command is defined as the authority vested in an individual for the direction and control
of military forces.13 This involves the exercise, and delegation of, authority, acceptance of
responsibility and a demonstration of leadership and competence. Command is the purposeful
exercise of authority over structures, resources, people and activities.14
Command is, however, a human endeavour that relies on the attributes of individuals
who play a role in the decision process and on the dynamics between commanders and
subordinates. The day-to-day practice of command is challenging as it depends on culture, the
need to accept risk and an ability to instill trust. It is the creative expression of human will
necessary to accomplish a mission.”15 The human factor is critical, thus the need to focus on
ways to better enable the human functions of command. Values, culture and personal attributes
all contribute to the effectiveness of a commander.
In order for the AoT to be successful, its leaders must fully understand the context of the
future battlespace and learn to exploit it using all the technological resources available to them.
The revolution in information technology, especially as applied to command, will compress time
and space in military operations to create an unprecedented non-linear battlespace characterized
by increased breadth, depth and height. In essence, the concept of battlespace has permitted a
shift away from organizations of linear mass towards a simultaneous and full dimensional
concentration of effects.16
The AoT will be command-centric with a clear and unambiguous chain of command from
the strategic to tactical level, with commanders at all levels clearly understanding their assigned
authorities, responsibilities and accountabilities. Command centricity is shaped by the doctrine of
mission command with commanders at every level possessing a comprehensive understanding
of their commander’s explicit and implicit intent and an overriding operational focus dedicated to
the realization of this intent”17
Command-centric is a term not defined in CF doctrine. Centric is defined as being
“located in or at the centre” (a centric point) and “concentrated about or directed to the centre” (a
centric activity).18 This suggests that in order to be command-centric, all components of command
and command support must be focused on supporting the centre that is the commander. This
13

CFP 300-003, Command, Draft 3, 2005, pp. 2-3.
Canadian Defence Academy, Leadership in the Canadian Forces, 2005, p. 7.
15
Carole McCann and R. A. Pigeau, Clarifying the Concepts of Control and Command, Proceedings of the
Command and Control Research and Technology Symposium, Newport, RI, 29 June-1 July 1999, p. 5.
16
Directorate of Land Strategic Concepts, Future Force: Concepts for Future Army Capabilities, Kingston,
Ontario 2003, p. 99.
17
Director Land Concepts and Doctrine, Capability Development Record – Command, Draft – 23 May
2006, p. 8.
18
Director Land Concepts and Doctrine, Capability Development Record – Command, Draft – 23 May
2006, p. 8
14
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places the commander at the centric point with staff structures, processes and systems facilitating
the centric activity required to ensure mission success. The attributes, experience, confidence
and talent of the commander will ultimately determine how command-centric a HQ will be. From
another perspective, however, there is a need to ensure that command-centric and mission
command are not in conflict. The aim is not to feed information to the staff for command
decisions, but rather to feed information to the commander through the staff to assign tasks,
provide resources and enable subordinates to execute their missions. Commanders must
personally communicate intent; the staff then enables the commander and sets the conditions for
success of subordinates.
A key component of the AoT is mission command. It is a “philosophy and a way of
thinking rather than a set of precepts to be learned by rote… a pragmatic and fitting solution to
the chaos and uncertainty of land warfare.19 Mission command is designed to achieve unity of
effort at all levels and is dependent upon decentralization and empowerment. Mission command
is a pragmatic and appropriate solution to the chaos and uncertainty anticipated with land combat
operations in the FSE. Mission command allows for and accepts that the successful application of
surprise, shock and high tempo against an enemy is best executed through rapid and timely
decision-making at all levels of command in response to the unexpected or fortuitous occurrence
of both threats and opportunities on the battlefield.20
Mission command has three enduring tenets: the importance of understanding a superior
commander’s intent; clear responsibility to fulfill that intent; and, timely decision-making.
Mission command is the empowerment of soldiers and leaders to use their initiative, will
and professionalism to carry out all tasks and to operate independently within the commander’s
intent.21
Complimenting the command centric approach and mission command will be
modifications to the operational planning process - the decision-support process, employed by
the Land Staff, to integrate the results of individual command and staff estimates. Advances in
technology and capacities of planning staffs will allow for devolution of planning and decisionmaking to lower levels. The AoT BG conducting adaptive and dispersed operations can expect to
undertake campaign design – a plan for a series of related military operations aimed to
accomplish a common objective, normally within a given time and space - which was traditionally
the purview of higher-level headquarters. Follow-on to this change will be greater devolution of
tasks to the sub and sub-sub unit levels. As a result, the structure of the AoT BG’s headquarters
will change to include greater capacity in communications (personnel and infrastructure) enabling
close interaction with JIMP partners and/or the capacity to take a lead role in coalition operations.
The FSE will impose stringent demands on Army leaders at all levels. Future command
will be characterized by increased operational tempo over extended areas within complex terrain.
Technology, while supplying near real time SA, will also demand faster decision cycles with
decisions devolved down to the lowest level allowing commanders on the spot to capitalize on
opportunities. The AoT will continue to emphasize the human nature of command whereby a
command-centric approach shaped by mission command will lead to decisive action and the
desired end state.

19

CLS, The Force Employment Concept for the Army, 31 Mar 04, p. 9.
Director Land Concepts and Doctrine, Capability Development Record – Command, Draft – 23 May
2006, p. 9.
21
Director Land Concepts and Doctrine, Capability Development Record – Command, Draft – 23 May
2006, p. 9.
20
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The Network
LCol MA Rostek: Rostek.MA@forces.gc.ca
The FSE compels AoT to adopt a networked approach to full spectrum operations. A
Global Information System (GIS) will provide the basis for a network architecture that is built
around people, procedures and technical infrastructure. The network will enable the Army to
‘plug and play’ with their modular forces and provide it with the ability to achieve situational
understanding through a Common Operating Picture (COP). The result will be a networked
interdependent, rapid response force capable of conducting simultaneous, self-synchronized
operations, in a non-contiguous battlespace and capable of responding instantly to calls for
desired effects.
FIGURE: Graphic Representation of a “Networked” A of T

The Network will not change the enduring nature of operations. It will however, offer new
opportunities, primarily through more rapid information exploitation, to achieve heightened
situational awareness, greater agility and superior operational tempo.
Key to an effective
network is the willingness to exchange information. In the 2020 timeframe, the AoT will aspire to
seamlessly share data in a Joint, Interagency, Multinational and Public (JIMP) environment.
The network will provide the AoT with performance synergy which will manifest itself in
two different ways: first, the network will provide an increase in systems performance resulting
from data exchange with other like systems; and second, networking will provide an increase in
human performance resulting from the onset of a cohesive behaviour among the human actors
involved in the operation of the networked systems made possible by communication through the
network.22
22

Alfred Kaufman, Critical Factors Affecting the Military Utility of Networking, “ Journal of Battlefield
Technology”, Vol. 8, NO 3, November 2005.
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While the Network will provide AoT with significant advantages, an adversary may seek
not only to destroy or degrade the AoT’ networks, but to exploit them for their own information
operations. The advantages of the Network will also be challenged by complex terrain.
Accordingly, efforts to ensure the creation of redundancies as well as fail-safe and fallback
mechanisms and procedures within the network must be an integral component of its
development.
As a minimum level of capability, the AoT must have a timely and accurate Common
Operational Picture (COP) in support of increased situational awareness and understanding.
Collaborative planning and C4ISTAR23 are essential elements of the network and should be
accessible by all tactical elements. The AoT will also need to have well-established procedures
for information sharing with non-Alliance, non-ABCA and other JIMP partners.
Complementary attributes of an effective future network include:
o

Improved sensors, data fusion, communications, and knowledge management
networking leading to higher levels of information sharing and management,
enabling more effective application of effects, decentralization, and noncontiguous operations.

o

Improvements in command capabilities and staff processes so as to increase
opportunities for information/decision superiority, and improved anticipatory
planning (to permit continuous assessment, and enable better, decision-making).

o

Advances in ISTAR, and precision, to allow for engagements at greater ranges,
with greater effects, and for more rapid tactical decision-making -- a benefit which
will in turn permit tactical units to transition, without pausing, to subsequent
engagements

o

Advances in C4, ISTAR, stealth, and mobility to enable transition to a force
protection and survivability model no longer as dependent on the heavy armour
and passive protection than that characterizing existing mechanized forces.

o

Systems and procedures that guard against network paralysis, and sufficient
organic capabilities to allow tactical elements to live, move and fight
autonomously until they are reinforced -- or while disrupted networks are reestablished.

23

This would include intelligence collection, dissemination; decision superiority, data processing, fusion,
integrated collection; Global Information System (GIS) and common data protocols.
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Full Spectrum Maneuver
LCol MJ English: English.MJ@forces.gc.ca
The AoT Adaptive Dispersed Operating Concept envisages employing highly adaptive
tactical forces dispersed -- in terms of time, space, and purpose – throughout the width and depth
of the entire AoT Battlespace in order to create and exploit opportunities, control the tempo of
operations, and overwhelm the enemy’s understanding of that Battlespace. The essence of
Adaptive Dispersed Operations is the ability to conduct coordinated, interdependent, full spectrum
actions by widely dispersed teams across the Moral, Physical, and Informational Planes of the
Battlespace; ordered and connected within an operational design created to achieve a desired
end state. The fundamentals of dispersed operations -- developed from the maneuver principles
of find, fix, and strike24 -- include: developing situations out of contact; maneuvering to positions
of advantage; influencing the enemy beyond range of his weapons with kinetic and non-kinetic,
lethal and non-lethal capabilities; destroying the enemy, when necessary, with precision and area
effects; conducting close combat, when necessary, at the time and place of own choosing; and
transitioning between operations without loss of focus or momentum. These fundamentals are
applied across all three planes of the AoT Battlespace. In short, the concept envisages
networked and integrated AoT maneuver forces -- supporting and supported by JIMP integrated
effects -- alternatively dispersing and aggregating over extended distances to identify, influence,
and defeat full spectrum threats throughout the multi-dimensional Battlespace.
Within the AoT framework, the Act Operational Function encompasses the application of
maneuver, firepower, information operations, and non-kinetic effects across all planes of the AoT
Battlespace to achieve the desired end state. In turn, the AoT Full Spectrum Maneuver Enabling
Concept -- developed in support of the Adaptive Dispersed Operating Concept -- envisages the
effective application of movement in concert with firepower, information operations, and JIMP
integrated effects in relation to the Moral, Physical, and Informational Planes of the conflict. Full
Spectrum Maneuver enables the AoT commander to position AoT forces at decisive points to
dislocate or disrupt the enemy. As such, Full Spectrum Maneuver necessitates mobile forces
capable of dispersing rapidly to achieve positional advantage over the enemy and aggregating
quickly to enhance force protection throughout the multi-dimensional Battlespace.
Full Spectrum Maneuver includes the following elements:
•

Operational Maneuver to place AoT forces and resources at the critical place and time
necessary to achieve operational advantage over the enemy. Operational maneuver
creates positional advantage before enemy can act;

24

In the context of Adaptive Dispersed Operations, Find refers to identifying the enemy’s position in
social, political and economic terms. What are the most important needs, hopes and dreams of the locals?
Of the combatants? What enemy vulnerabilities can be exploited in order to discredit or discourage them?

Fix refers to fixing the enemy in a specific multi-dimensional location within the box consisting of the
Moral, Physical, and Informational Planes of the Battlespace.

Strike refers to applying the desired effect in some dimension of the Battlespace that creates a significant
advantage over the enemy, whether it be in Moral, Physical, or Informational Plane.
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•

Tactical Maneuver to position AoT forces to employ tactical capabilities to the best effect.
Tactical maneuver keeps the enemy off balance by posing him continually changing
problems and eliminating his options; and

•

Close Combat to defeat enemy forces or seize or retain advantageous positions
anywhere in the multi-dimensional battlespace.

Capabilities specifically required to maneuver include:
•

Mobility – The ability to move across or over all dimensions of the battlespace (including
obstacles created by the enemy) by AoT forces engaged in all five Operational Functions.
Mobility also encompasses the counter-mobility aspect of denying the enemy freedom of
movement:

•

Strategic Lift – Strategic air and/or sea lift provided by CF Air or Maritime forces directly
or by resources provided by industry or coalition partners on behalf of the AoT; and,

•

Tactical Lift – A balanced and container-compatible fleet of air and ground vehicles with
the degree of mobility and protection required to operate within the AoT Battlespace.

Additional capabilities required to support Full Spectrum Maneuver in a dispersed posture
include:
•

Innovative Control Measures to facilitate rapid coordinated action by dispersed elements
are required to control battlespace geometry in a dispersed operating environment;

•

A Robust and Resilient Network that encompasses a Common Operating Picture capable
of producing a level of situational awareness that fosters initiative and lateral coordination
by dispersed leaders and information management procedures and technologies capable
of filtering, processing, and analyzing the increased volume of data produced by
dispersed elements;

•

A Networked Joint Fires System built on land, air, and sea-based Line of Sight, Non-Line
of Sight, and Beyond Line of Sight weapons capable of timely and effective lethal/nonlethal, area, and precision fire support;

•

A decentralized decision-making culture founded on Mission Command and empowered
junior leaders. AoT commanders at all levels must be capable of understanding the
higher commander’s intent and rapidly taking decisive action to achieve the desired end
state; and

•

Soldiers and Junior Leaders trained, equipped, and empowered to conduct dispersed
maneuver cross all planes of the battlespace..
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Joint Fire Support
LCol MJ English Email: English.MJ@forces.gc.ca
The AoT Adaptive Dispersed Operating Concept envisages employing highly adaptable
tactical forces dispersed -- in terms of time, space, and purpose -- across the entire AoT
Battlespace in order to create and exploit opportunities, control the tempo of operations, and
overwhelm the enemy’s understanding of the Battlespace. Dispersed operations, by their nature,
create new risks and opportunities. Increasing the degree of dispersion of AoT units beyond what
is considered mutually supporting range necessitates enhanced fire support from higher echelon
resources for protection. Conversely, dispersed operations by networked AoT forces will
potentially generate significant amounts of actionable intelligence. Consequently, AoT dispersed
teams must be trained and equipped to employ a full array of ground, air, and sea-based fire
support to engage lucrative targets and ensure protection in a dispersed operating environment.
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The AoT Joint Fires Support (JFS) Enabling Concept -- developed in support of the
Adaptive Dispersed Operating Concept -- envisages a network of land, air, and/or sea-based
sensor, weapon, and command and control systems that combine to provide the dispersed force
commander a mix of lethal and non-lethal area and precision options for engaging the enemy.
The AoT JFS enabling concept seeks to provide the dispersed team that mutual support formerly
provided by the friendly unit on the immediate flank. As such, the underlying JFS capability is
based on the synchronization of integrated joint resources to achieve the desired effect on
multiple targets under a wide range of limiting operational conditions. These resources include
lethal and non-lethal weapons, sensors, communications, C2, targeting, and battle damage
assessment systems.
The AoT JFS concept includes the following elements:
•

Networked land, air, and sea-based Line of Sight (LOS), Beyond Line of Sight (BLOS),
and Non-Line of Sight (NLOS) weapons capable of timely and effective lethal/non-lethal,
area, and precision engagement of stationary or moving targets in all weather conditions.
(LOS includes those engagements that are not masked by weather or the terrain and can
be seen with the naked eye, or with the assistance of viewing devices on weapon
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systems up to eight kilometers (km). Furthermore, the sensor, shooter and decider are
all resident within the combat system engaging the target. BLOS generally refers to
engagements between 8 and 20 km. In essence, BLOS enables standoff engagements
through the exploitation of mobile, or other sensors, to expand their vision into the BLOS
band. This extension of direct vision enables engagement using the capabilities of their
own platform or other integral effects platforms. NLOS is traditionally considered indirect
fire;
•

Networked JFS command and control to integrate joint fire support capabilities using a
common set of automated functionalities and processes to enable dispersed teams to
leverage timely and effective JFS in an environment of competing priorities for limited
resources;

•

The ability to engage multiple targets with multiple weapons through a reduced kill chain
timeline while limiting collateral damage;

•

New fire support coordination measures and procedures that address the unique
Battlespace geometry of the dispersed operating environment; and

•

JFS interoperability with multi-national partners across the full spectrum of operations.

Joint Interagency Multinational Public
Mr. Peter Gizewski Email: Gizewski.PJG@forces.gc.ca
Given the increasingly complex nature of future conflict, it is unlikely that military power
alone will be capable of fully achieving national objectives. In a world where conflict will continue
to involve a myriad of ethnic, religious and ideological and material drivers, an ability to bring to
bear all instruments of national – and coalition - power and influence (e.g. diplomatic, economic,
military, informational) on a problem in an integrated fashion will be essential to achieving
effective results. So too will be an ability to address and -- if possible -- effectively harness the
views and reactions of the public – both domestic and international – as well as the media – as
operations unfold.
Government recognition of the need for such an integrated, “whole of government”
approach to future operations is strong. Yet achieving it will not be easy. Given the diversity of
organizations and agencies potentially involved -- each with its own culture, mindset, biases and
capabilities, achieving effective interoperability among players will be a daunting task.
Connecting with publics in a clear, constructive manner and in a way capable of gaining – and
maintaining --their trust and support (i.e. “winning hearts and minds”) could prove even more
difficult. That said, widespread governmental commitment to achieving the vision is crucial to its
realization -- and success.
Accordingly, AoT must possess an enhanced ability to operate in unison with joint,
interagency and other multinational partners. It must also take an approach that recognizes the
public and media as crucial to the success of future operations. Outward-focused, integrated and
multidisciplinary approaches must be the norm to address the complex problems and challenges
posed by an increasingly multidimensional security environment.
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The realization of such an approach will be achieved through the development and
application of a framework allowing the effective collaboration of key personnel in four domains:
•

Joint – involving other national military elements and support organizations;

•

Interagency – involving other government departments (OGDs) and agencies (OGAs)
both domestic and foreign;

•

Multinational – involving one or more allies or international coalition partners; and,

•

Public – involving a variety of elements including; domestic and international publics,
non-governmental organizations (NGO), public volunteer organizations (PVO), as well as
media and commercial organizations (both domestic and foreign).

Adoption and effective application of this Joint, Interagency, Multinational and Public (i.e.
JIMP) framework will not only enhance the prospects for cooperation and the development of
unity of purpose among diverse partners toward desired end-states, but better ensure an
approach to operations that sees diverse resources effectively harnessed and employed to
achieve intended effects.25 Indeed, properly implemented, a JIMP framework would involve
diplomatic, defence, development and commercial resources, aligned with those of numerous
other agencies, coordinated through an integrated campaign plan and applied in areas of
operations as needed.26
Such a framework will require:
25

In this regard, a JIMP framework and its effective application will serve as a key means for achieving an
effects based approach to operations.

26

In an operational sense, under a JIMP framework the military (including the AoT) represents only one of
many effects available to government in the context of domestic, continental or international players.
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•

The adoption of a ‘Team’ approach to develop an integrated campaign plan in order to
realize its operational objectives in full spectrum operations;

•

An ability to immediately plug into joint battle space operating systems to interoperate
effectively;

•

The capacity to access key information – so as to identify targets for attack and influence
as well as determine JIMP resources required in operations.

•

An ability to facilitate the building of interagency and multinational interoperability through
collaborative planning mechanisms and protocols;

•

An ability to integrate non-governmental agencies within the operational architecture and
provide liaison to support these agencies in the execution of the mission;

•

The ability to implement effective communication with joint and other multinational
agencies. (This also would include the ability to provide an efficient interface between
conventional and special forces), and;

•

An ability to clearly and effectively communicate mission goals, objectives and actions to
publics and members of the media as required.

To these ends, efforts must be made to develop today the foundations for a more
effective JIMP framework tomorrow. In this regard, ongoing experiences (both Canadian and
allied) in Provincial Reconstruction Teams (PRTs) operating in locations such as Afghanistan
must be examined to identify lessons learned and their implications for future JIMP operations.
Potential lines of investigation would include:
•

The elaboration and eventual codification of JIMP procedures, protocols, and standards
of “best practice;”

•

The types of training and education required for effective JIMP operations (including the
possibility of training in the establishment of effective governance);

•

The level at which JIMP activities are best integrated into operations (e.g. task force,
battalion, etc.); and,

•

The conditions which must be satisfied for operating with NGOs in the field, and;

•

How best to develop effective communication strategies for dealing with the public and
media as operations unfold.

Beyond this, the human and technological networks that an effective JIMP framework involves
must be further elaborated – with initiatives to identify and inventory the individuals, organizations
and agencies (both domestic and international) likely to be of importance -- perhaps serving as an
important first step in developing a truly integrated, “whole of government” approach to security
threats and challenges in the years to come.

Omni-Dimensional Shield
Major John Sheahan Email: Sheahan.JT@forces.gc.ca
The FSE indicates those future adversaries and the strategies, tactics, and capabilities
they employ against our forces may be wide ranging. Indeed, possibilities include both state and
non-state actors employing rudimentary as well as advanced technologies to attack friendly
forces in classic as well as asymmetric fashion, against targets on three different planes (the
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physical, information, and human planes). Opposition to our missions can be classified as
coming from three broad areas to include traditional threats, environmental hazards, and
occupational hazards. Meeting these threats has always been, and will continue to be an
important and ever changing challenge.
Omni-Dimensional Shield is a concept (which can be applied at a national, or coalition,
formation, unit or individual level) that addresses the need to protect all that is essential for any
given goal, be that the completion of a tactical mission, or the pursuit of national interests. As
such Omni-Dimensional Shield bears a close relationship with both the LF operational function
“Shield” and CF doctrine on Force Protection.
Omni-Dimensional Shield, an enabling concept, is complementary to the operational
function “Shield” which is “a layered, integrated and fully dimensional operational function that
seeks to prevent any influence on friendly forces across the physical, moral, electromagnetic or
cyber planes that could affect survivability or freedom of action.”27 Omni-Dimensional Shield is
also complementary to Force Protection which in the CF is defined as “being comprised of all
measures taken to contribute to mission success by preserving freedom of action and operational
effectiveness through managing risk and minimizing vulnerabilities to personnel, information,
materiel, facilities and activities from all threats.”28
While the levels of protection provided to friendly forces as a result of Omni-Dimensional
Shield will assist commanders to achieve mission success, there are few absolutes in this sphere.
Adaptive enemies will always seek out our vulnerabilities – a fact demanding that our forces (to
include soldiers and commanders – and our technology experts) strive to remain leaders in this
field. Lessons learned, particularly those that will be hard won in theatre, will continue to be
central to Omni-Dimensional Shield – and to Adaptive Dispersed Operations.
Risk management (which will be conducted on a deliberate as well as on a continuing
basis) will assist commanders to apportion finite resources to the right priorities in the right time
frames. Nonetheless, neither risk management nor Omni-Dimensional Shield are exact sciences.
No military force can be shielded perfectly, losses may persist, and the shielding process will
remain an iterative one.
One aspect of Omni-Dimensional Shield that must be emphasized is the constant tension
and appropriate balance that needs to exist between the defensive aspects of shield, (a defence
which includes both active and passive elements) and the offensive aspects of shield. For
example, an air defence system that has exceptional capabilities to detect, identify and then
acquire threats is of little value if it cannot destroy or cause the destruction of enemy air assets.
In the same way an aggressive ground patrol plan in an insurgent rich AOR is of uncertain value
if the soldiers do not have the right balance of drive and fighting spirit, with a proper sense of
mission legitimacy and an appropriate range of ROE.
On the physical plane, a new emphasis on a non-linear and non-contiguous battlefield
will underline the importance of the shield operational function. Commanders everywhere may be
required to dedicate more effort than in the past to ensure the freedom of action that was
previously derived from the shield function. The new focus on more fighting in urban areas may
result in increasingly shorter engagement ranges, which in turn will have an impact on the types
of shield solutions needed. While shielding the force will remain an all arms responsibility
specialist roles will nonetheless continue.
Combat Engineers. The focus on counter-mobility, survivability and general engineer
support will continue. Increased threat levels from suicide bombers and improvised explosive
devices (IED) as experienced during deployments to Afghanistan (2005 and 2006) will focus
attention on these natures of TTP as well as new deployments of current technologies and likely
some entirely new technologies, too.
27

28

from Future Force: Concepts for Future Army Capabilities, DLSC 2003.
from B-GL-300-006/FP-001 Force Protection, draft version of Feb 2006.
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Air Defence. The presence of coalition air supremacy is expected in all future
deployments. Nonetheless a residual national AD capability requirement remains. The status of
the MMEV initiative will be resolved shortly leading to clarification on the way ahead for the
Ground Based Air Defence (GBAD) requirement. The fielding of an operational Air Support
Coordination Center also remains central to the networking of effects and provision of SA in this
important threat area.
Military Police. An important balancing effort will be underway between the traditional
roles for MP (traffic control, operation of detainee collection points, etc) and the maintenance of a
professional police entity capable of administering and enforcing military law, and the emerging
force protection requirements of the evolving threat environment.
CBRN. The recent establishment of the CF Joint NBC Company is acknowledged to be
a valuable advance particularly in terms of Theatre Activation and Roto Zero NBCD requirements.
Developments currently underway will attempt to create specialist structures for CBRN defensive
capabilities across the Army. Future developments in the specialist realm will include mobile
standoff detection technologies. Future developments in the non-specialist realm will include
mounted and networked sensor suites on a broad range of in-service platforms. The increased
presence of conflict in urban areas, will also drive a new focus on industrial hazards such as toxic
industrial chemicals and other materials (TICs and TIMs).
Information Plane. The role of the network is central to the Army of Tomorrow and
particularly to the new strengths anticipated for Advanced Dispersed Operations. Because the
network is a catalyst for tremendous improvements in military power, it is also likely that the
network itself will come under increasing levels of attack. For this reason, increased network
protection efforts may become essential for the AoT. This requirement, largely addressed at the
joint level at present may need reassessment, particularly in light of the expanded role of the nonmilitary communities from the JIMP construct during present and future deployments.
Moral Plane. The prime importance of the maintenance of mission legitimacy (both for
deployed members and for the home population) is a central aspect in the unchanging nature of
war. At the same time the changing conduct of war continues to see the introduction of new
technologies (ie the Internet) and new methods to employ those technologies (ie news
aggregators, blogs, and moblogs etc). A reassessment of the role of specialists and others
involvement in Information Operations may be necessary to deal with classical shield
requirements that have been impacted by modern and increasingly dynamic technology
developments. Another example of effects on the moral plane is the maintenance of cohesion of
an international coalition throughout a controversial mission.
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Figure 1. A variety of resources, (protected and protecting) are applied across three planes to
defeat threats and mitigate hazards.
Particularly during three of the non-combat-focussed aspects of full spectrum operations
(Peace Support, Non-combatant Evacuation, and Humanitarian Relief Operations) commanders
may wish to extend their protection umbrellas far beyond traditional military deployments. This
may include any number of Canada’s Joint Interagency Multinational and Public (JIMP) partners.
It may even include the protection of a host nation’s key infrastructure, institutions, and
governmental processes which, (though they are not part of shield, per se) could become mission
essential elements during a specific phase of a specific mission.
The characteristics 29of Omni-Dimensional Shield include the following:
a. Defensive and Offensive Focus. Although Omni-dimensional Shield is primarily a
defensive enabling concept, it functions best in a perpetual state of tension (or balance) along
side a carefully regulated offensive spirit at all operational levels. In this way Shield is concerned
with two separate but complementary issues: initially reduction of friendly force vulnerability, but
concurrently counteracting all threats to the friendly force. The defensive element will not be
entirely passive. Though Shield does not include those actions aimed at the conclusive defeat of
an adversary, countering the threats does include those actions conducted to pre-empt, mitigate,
neutralize, exploit, destroy or otherwise interfere with an adversary’s capability to threaten friendly
centers of gravity.

29

Adapted from B-GL-300-006/FP-001 Force Protection, draft version of Feb 2006 Chap 1, pp 5-6.
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b. Uncertainty. Friendly forces will continue to face non-state actors whose members
are invisible because they do not wear uniforms, and pose unique problems when they employ
asymmetric tactics that often violate accepted legal principles of armed conflict. As a result the
assessment of risk, the allocation of Shield resources, and the measurement of Shield effects
delivered will all involve a degree of subjectivity. Risk Management will assist but seldom
produce a perfect solution. The best available threat intelligence will assist commanders but it
will seldom provide precise threat quantification of the fashion preferred.
c. Complexity. The Omni-dimensional Shielding problem present in any given area of
operations will normally involve a wide array of inter-related issues and questions. The
complexity of that problem will be a function of terrain, the cumulative and often unquantifiable
nature of the threat, as well as the organizational challenges involved in coordinating a wide
range of friendly, sometimes highly specialized capabilities across the physical, info/cyber and
moral planes of conflict. The coordination of shielding effects will prove particularly challenging in
the JIMP environment due to differences in capability, political willingness to assume risk, and/or
differences in national ROE.
d. Layered. Like the concentric layers of an onion, Omni-Dimensional Shield consists of
successive layers of protection, individual and collective, that each contribute to the overall
protection of any and all selected entities. At a cost to the commander, additional layers of
protection and/or additional entities can be added to the plan, when and as deemed appropriate –
and affordable.
e. Modular. The overall shielding effect is achieved through the combination of a
number of much simpler (or modular) components.
Modularity also signifies that the
implementation of an adequate shield effect does not rely on a fixed or immutable architecture.
Depending upon the nature of the force protection problem to be confronted in any given AO,
additional modules of capability, including all arms and/or specialist capabilities, can be added to
or deleted from a basic package.
f. Scalable. Omni-Dimensional Shield is fully scalable in that protection levels can be
increased or decreased in accordance with the prevailing threat conditions, across the full
spectrum of operations.
The minimum, initial and ultimate focus of Omni-Dimensional Shield will be the soldier, on
deployed ops, in combat. That said, commanders may expend significant effort to extend the
protection umbrellas wider and adjust and re-adjust them on a dynamic basis. The physical plane
of shield will focus on the traditional defensive concepts to include the protection of Soldiers &
Non-combatants, Platforms & Systems, and Sustainment assets. The Information plane of shield
will focus on the protection of Friendly Information and the information products of the entire
range of C4ISR processes. And the Human plane of shield will address the protection of Morale
and Well Being (with a particular focus on the maintenance of a sense of mission legitimacy, as
well as coalition integrity).
Omni-Dimensional Shield is little more than a new way to group and describe some
unchanging constants in the nature of war. Even though belligerents will continue to adopt new
methods and technologies to change the details of the conduct of war, our forces must continue
to be able to protect all that is essential for the achievement of our missions. Omni-Dimensional
Shield is a critical enabling concept that will be central to the success of Adaptive Dispersed
Operations for Canada’s Army of Tomorrow.

Distributed Autonomous Systems
Mr. Regan Reshke Email: Reshke.RG@forces.gc.ca
The growing complexity of the evolving security environment and increasingly rapid
technological developments, will compel the AoT to adopt a networked approach to full spectrum
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operations within a JIMP environment. A key feature of this networked approach will be the
seamless sharing of data and information from all sources. Data sharing will offer many potential
benefits, such as improved information exploitation and heightened operational tempo, however,
as the AoT becomes progressively more digitized30, the volume of digital data will escalate in tune
with the proliferation of computers, communications and sensors to the lowest echelons. Thus the
pervasive computing environment envisioned for the AoT, while offering clear operational
benefits, also threatens to create information overload if tools and techniques are not developed
to manage the exponential growth of digital information.
It will become ever more arduous to extract timely knowledge as data volumes grow and
increase in complexity. Without the support of distributed31 automation, the capacity of solders
and commanders to process data into information, information into knowledge, knowledge into
understanding and understanding into suitable action will ultimately be exceeded. To reap the full
benefits of the AoT concept therefore, it will be essential that autonomous systems be introduced
to augment human physical and cognitive performance. For example, pervasive computing
environments will create shared, interactive, mobile virtual information spaces that provide
cooperative workspaces for AoT Soldiers and robotic systems while they are on the move. Thus
automation must aim to enhance the soldier’s insight, understanding and manipulation of the
battle space in order to facilitate rapid decision-making, information management and orders
processing while minimizing the time and effort required to generate, filter, process and evaluate
large volumes of complex parameters, constraints, data and information. As a consequence,
battlefield systems will become less dependent on being permanently and explicitly operated by
humans. The goal will be to create intelligent systems that are pervasively and unobtrusively
embedded throughout the environment, completely connected, intuitive, effortlessly portable, and
constantly available. Among the emerging technologies expected to prevail in the pervasive
computing environment of the future are wearable computers, smart devices and smart vehicles.
The complex battle space environment of the FSE, will necessitate distributed
autonomous systems that will share the burden of data creation, collection, organization,
distribution, analysis and management within the C4ISR network infrastructure. A variety of
distributed autonomous systems will be required, each leveraging current exponential growth
trends within relevant supporting science and technology domains. Autonomous systems will be
adapted for use throughout the spectrum of conflict. They will be distributed over the entire battle
space and will be integral to each operational function and every capability. To facilitate and
maximize the potential offered by autonomous systems, it will be vital that as new capabilities are
incrementally introduced into the AoT, they be structured and enabled to integrate autonomous
systems in a distributed, standards-based seamless fashion.
Autonomous systems will be of two broad varieties: software based and robotics based.
Both will be able to sense, understand and respond to their environment, whether it is within the
digital data environment as in the case of software automation or whether it is within the physical
environment as in the case of autonomous intelligent robotic systems and platforms. As such,
these autonomous systems will take advantage of the ubiquitous computing and communications
environment envisioned for the AoT and will become invaluable force multipliers.

30

Digitisation refers to the distribution of computers, sensors and communications systems throughout the
battle space. As computer memory, processors, wireless communications, and portable power technologies
shrink in size and cost but increase in capacity, then information and communications capabilities will
increasingly be embedded into all systems and commodities on the battle space and distributed throughout
the environment, accessible everywhere and by anyone, at all times. This situation is often referred to as
“Pervasive Computing” or “Ubiquitous Computing”.
31

Effective distribution requires decentralization of control and decision-making as a fundamental
philosophy of the system architecture, otherwise flexibility and scalability are compromised.
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Software based automation generally is referred to as narrow artificial intelligence (AI)
and will comprise systems that normally reside within the command and control infrastructure.
This may include techniques such as: agents32, expert systems, neural nets and genetic
algorithms. Robotic systems, which may incorporate multiple narrow AI systems and techniques,
will comprise a variety of unmanned/uninhabited platforms, sensors and any other system that is
capable of semi- or fully autonomous interaction with the physical environment. This will include a
variety of tactics including swarming.
Intelligent software automation assistants will anticipate the information needs of their
human team members, prepare and communicate task information, adapt to changes in situation
and changes to the capabilities of other team members, and effectively support team member
mobility. Distributed autonomous systems will: integrate information retrieval with user-centered
problem solving and decision support; monitor and cache environmental information actively;
form adaptive human and software agent teams as needed, depending on task and information
requirements; develop greater capacities for modeling users, situations, and their own
performance and capabilities; and, use their awareness of task and team interdependencies to
work together more effectively.33

32

Intelligent agents are programs that carry out a task unsupervised and apply some degree of intelligence
to the task. The intelligence may be minimal but often will include some degree of learning from past
experience. For example, an agent that searches the network for relevant material can be told by the user
whether what it found was relevant or not. In this way it can be trained to be more successful in the future.
Some intelligent agents will also interact with one another.

33

http://www.cs.cmu.edu/~softagents/muri.html
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Autonomous robotic platforms, once established within the AoT, will deliver specific
effects from tactical to strategic, often in locations that would otherwise present an extreme risk to
soldiers. Potential missions for distributed autonomous robotic systems include: observation
(direct or indirect fire); casualty evacuation; sniper detection; cordon and search operations; battle
damage assessment; logistics re-supply; EOD and obstacle breaching; intelligence, surveillance,
target acquisition and reconnaissance (ISTAR); remote reconnaissance, surveillance, and target
acquisition (RSTA); nuclear, biological and chemical (NBC) reconnaissance; persistent &
clandestine intelligence gathering; and, search and rescue.
Intelligent software agents within the command and control environment will facilitate
situational awareness, providing for example: automated creation and enforcement of control
measures; data sharing compliance; and real time lesson tracking and dissemination. Within the
sustain domain for example, automated first aid agents can offer critical advice to first responders
and autonomous robotics will facilitate decentralized autonomous re-supply. Within the act
domain, autonomous systems can perform automatic target recognition and provide access to
otherwise denied areas such as caves and buildings.
Autonomous systems will be able to cooperate and share situational awareness in a
manner allowing them to monitor, and in some cases, respond to the commander’s plan. As
information about actual events in the battle space (asset status or effects of previous operations)
becomes available, autonomous agents will correlate it with the established plan. Agents will use
details of the established plan to resolve ambiguities, detect and correct reporting errors, and
derive a reliable estimate of what actually has occurred, and is occurring, in the environment of
interest. They will detect deviations between established plans and actual events, and make
inferences on the likely effects of those deviations on future plan elements. If the deviations
exceed some command-specified magnitude, agents will alert command staff and, if authorized,
trigger a re-planning cycle. In addition, agents will archive the history of the reconstructed plan to
enable future adaptation through machine learning.
The full potential of autonomous systems will be achieved within the AoT battle space
when the multitude of autonomous software agents, intelligent robotic devices and soldiers can
communicate and cooperate in a seamless fashion to achieve mission objectives.

Sensor Fusion and Knowledge Management
Major JP Terfry: Terfry.JP@forces.gc.ca

The Operational Environment
Trends indicate that between now and 2015, the CF will acquire numerous sensor
capabilities to suit the requirements of various levels of command on both domestic and
expeditionary operations. There will be new requirements regarding the type and quality of
Situational Awareness (SA) at all levels of command. Specifically, there will be an evolving sense
of SA transparency, with users less involved in the technical aspects of managing SA and yet
with more access to essential information due to the networking of information systems.
Networking will enable SA transparency to develop laterally at the peer level and vertically
throughout levels of command. This transparency will become increasingly apparent with the
introduction of better communications systems, new approaches to Knowledge Management
(KM), automated information fusion, autonomous sensor systems and robotics.
Sensor Fusion and Knowledge Management (KM)
The foundation of sensor fusion and KM will be the distillation of information from myriad
sources into knowledge, understanding and effective support to decision makers. KM consists of
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the deductive reasoning and processes that provide the impetus for information collection and the
SA produced to meet the requirements of decision makers. An integrated, systematic approach
to KM will enable the right type of sensor capabilities employed to collect the right type of data
that will meet the requirements of decision-makers, whether it involves sensors related to critical
sensor-shooter links or those sensor systems that may support larger, integrated effects
objectives.
One of the key challenges will be to standardize KM requirements within a JIMP
environment-primarily the identification of required information, the planning and coordination of
data acquisition strategies, and the timely distribution and sharing of KM products to achieve an
overall holistic effect. Above all, successful KM will allow flexibility in operational tempo and
enhance the battle rhythm of key decision-makers.
One aspect of KM is support to collaborative planning. The ability to conduct
collaborative planning at all levels of command is essential and it is important to note that most
technological capabilities in 2015 should be designed to support planning and decision-making,
not to replace them. Synergism in collaborative planning can be achieved through the
employment of high-speed communications; standardized, joint, digital map data; standardized
information fusion capabilities; and comprehensive, networked, analytical capabilities to enable
rapid analysis, scenario prototyping, war-gaming and mission rehearsal.
Another aspect of KM is sensor mission tasking, coordination and re-tasking. In order to
enable decision-makers to share their vision, guidance and critical information requirements, KM
first of all ensures that the right sensors are deployed at the right time to gather the right data.
The tracking of taskings, data and subsequent reports produced falls within the purview of
Collection Coordination Requirements Management (CCIRM). The planning, tasking and
coordination of sensor systems is the responsibility of Intelligence Surveillance and
Reconnaissance (ISR). The successful management of CCIRM/ISR will result in a collective,
holistic effect being achieved amongst sensor systems thereby enhancing battle rhythm flexibility
and economy of effort. It will be important to effectively exploit myriad sensor systems in a JIMP
environment, thereby requiring a robust CCIRM/ISR management capability complete with good
communications to all JIMP contributors.
KM wouldn’t be complete without the processing of the data collected from sensors and
the analysis and fusion of the results into knowledge that is then distributed in a timely manner as
SA.
Effective processing and handling of the sensor data that JIMP contributors provide will
be one of the greatest challenges in the 2015 environment. Automated sensor fusion may be a
key enabler in a JIMP environment however, common data strategies have to be achieved in
order for this to happen. Generally, automated sensor fusion involves the processes whereby
data from sensors is automatically incorporated with other sensor data and fused to become
knowledge and understanding. Once common data strategies have been achieved amongst
JIMP sensor contributors, successful automated sensor fusion will comprise a core capability,
enabling the rapid classification, correlation and aggregation of sensor data. The resultant SA will
allow the full understanding and subsequent exploitation of all facets of the human, informational
and physical planes of the operational environment and their potential effects throughout a given
mission as it evolves. Successful automated sensor fusion will be transparent to all users. Its
greatest effect will be to enable decision-makers to rapidly develop and share their vision,
guidance and critical information requirements however, this will only work if the knowledge and
understanding are filtered and managed to separate important knowledge from the rest and the
relative infrastructure and processes developed in tune to the battle rhythm of the decisionmakers. If not, then key decision-makers could be overwhelmed with irrelevant knowledge at
critical points in decision-making.
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Sensor Systems
In 2015, there will be networked, mobile, autonomous sensor systems capable of being
deployed in complex environments and providing multi-dimensional information. Mobile,
autonomous sensor systems already exist and the most important developments will be in the
realm of networked systems and Artificial Intelligence (AI). Networked systems will enable
autonomous cross-cueing between sensor systems with regards to target development, thereby
decreasing the time lag between sensor and shooter, while increasing SA and improving battle
rhythm. A networked sensor system should be capable of doing the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Adapts its surveillance to the environment (complex versus open).
Automatic self-diagnosis and self-repair.
Confirm the status of other sensors.
Automatically survey its Area of Operational Responsibility (AOR).
Interrogate anomalies and utilize networked databases.
Automatically fuse sensor data, resolve classification, correlation and aggregation of data
and publish its results.
Update its own SA and that of other sensors within the system and other systems.
Automatically coordinate its surveillance coverage with other sensors and with other
sensor systems.
Automatically adjust its databases regarding changes to digital map data and relay the
changes to other systems.
Automatically adjust the surveillance coverage between sensors and re-position sensors
if necessary.
Interface with a variety of users and be capable of being multi-tasked.
Achieve successful IFF between sensor systems.

Beyond 2015, sensor system development will most likely focus on:
•
•
•
•

Self-defence.
Planning and deployment of own sensors.
Self-awareness, AI and the human dimension.
Neural human-machine interface.

Other Operational Functions
Command
By increasing the timeliness and quality of SA as well as sharing access to all decisionmakers, all levels of command will be empowered in a networked environment of increased
operational tempo.
Sensor Fusion and Knowledge Management comprise key enablers to support
command, specifically during the operational planning process. Networked KM will ensure that
decision-makers receive the SA regarding the OPFOR, weather, terrain and friendly troops that
they need to define mission parameters and subsequent critical information requirements.
Extensive reach-back capabilities will help to produce the SA that will enable decision-makers to
create their vision and provide guidance for information collection. As sensor data is received
and information collection further refined, KM will support networked mission planning, simulation,
and modeling and subsequent mission rehearsal at all levels of command.
Throughout a mission, KM will provide Command with the flexibility to rapidly adapt to
changes in operational tempo and to modify battle rhythm at will. It will allow decision-makers at
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all levels of command to understand various aspects of the commander’s vision and to share their
own vision and motivate others. KM will allow decision-makers to achieve unique informational
advantages that can lead to tactical, operational and strategic effects being achieved. Overall,
KM will allow operations to be intelligence-led, with branch and sequel planning being based on
accurate foreknowledge and the results of previous effects.
Sensor capabilities will provide decision-makers with timely and cogent SA through
networked, autonomous sensor systems cross-cueing other sensor systems to achieve multidimensional target development. An effective and robust CCIRM/ISR C² capability will be
required in order for this to happen, especially in a JIMP environment.
Act
Sensor Fusion and KM will provide tactical units, sub-units and teams with timely,
relevant and networked SA for them to effectively achieve their mission tasks. Of importance will
be the requirement for decision-makers to quickly receive the results of sensor fusion and data
from individual sensor systems to maintain effective sensor-shooter links. KM will enable
decision-makers to ensure that they have the right assets at the right location to achieve effects
with economy of effort and minimum collateral damage.
Shield
“being comprised of all measures taken to contribute to mission success by preserving
freedom of action and operational effectiveness through managing risk and minimizing
vulnerabilities to personnel, information, materiel, facilities and activities from all threats.”34
In terms of KM, one of the greatest vulnerabilities will be outside influences on the SA
that is provided to decision-makers. These influences can be manifested in the physical, moral
and informational planes prior to and throughout the duration of a mission.
Networks that enable the sharing of SA will have to be protected from cyber warfare,
jamming and sabotage. Software and infrastructure used for collaborative planning, simulation,
COA development and mission rehearsal will also have to be protected.
As well, intellectual property including vision, guidance and critical information
requirements will have to be protected from hostile information operations. Overall, centres of
gravity that will have the potential to affect mission integrity need to be clearly identified and
protected from the instruments of a hostile campaign plan.
Regarding sensor systems, the links to and between autonomous sensor systems will
have to be protected as well as to the links to any military and non-military sensor capabilities in a
JIMP environment. In addition, an effective IFF capability will be instrumental in reducing the
vulnerability of valuable sensor systems from fratricide while deployed in complex environments.
Sustain
KM will enable focused sustainment on operations by providing total asset visibility. With
networked, digitized tracking, KM will enable logistics planners to more accurately forecast
logistics in-theatre requirements; establish and maintain comprehensive C²; and improve levels of
maintenance for military equipment, specifically sensor systems. In complex environments, the
wear and tear on sensor systems may be higher than normal, requiring an extensive, robust,
networked logistics system of systems, capable of self-protection and providing the backbone to
mission success in a JIMP environment.
34

B-GL-300-006/FP-001 Force Protection, draft version of Feb 2006
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Information Operations
Major AB Godefroy: Godefroy.AB@forces.gc.ca
Though information has always played a role in military affairs, until recently the ability to
easily convert some or all of it into knowledge or fuse it with other sources for analysis and the
extraction of intelligence was limited by both time and technology. Today, raw data and
information play a pervasive role in missions that demand greater attention of the infosphere and
its influences in operations.
With the advent of easily portable personal computing in the 1980s, time to collect,
shape, and exploit information was reduced and information became increasingly accessible to
soldiers in the field at all levels. Further augmented by the advent of powerful knowledge sharing
and exploitation tools in the 1990s (e.g. Internet, WWW, cell phones, globalized media, etc.) the
use of information on the battlefield was forever altered as it became increasingly central to the
achievement of military objectives both in and external to the theatre of operations.
Today, the Interim Army employs a host of enablers that fall under the collective rubric of
information operations (IO)35. There are currently 16 IO enablers as follows:
•

Information security (INFOSEC); Civil Affairs (CA); Computer Network Attack (CNA);
Operational Security (OPSEC); Electronic Warfare (EW); Psychological Operations
(Psyops); Network Management (NM); Counter Psyops; Counter-Intelligence (CI);
Physical Destruction; Computer Security; Deception; Communications Security;
Physical Security; Counter Deception; and Public Affairs (PAFF).

From the present day onwards the access, collection, management, protection,
distribution, manipulation, and employment of information will become a central tenet in both
army institutional transformation and deployed operations. The Interim Army’s ongoing process
of transformation is increasingly dependent on information. At the same time the army has also
become more engaged in operations where the information battle plays an important role in
determining mission success and failure. The future of Information Operations is therefore
unlikely to diminish in importance, instead remaining critical to future missions undertaken by an
increasingly Network-Enabled force.
At the same time our adversaries will employ information whenever and wherever
possible against us. The ubiquitous collection and dissemination of information across the
spectrum of operations means that in the future information in both raw and refined forms will
become increasingly harder to control. Truth and fact will come under increasing scrutiny from
trusted sources, adversaries, and third parties. Some will become increasingly suspect of the
information source while others will care little how accurate the information is. Our adversaries
will intentionally employ misinformation and propaganda to cause damage to our own objectives,
and our relationships with both recognized global media as well as independent third parties will
become more important to defeat of our adversary’s information operations campaign.
Finally, it is important to recognize that as technology advances the line between foreign
(‘in theatre’) IO and external or even domestic IO campaigns becomes more blurred. Like
35

During the 1990s there was a conceptual split between IO and Information Warfare (IW). Since 2002-3
western doctrines have abandoned the usage of IW-related terminology and concepts and amalgamated all
activities under the single moniker of IO.
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satellites in outer space, websites for example recognize no borders and can easily influence not
only forces in theatre, but also both military and civilian populations at home.
Therefore the Army of Tomorrow (AoT) will seek to operate and if possible dominate in
both the physical plane as well as cyberspace, employing a host of technologies including
Distributed Autonomous Systems as well as other sensors to collect information and manage it,
protect it, distribute it, manipulate it, and employ it in support of the commander’s objective.
These systems of systems will also allow information to be fused and managed into knowledge
and intelligence as required.36
Beyond technologies, the AoT will also exploit the human dimension of IO to its
advantage. The challenging complexity of the Future Security Environment (FSE) will reward
cognitive innovation and effort, and soldiers will be encouraged and motivated to develop their
information and knowledge management skills and to generalize these cognitive processes in
order to apply them to any situation.

Focused Sustainability
LCol. Terry W. Honour. Email: Honour.TW@forces.gc.ca
Sustainment37 in the AoT context is the support provided to combat forces, primarily in
the fields of administration and logistics.
In the 2015 – 2020 timeframe, AoT will require distributed support and sustainment to
maintain freedom of action and provide continuous support to coalition forces with the optimal
deployed logistical footprint. The Network will provide the framework into which national logistic
modular contingents can plug. AoT logistic organizations will also need to have the ability to plug
into local infrastructure and contracted support. Where facilities are austere or bare, land forces
must have the capability to enhance or build the requisite infrastructure.
To meet collective security arrangements, AoT must retain a sustainable rapid
deployment capability supported by adequate strategic lift capability and participate in operations
in various environments and terrain including urban areas. Use of reach back, intermediatestaging bases and sea basing may reduce the sustainment element deployed into theatre.
Effective sustainment in the 2015 – 2020 timeframe will demand as much commonality of combat
service support (CSS) as possible. The use of intra-theatre lift (land, air, and sea) must be
designed to support AoT operating independently in the battlespace.
In the 2015-2020 timeframe, national contingents will aspire to be logistically selfsufficient, whilst minimizing the numbers of different national Air and Sea Points of
Disembarkation (APOD/SPOD) and extended LOCs in theatre. In the FSE, protection of logistic
elements will remain an extant requirement for the land commander.
•

The Army of Tomorrow must leverage technological advancements to reduce
sustainment requirements. Notably:

•

Precision munitions will reduce ammunition expenditures;

36

See sections on Distributed Autonomous Systems and Sensor Fusion and Knowledge Management for
further details on their respective concepts.

37 This is also known as combat service support (CSS). It includes supply, transport (both of which
together can be termed ‘distribution’), maintenance / equipment support, medical service support,
engineering support, infrastructure management, and personnel, administrative and field services.
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•

Advances in fuel efficiency will reduce fuel consumption. Fuel cell technology will also
add to savings in fuel consumption;

•

Battery technologies and developments in electronics will combine to provide extended
battery life for electronic equipment;

•

Digitization of vehicles and equipment will reduce preventive maintenance demands by
providing real-time data on the condition of equipment components.

Providing sustainment to an agile, maneuvering AoT will require interoperability of logistic
and personnel systems with the following complimentary attributes:
•

A networked logistic COP will be essential. These systems should allow for Total Asset
Visibility (TAV), in transit visibility (ITV), movement control, administrative personnel
tracking and the interoperability of medical systems, to include casualty tracking and
regulation. Sustainment systems must be able to support civil and non-governmental
agencies in the execution of the mission.

•

Self-shielding CSS units and elements. It will rarely be feasible to protect entire LOCs,
therefore, CSS elements must be able to effectively control and dominate the local
situation as elements move along an LOC. Vehicles must be equipped with cabs
armored against ballistic threats and blast/shrapnel effects of IEDs and mines. Vehicles
will also require protected weapon stations to effectively counter direct attacks on CSS
elements. CSS troops must also be appropriately trained in combat skills and they must
be equipped with ISSP equipment.

•

Optimization of national and AoT logistic footprints by means of initiatives such as seabasing, reach back, minimizing national/coalition LOCs and combining national
requirements for Reception, Staging, Onward movement and Integration (RSOI).

•

Effective force level engineering to establish and maintain infrastructure.

•

Effective exploitation of future sustainment capabilities such as TAV and ITV will enhance
the ability of coalition partners to provide mutual support. TAV and ITV systems must be
interoperable with our main coalition partner’s equipment.

•

Improvements in delivery systems (including use of precision air delivery, and
autonomous control systems linked with robotic platforms) for sustaining SOF and
dispersed forces rather than traditional land LOCs must be developed.

•

Continued reliance upon contracted logistic support for enduring operations. Especially
warranted is the further investigation of such support in immature theatres and nonbenign environments. In addition, adaptive dispersed operations will likely limit the utility
of contractor support when forces are widely dispersed.

The Human Dimension
LCdr Chris Lyon
Introduction. Anyone associated with Western Militaries knows that they are subject to
important changes that are necessary for success against future enemies. Reaching out to
2015 and beyond, the Army of Tomorrow (AoT) will be required to operate internationally in
an environment full of uncertainty, volatility and risk. The task is to identify the force
capabilities, requirements and characteristics to meet these challenges and identify risks and
issues that must be addressed to realize the end goals.
Adversaries that will be increasingly adaptive characterize the future security environment.
They will create threats that are more varied and lethal. To meet this challenge the CF must
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change. The proposal is that the CF and the army in particular will have to develop an
Adaptive Force that is agile, lethal/non-lethal, net-enabled, multi purpose and full spectrum.
The Force will conduct Dispersed Operations by developing situations out of contact,
maneuvering to positions of advantage, influencing or engaging the enemy beyond range of
his weapons with lethal and non-lethal capabilities, destroying the enemy, when necessary,
with precision and area fire, conducting close combat, when necessary, at a time and place
of own choosing, and transitioning between operations without loss of focus or momentum.
The concept envisions networked and integrated maneuver forces able to disperse and
aggregate over extended distances to find fix and strike full spectrum threats.
To get there from here, a large investment will be made in the army’s structural, intellectual
and social capital. Essentially the investment is in technology, doctrine and people. The
constructs are not independent and have often been examined from an industrial era
perspective. Traditionally, the focus has been on newer and better kit and developing the
doctrine to use it effectively against the known threat. Also that technology will replace the
need for humans or augment humans, either from a command and control. sense, act and
shield mode. The assumptions have been that soldiers will adapt to the changes through
professional development, training and experience and that there is an acceptable source of
suitable people to meet the need.
The AoT initiative is unique in that at the conceptual stage it is going to closely examine the
AoT soldier. The army has come to realize that technology is advancing rapidly and for the
first time humanity is evolving from a species that has developed tools for its use to a species
that will adapt and integrate with machines. The synergistic outcome of that adaptation being
the point. This evolution is happening at an exponential rate and is grounded in the
realization that machines will eventually out perform humans, as they exist today. Futurists
have pointed to a transformation to an era in which the very nature of what it means to be
human will potentially be the union of human and machine. Today, as evidenced in the
SIREC research, technology has enhanced the sense capabilities of soldiers (enhanced
hearing, sight, situational awareness (GPS) and communication). Better quality timely
information can improve a soldiers’ ability to adapt and make decisions for precise action.
However, these are still external augmentations of the biological human and do not
necessarily change the human cognitive capacity. In the future we may be enhancing the
human physical (e.g., strength, endurance, immunity, and cognitive (intellectual capacity,
speed of processing and decision making) abilities through technology (implants). This may
in turn allow AoT to successfully engage enemies that will also be accessing these
developments. Technology in it self is not a panacea nor is there a timeline for these
changes and it is critical that the human dimension be examined as the AoT adapts to the
future.
Functional Concept. The AoT soldier is a capability realized through selection, training,
professional development, culture, ethos, sound doctrine and technological advancements,
that enables the broad implementation of the commander’s, intent in the dispersed complex
terrain of the future security environment across full spectrum operations. The AoT soldier
will employ increased situational awareness; target acquisition and values based command
execution to perform duty with honour.
Enabling Concept. The human dimension is a critical enabling concept upon which the AoT
will be built. As such, future changes will impact on the physical, cognitive, psychological,
social and environmental domain of soldiers, affecting individual, small team, unit and
organizational characteristics, perceptions and behaviour.
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Looking at the functional concept and enabling concepts in relation to an adaptive dispersive
force, there will be a huge demand placed on the army to attract, select and train people who
will have the motivation and ability to use new technologies and doctrine to operate in a
varied, and complex physically and mentally demanding roles. The organization will also be
stressed by changes that will reflect new small team, unit and organizational characteristics
influencing structure, culture, ethos and doctrine. The impact this will have on soldiers’
perceptions and behaviour will challenge the profession of arms on issues such as expertise,
identity, beliefs, ethics, fighting spirit, discipline, morale, cohesion and trust. Dispersion will
also force decision making to the edge and creative thinking, Teams will be diverse and will
integrate with more varied capabilities.
Values based judgment; responsibility and
accountability will take on a whole new meaning for those who are faced with making
decisions.
The War-game scenario is based on the book Crisis in Zefra. The exercise will include three
moves that are focused on applying an adaptive force to dispersed operations and have red,
white and blue team members. There will be three panels: JIMP, Modular BG and Human
Dimensions that will address specific issues and hypotheses. The human dimensions panel
will participate through interaction with the game players and other panel members. They will
also break out into seminar room to discuss the implications of AOD on soldiers and the
challenges that lie ahead. Specific hypotheses will be discussed in a focus group format with
the view of developing a research plan to address unanswered questions of importance.
The Soldier - Hypothesis I. If AoT soldiers are in an adaptive Dispersed Operating Concept,
Then the AoT must adopt a decentralized decision making culture. A decentralized decision
making culture will require soldiers with the cognitive capability to understand the higher
commander’s intent, be capable of making values based ethical decisions, be tactically and
strategically accountable for their actions and trusted by leadership and other small teams.
Participant observation of the exercise should focus on the level on understanding of the
commanders intent, speed and accuracy of the actions taken, quality of values based
decisions, level of trust, tactical and strategic accountability, agility, synergistic effects on
ADO.
Questions
Is a decentralized decision making culture possible?
What impact will this have on discipline?
What impact will this have on the control of use of force?
How will soldiers and Jr leaders be held ethically and technically responsible and
accountable for their actions?
How will future rules of engagement impact on the soldiers’ ability to engage the
enemy?
How will the army’s values influence behaviour and effectiveness?
What will be the impact when enemies do not play by rules, where there is no
evidence of traditional anglosphere values and concept of western reciprocity in war?
What research needs to be done to provide an operating framework that will take into
account these important influencers?
Are there specific factors covered under this dimension that would negate the option
of pursuing an adaptive dispersive operating concept?
The Soldier – Hypothesis II. If AoT adopts Adaptive Dispersed Operating Concept to conduct
coordinated full spectrum actions, Then, AoT soldiers will require better task and social
cohesion across occupations and specialties. AoT must align Force Generation with Force
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Employment. Occupation and unit/subunit structure, individual and collective training will
generate the necessary task and social cohesion to carry out ADO. With the self-sufficiency
associated with the new structures a mutual respect for individual or teams contribution to the
mission, independent of occupation and specialty, from a need to know to a need to share
culture.
Questions
Does the AoT ADO look any different than the concept we deploy today or is it just a
tweaking of our existing system?
If it has changed what are the key structural differences, the new skill sets, the new
operating relationships and tasks?
Assuming they are different what influences do you see on task cohesion?
What influences do you see regarding social cohesion?
What are the main cultural differences from the organizational, unit, small team and
individual perspective?
What differences do you see from the interim army’s command and control
philosophy?
What must happen to take us from where we are to the AoT concept?
What research needs to be done?
Given today’s Force Generation system and Force Employment system, what will be
the most critical changes the Army will have to make to align them to produce the
most effective AoT Force?
How can behavioural science contribute to this future concept?

The Soldier – Hypothesis III. If AoT is to implement concepts to produce an Adaptive
Dispersed Operating Concept, then, the AoT soldier will have to have the human capability to
function as a key agent in ADO involving network enabled operations, force agility,
sustainment and integrated effects. The AoT soldier will have to have the physical, cognitive,
psychological, and social characteristics to combine organic information with a common
tactical picture to contribute to shared situational awareness, that will impact on the boldness,
tempo, and speed of maneuver to achieve precise application of force, precise effects and
mission effectiveness. Given the changes in roles, skills and processes, the AoT must be
able to attract, select, and successfully train and retain individuals to become soldiers of
tomorrow.
Questions
Will the AoT soldier require a different standard of physical fitness and capability?
Will the AoT soldier require machine augmentation to carry out his/her tasks?
Will the AoT soldier have to merge with technology and evolve into an effective
soldier?
Will the soldier require bio enhancement to function in this AoT operating concept
speed agility and physical resilience(e.g., continuous ops fatigue issues, injury,
casualty, biochemical threat, physical stress and strain?
Will the soldier require higher intellectual capability/capacity to cope with the
demands of the AoT operating concept e.g., NEOP?
Will it be possible to increase a soldier’s cognitive capability through implantation or
machine decision-making and communication systems?
Will the soldier have the ability to psychologically adapt to dispersed small team multi
discipline environment?
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Will the soldier have the ability to adapt to the reliance on machines, trust in
machines, ethics of machines function, autonomous machines that can take human
lives, make decisions and provide information?
What are the Psychological effects of engaging an adaptive technologically capable
enemy.
What are the emotional constructs and the long-term effects that would impact on
health, health care and retention?
What are the attraction, recruiting and training implications?
Can soldiers quickly adjust to the full spectrum of roles or will there be a carry over
that may result in casualties, or strategically sensitive incidents?
What are the social implications for the AoT soldier? Will it change the concept of
how teams work, how they function with their subordinates and superiors?
Traditional leadership and planning of operations result in specific social behaviours.
With the Network the common operating picture may cause micro management and
specific orders to act contrary to the desired effects. Will the function of the
operational command HQ have to change?
What is a common operating picture and what is shared situational awareness and
how does this impact on effective precise actions?.
Are there any specific issues regarding human capability that cannot be addressed to
achieve the desired AoT concept?
What behavioural science or medical research must be done to achieve the desired
effective soldier?
Human Dimension – Hypothesis I If AoT is adopting ADO which implies NEOPs, Agility, a
Soldier, Sustainment and Integrated Effects, then, the technology and doctrine will have to
complement the human dimension by having a positive impact on human effectiveness in
achieving success in operations. AoT implies more individual responsibility, workload, agility,
accountability, trust and resiliency. The assumption is that advanced technology and
doctrine will enhance the soldier to carry out successfully the full spectrum of ADO .
Observations of physical function, mental alertness, fatigue, vigilance, decision making,
cognitive performance, processes, function and capacity, confidence, judgment, cognitive
strategies, biases, informational fusion, emotional stability, effectiveness of communication,
overload, trust, self synchronization, morale, fighting spirit, cooperation, task and social
cohesion, priorities, personality, adaptability, collaboration, feedback mechanisms, cognitive
pattern recognition are key to the soldier/human dimension capability,
Questions
What are the positive and negative effects of the new technology on human
performance in ADO?
What are the positive and negative effects of the new doctrine on human
performance in ADO?
What are the research requirements to address the unknown effects of the new
technology, doctrine on achieving an effective AoD concept?
Are there any specific human dimension effects that will cause AoT concept to fail?
Are there modifications to the concept that must be made for it to work?
Are there any simulations or modeling that will be needed to better test the concepts
from a human dimension perspective?
Human Dimension – Hypothesis II. If AoT embraces ADO and the concept of full spectrum
operations in an environment characterized by irregular warfare, then soldiers must have a
shared set of core values that will guide them in the performance of their duty thus improving
individual behaviour. A shared set of core values will lead to improved individual thought and
behaviour, improved group and organizational behaviour. The constructs and model defined
in “Duty with Honour” define a professional Canadian Soldier. It provides guidance of
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Canada’s expectations and Western Nations values. The assumption is that these defined
codes can be actualized. Western military professionalism is based on centuries old beliefs
about rules of conduct when engaging the enemy, how people are to be treated and the
reciprocity agreements that ebb and flow throughout modern conflict. When a violation of a
rule occurs because of enemy behaviour, soldiers typically modify their behaviour to counter
the violation which usually results in both sides engaging in wrongful practices and a further
agreement must be reached to set things right again. There are many examples in history
regarding atrocities and treatment of prisoners.

The new enemy as characterized by the AoT concept that may not play by these rules. This
leaves the soldier with two choices. They can break their rules to engage and defeat the foe
or they can avoid the foe. To do otherwise will result in failure. The cognitive dissonance
experienced can lead to modified behaviours that may not be in line with organizational
expectations. poor discipline, AWOL, stress reactions, or failure in their duty.
Questions
Does the red force behave realistically with regard to known cultural patterns where
respect for rules of engagement, tactics and treatment of people are absent?
Do the blue force participants follow specific rules of engagement and behave IAW
with the Geneva Convention and Canadian Law?
Can the blue forces realistically follow ROEs and if they do what is the impact on
mission success?
When rules are broken, how do members of the group behave?
Sticking to the ROEs and Canadian Values what impact does this have on morale
cohesion, discipline, behaviour and outcomes of success? What impact does it have
on the functional components and enabling components of the AoT ADO construct?
Failure to stick with ROEs and Canadian Values to counter the enemy, what impact
does this have on morale cohesion, discipline, behaviour and outcomes of success?
What impact does it have on the functional components and enabling components of
the AoT ADO construct?
How realistic is it to have soldiers behave ethically (north American anglosphere
values) when there is no expectation of being treated ethically?
What are the consequences regarding the expectations of the country, transparency
and the potential to cover up? There are no whistle blowers in foxholes?
What are the research requirement to develop ROEs that will work?
What research needs to be done to study the enemies values, ethics etc and how
does the Canadian Army institute a strategy to defeat this enemy within our construct
of the profession of arms?
Can the Canadian definition as articulated in “Duty with Honour” be realistically be
instilled to the point where behaviour will be governed by these rules.
In an adaptive dispersed army small teams can operate unobserved with anonymity
regarding actions and outcomes. What will be the ethical accountability?

Human Dimension III. If AoT implements army tailored personnel policies and practices to
support adaptive dispersed operations, then AoT will be able to successfully attract, select,
enrole, train, develop, employ and retain soldiers to sustain this capability. Appropriate
human resources policies, programmes and practices that meet the needs of tomorrow’s
soldier will improve the army’s capability to sustain the AoT. Observing the war-game will
point to specific HR policies to support an adaptive dispersed operating concept engaged in
full spectrum operations. This may reflect the need for a special attraction campaign to
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educate the population about the viability of working in this environment. Understanding and
realistically portraying it may create an image that will be appealing to Canadians. If not we
will need to understand the negatives as it may result in an inability to attract a volunteer
force. What sort of incentives maybe required. Selection, training and development policies
will have to be brought into line to support this force concept. It may impact on deployment
expectations, quality of life, and medical support. Programmes maybe required to meet the
specific needs of the ADO concept. Recreation, professional development, promotion, career
planning/management, compensation and benefits maybe affected. Rights, Personal
Security, representation, mechanisms of voice may have to be addressed.
Questions
What HR policies will have to be examined in light of the AoT concept?
What personnel programmes will have to be revised and created to meet the need of
AoT?
What Army and CF practices will have to be dropped, changed or created to meet the
AoT concept?
Are there any major HR issues that would threaten the AoT construct?
What are the key HR research requirements to realize the AoT construct?
Human Dimension Hypothesis IV. If AoT adopts adaptive dispersed operations to counter
irregular warfare then the successful implementation of the enabling concepts should reduce
stress on soldiers, reducing casualties, and improve human performance. Irregular Warfare
and ADO approach has the potential of increasing complexity, introducing additional
stressors that could put soldiers at greater risk. The risk could be anything from ineffective
actions to short term inaction to long term disability. Although there are many known factors
that can influence resiliency, there is little known about the interaction effects. The
assumption is that the technology of tomorrow coupled with the ADO operating concept will
mitigate the impact of these stressors. However take into consideration, faster, agile, 24 and
7, lethal, precise, common picture, networked decentralized decision making self
synchronization, against an enemy with similar capabilities that do not play by rules and you
have the potential of not being able think act and behave IAW with the concept. Emotions,
including fear, anger, remorse guilt etc can way heavy on the soldiers mind. Add to that the
reliance on machines to command and control, sense, act and shield can introduce a myriad
of psychological factors that could impact on wellbeing. Also it is quite possible that with
technology doctrine training and the right operational environment the opposite could be true.
The pre and post operations issues are also of concern given that many of these issues are
cumulative or delayed.
Questions
Does the war-game generate the realism required to address these issues?
Can any specific observations point to hypotheses that must be tested regarding
stress and strain in a ADO environment?
What new stressors are introduced by the threat and also the concept of ADO?
What simulation or role-play can be added to the experiment to test stress related
issues?
Is there any evidence to suggest that the changes proposed will reduce or increase
stress casualties?
Are there any stress related issues that would threaten the implementation of an
ADO construct?
Are there specific research questions that must be addressed to move forward with
the implementation of the ADO construct?
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Human Dimension – Hypothesis V. If AoT adopts an effects based approach, then soldiers
will take on additional roles that may require different personalities, aptitudes, more
potentially abilities and skills. The effects based approach suggests that soldiers will have to
manage several profiles at once that of warrior, advisor, manager, negotiator and politician.
Soldiers will have to adapt as they always have, however if roles and expectation increase so
may also the need for professional development, cultural awareness, communication and
language skills, investigative skills. This will allow for the acceptance of white force members
such as JIMP partners, local authorities and people in the population in general. The ability
to understand the strategic implications of a tactical action will be critical as the soldier will be
fighting an enemy, winning the hearts and minds of the locals and building alliances with
influential partners. This all may lead to the recruiting of a different individual. Grade 10 may
not cut it. Looking at the limited supply of people with this potential the AoT will have to
situate itself as being an employer of choice.

Questions
Observations of activities throughout the war-game may point to specific roles that
will demand new aptitudes, abilities and skills. Can you identify any specific factors
that point to this trend?
Is there any evidence to suggest that the nature of this new role will suggest that the
AoT can be an employer of choice?
What human aspects of the AoT will have to change to realize the effects based
approach construct?
Are there any additional factors that should be introduced from an individual, small
group, unit or organizational perspective that would improve on effects based
approach working with the human resources we have.
Is there a requirement for future research and what issues should be addressed?
Crisis in Zefra is designed to provide an illustration of the emerging future security
environment. It serves as a starting point for consideration and discussion about future army
concepts. Based on what we know today about the enemies we face and the technologies that
are emerging we are faced with a uncertain future. What is clear is the soldier will be the most
critical capability to realize the operations to come. The army must do all it can to equip, train and
develop the soldier to meet the objectives. Underlying all this is the individual, small group unit
and organizational factors as well as the environment and enemy they will face. It is critical that
the panel make every effort to identify the issues and ways to address them. It will be the
keystone, foundation on which the AoT will be built. The crisis in Zefra Web Site is
http://www.army.forces.gc.ca/zefra/

Modular Battlegroup
Major AB Godefroy Email: Godefroy.AB@forces.gc.ca
Modularity requires a force structure that can generate modular battlegroups with
capabilities tailored for a specific task. Modular Battlegroups, therefore, require a fluid force
structure that permits a grouping of personnel with across a broad spectrum of military
competencies. At the same time, modularity must enhance task and social cohesion, discipline,
and the mastery of tasks expected to become more complex in the future.
Within Modular Battlegroups the capabilities required for the Army of Tomorrow (AoT)
would evolve in accordance with the Future Security Environment, doctrinal options, and the
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availability of domestic resources. It should be large enough to allow for the development of a
sufficiently broad spectrum of personal competencies to meet anticipated mission capabilities.

TSSU

TSSU
COM M AND

A ll S o u rce F u sio n
& E ffects C en tre

ACT

C lo se
E ffects

D irect/
In d irect
E ffects

S H IE L D

M o bility/
C o u n term o b ility

In fo rm atio n
O p eratio n s

E W /C yb er

S en se

P syo p s

PAFF

SENSE

AM D

IS T A R

NBC

H U M IN T

S U S T A IN

M ed ical

L o g istics

S h ield
M ain ten an ce

D irect
S u p p ly L in e

The original TSSU construct above demonstrated one method of design based on the
Interim Army’s five operational functions. The advantage that this construct was that it could be
configured as required to meet a specific mission or aim, allowing the commander to only take
what he/she needs for a given task without compromising the overall integrity of the combined
effects that TSSU-like organization can deliver.
Modularity should also be designed to strengthen cohesion, discipline, and mastery of
complex operations. Stable employment within the new Modular Battlegroups would build social
and task cohesion by establishing personal and performance related reputations. Long-term,
local, personal reputation leads to self-discipline via auto-correction in behaviour; trust that
extends beyond the immediate, intimate social group; and strong leader/follower relationships.
This could also be enhanced within Modular Battlegroups by maintaining the same grouping of
persons as long as possible.

Modular Battlegroup
The original concept of the TSSU was further refined to address both real and notional
changes taking place within the Army during 2006. Building on the Interim Army force structures,
the orders of battle below add further refinement to the more conceptual TSSU construct,
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providing some fidelity and characteristics of what the near future Modular Battlegroup may look
like.
It is important to note that these constructs do not completely address a number of issues
requiring further discussion. This includes Joint Fire Support, Close Air Support, Mounted
Combat, as well as the impact of future capabilities for elements of the BG outside of the three
traditional core capabilities of infantry, armour, and artillery.

BDE TF STRUCTURE
Notes:
1. NCE and NSE in theatre to represent national
interests / requirements
2. Brigade Group + NCE/NSE = Task Force
3. Mini UAV Tps force generated by the Artillery
4. Fd Arty Regt capable of deploying 3 x FSCC (BC)
with 3 x FOO parties each
5. CER consists of Close Sp Sqns only

NCE
52

MN

NSE

OPCON

Log Centre

CSS
PSS

MOV

Digital

Contract
CAP

(Note 4)

CSS

8 x LUVW
(C&R)

8 x LUVW
(C&R)

8 x Coyote
per tp

Sniper Group
(2 x sect of 8)

8X LUVW
(C&R)

CSS

8X
LUVW
(C&R)

Sniper Group
(2 x sect of 8)

CSS

CSS

TA
6 x 155 mm
guns (M 777)

6 x 105 mm
guns (LG 1)

8 x 81 mm
mors

4 x CB Radar

EW

CSS

CSS

CSS

(Note 3)

As of
4 x MGS
(per tp)

4 x TUA
(per pl)

4 x MMEV
(per tp)
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CSS
MTTH x 8

RUH x 8
(ERSTA)

UAV x 3
(Sperwer)

MP

BG TF STRUCTURE
US

NCE

SBCT

EW
(Note 4)

OPCON

NSE

INFO
OPS

Digital

FSG

Info Ops Dets as reqr
(e.g. CIMIC, PA, Psy Ops)

SBCT
Sp Bn

(Note 5)

CSS
6 x Carl G
9 x Eryx
4 x ALAAWS
4 x CASW

8 x 81 mm
(Note 2)

LUVW
Coy retains
60 mm mortar
FSCC

SP

CSS
4 x DFS
(per tp)

4 x TUA 4 x BLOS
(2 x sects) (ADATS)
(2 x sects)

FOOs

CSS
8 x Coyote
per tp

8 X LUVW
(C&R)

Mini UAV
(3 x dets
Silver Fox)
(Note 3)

As of

CSS

Sniper Group
(2 x sect of 8)
3 x 105 mm
LG1 per tp

4 x 81 mm
mors per tp

Notes:
1. Battle Group + NCE/NSE = Task Force.
2. Close Support Bty deploys with either guns or mortars, not both.
3. Mini UAV Tp is force generated by the Artillery.
4. EW may be assigned TACOM to TF Recce Sqn as required.
5. FSG is force generated by Svc Bns with various in theatre C2 options: OPCOM TF; OPCON
SBCT Sp Bn; or combined with NSE.

DFS SQN STRUCTURE

DFS SQN

Comd Sect

Sqn CP & LO Det

DFS Tp

DFS Tp

BLOS Tp

BLOS Tp

TUA Tp

TUA Tp

DFS Tp

DFS Tp

4 Tps X 4 DFS? each = 16 DFS?;
2 Tps X 6 BLOS each = 12 BLOS; and
2 Tps X 4 TUA each = 8 TUA
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CSS Tp

DFS SQN HQ STRUCTURE

DFS SQN HQ
OC

SSM
Gunner

Sqn TAC

Sqn CP

Sqn LO
Driver

Crew Comd

BC

LO

OC Signaller

Ops Sgt

Signaller

Driver

Signaller

Driver

Gunner

Signaller
Driver

LAV RIFLE COY STRUCTURE

LAV Rifle Coy
OC’s Tac

Coy CP

Ops & Coy Wpns Det

Rifle Platoon

Rifle Platoon

Rifle Platoon
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CSS

Additional Ech

LAV RIFLE COY – OPS & WPNS DET STRUCTURE

Ops & Wpns Det

Coy Ops Cell

Wpns Det*

Vehicle Crew

*NB: Wpns Det capable of manning 2 x sp wpns at any time,
one of which may be CASW. The second CASW held by Wpns
Det may be allocated to rifle pl when required.

LIGHT RIFLE COY STRUCTURE

LIGHT Rifle Coy

OC’s Tac

Coy CP

Ops

Sp Wpns Pl

Rifle Platoon

Rifle Platoon

Rifle Platoon
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CSS

Additional Ech

LIGHT RIFLE COY – SP WPNS PLATOON STRUCTURE

Sp Wpns Platoon
Pl HQ

1 Sp Wpns Sect

2 Sp Wpns Sect

*Pl Sp Weapons:
2 X CASW
1 X GPMG C6
1 X ALAWS
1 X 84mm Carl Gustav
1 X 60mm Mortar
2 X HMG .50 cal

LIGHT RIFLE COY – RIFLE PLATOON STRUCTURE

Rifle Platoon
Pl HQ

Sp Wpns Section*

1 Rifle Section

2 Rifle Section

*Pl Sp Weapons:
1 X GPMG C6
1 X CASW
1 X ALAWS
1 X 84mm Carl Gustav
1 X 60mm Mortar
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3 Rifle Section

ARTILLERY BATTERY GUN TP STRUCTURE

Arty Battery
Gun Troop
Comd Sect

Gun Det

Gun Det

Gun Det

Det Comd

Det Comd

Det Comd

Det Mbrs

Det Mbrs

Det Mbrs

Det 2IC

Det 2IC

Det 2IC

Det Mbr / Dvr

Det Mbr / Dvr

Det Mbr / Dvr

ENGR FD TP STRUCTURE

ENGR FD TP
Comd Sect

HQ Sect

1 Section

2 Section

3 Section

4 Section

Tp WO

Sect Comd

Sect Comd

Sect Comd

Sect Comd

Recce NCM

Section 2 IC

Section 2 IC

Section 2 IC

Section 2 IC

Gunner

Comm/Drv

Comm/Drv

Comm/Drv

Comm/Drv

Comm/Drv

Section Mbr

Section Mbr

Section Mbr

Section Mbr

Cbt Strman

Section Mbr

Section Mbr

Section Mbr

Section Mbr

Cbt Strman

Section Mbr

Section Mbr

Section Mbr

Section Mbr

Comm

Section Mbr

Section Mbr

Section Mbr

Section Mbr

Comm/drv

Section Mbr

Section Mbr

Section Mbr

Section Mbr
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TF CSS COY STRUCTURE

CSS Coy
HQ

Supply

Finance

Transport

Rations

CSS

Pers

Chaplains

Medical

Maint

HQ

HQ

HQ

HQ

HQ

HQ

RC

HQ

HQ

LPO

NPF

Ammo

Rats Det

Coy Stores

BOR

Padre

Hygine

Recovery

RTCH

Kit Det

Hard Rats

Treat A

Repair

Supply
Whse

POL

Coy Ammo

Kit Bags

Water

Coy POL

Hard Rats

Treat B

Armd Repair

Stores

B Fleet Rpr

Ambulance

Tires

Ancillary
RPSS

Industrial Gases

SIREQ and the Soldiers of Tomorrow38
Overview
A number of studies were conducted under Canada’s Soldier Information REQuirements
Technology Demonstration (SIREQ TD) project to investigate the use of digitally-enabled
enhancements in select dismounted infantry mission phases for planning, navigation, information
exchange, target engagement, communication and situation awareness. Results from these
experiments have suggested that a digitally enabled platoon should have higher situation
awareness, a better common operating picture of the battlefield, a greater span of control with
wider tactical separation of sub-units, increased operational tempo, and a greater ability to
employ independent unit manoeuvre and actions than a conventional non-digitally enabled
platoon. These digitally enabled capabilities suggest that the principles of mission command and
swarming formations could also be employed to effect with distributed operations in a Network
Centric Warfare environment. If that were the case, is the current organizational structure of the
dismounted infantry platoon the most effective option for exploiting these benefits? Are current
Tactics, Techniques and Procedures (TTP’s) best suited to take advantage of these enhanced
capabilities? This study was a preliminary investigation of alternative platoon organizational
structures, and associated TTP’s, to identify factors that contribute most to operational
effectiveness in a digitized platoon environment.
Impact of Digitization
Participants in this study strongly endorsed the use of digitally-enabled capabilities for
platoon missions in both wooded and urban terrain. Many improvements in mission effectiveness
38

The authors of the following are Linda L.M. Bossia, David W. Tackb, Harold A. Angelb, Paul G.S.
Vilhenab, John Frima
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were indicated by a digitally-enabled capability, including situation awareness, transfer of
information, coordination of platoon elements, teamwork, navigation and tactical separation, and
operational tempo. Due to the enhancement afforded by a digitally-enabled capability in
navigation, blue force tracking, and situation awareness, participants also indicated that they
were able to be as effective in both day and night operations. The digitally-enabled platoon was
better able to receive, distribute and share information with digital messaging and intra-section
radios, than the non-digital baseline. Digitally-enabled platoon elements were also able to be
more opportunistic, respond to tactical opportunities, and adapt to unexpected changes in the
mission situation much more effectively than in the non-digital condition. For all these reasons,
participants concluded that a digitally-enabled capability was very important to mission success.
Digitization and Platoon Organizational Structure
No one organizational structure optimized the benefits of digitization better than the
others. Although all structures were acceptable if equipped with a digitally-enabled capability, the
6-Group structure was judged to be very difficult to command and coordinate in the absence of
such digitization support. While the effect of a digitally-enabled capability tended to equalize a
number of factors between organizational structures, there were still many significant differences
in operational effectiveness between the three structures. The 6-Group structure was able to
create and maintain much better tactical separation in all phases of both urban and wooded
missions than the 8-man and 13-man structures. The 6-Group structure maneuvered more
widely, adopted more comprehensive and wider spaced separation when reconnoitering an
objective, and employed more flexibility of maneuver elements in the assault. However,
according to participants, the greater number of maneuver elements in the 6-Group structure, and
their greater separation, was achieved at the cost of making platoon coordination and situational
awareness more challenging for the platoon commander and the element commanders, and
raised the risks of friendly fire. Participants rated both the 8-man and 13-man organizational
structure as being significantly more acceptable than the 6-Group structure for their ability to
generate combat power and ability to sustain combat losses. Participants approved of the 13man structure because of its inherent combat power and its ability to sustain losses and still
remain effective. They believed that the 13-man sections could operate as mini-platoons and
could handle enemy forces that were typically too large for a regular 8-man section.
Future Opportunities for Swarming Tactics
By leveraging the advantages of enhanced, real-time situation awareness through
digitization, it might be possible to achieve a swarming formation of soldiers (a formation that is
typical of insect swarming models), with the capability to occupy a large area through dispersed
elements, low likelihood of detection by the enemy, and the ability to rapidly exploit opportunities
on the battlefield as they emerge. While technology provides an enabling capability for such
swarming tactics, there is still much that we don’t know about how to achieve the most effective
combination of technology, organizational structure, tactics, techniques and procedures. This
study should be considered only a preliminary foray into the research needed to maximize the
pay-off of network-enabled digitization for the dismounted infantry.
Further Reading
Linda L.M. Bossia, David W. Tackb, Harold A. Angelb, Paul G.S. Vilhenab, John Frima ,
“Investigation of alternative organizational structures for a digitized platoon”, SPIE Paper
No.6249-27, Defence Research and Development, Toronto.
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Conclusion
Maj Andrew Godefroy. Email: Godefroy.ab@forces.gc.ca
Experimentation asks, “If we do this, what will happen?” It is hoped that after reading this
primer the reader will be able to identify the assumptions and claims about Adaptive Distributed
Operations (ADO) and be prepared to challenge its weaknesses to make the concept stronger.
The Army of Tomorrow (AoT) seeks to manipulate the current Interim Army construct and explore
options for evolving its current land operations to meet the challenges of tomorrow. As a reader
of this Seminar Wargame Handbook and/or as a participant of the Directorate of Land Concepts
and Doctrine (DLCD) upcoming AoT Seminar Wargame, you are critical to that process of
experimentation.
Historically, the conceptual development of future forces in the Canadian Army usually
occurred as a response to immediate threats. Since the beginning of the Cold War, however, not
only was the immediate threat a concern but also that which may appear from somewhere just
over the horizon. This Army of Tomorrow primer presents a concept for facing those threats as
well as taking advantage of those capabilities that will very likely soon be within our collective
reach.
Continuing with this Seminar Wargame Handbook, the currently planned schedule for the
completion of the Army of Tomorrow concept development program is as follows:
28 Aug – 1 Sep 2006

AoT Seminar Wargame

13-24 November 2006

Army Experiment 9A

15 January 2007

Publication of the AoT Force Employment Concept

Any questions or comments related to any of the topics assessed within this primer may
be emailed directly to the point of contact identified within each of the sub-sections. Any
comments or questions regarding the overall production of this primer may be sent to the
Production Editor, Major Andrew B. Godefroy at the email above.
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Further Reading
The Army of Tomorrow Project has resulted in many publications in addition to this primer
examining the many facets of the conceptual and doctrinal design of future forces. For more
information on these subjects see the following publications:
Future Army Capabilities
This publication provides an overview of the five operational functions currently employed in
Canadian Army conceptual and doctrinal design. Published by the directorate of Land Strategic
Concepts, this document is available online at: http://armyapp.forces.gc.ca/dlscdcsot/Documents.asp
Towards the Brave New World: Canada’s Army in the 21st Century
In the summer of 2003 the Chief of the Land Staff held an Army Symposium to examine issues
surrounding Canada’s Army in the 21st Century, and assist senior army leadership in the
contemplation and discussion of key issues that would shape the future environment. This is
available in hardcopy only from DLSC.
Future Force: Concepts for Future Army Capabilities
Published in 2003, this publication examined emerging geopolitical, military, economic, social,
scientific, and technological trends within the emerging future security environment. This book
expands and elaborates on the five key operational functions (command, sense, act, shield, and
sustain) to further examine their meaning and linkages to the development of the Army of
Tomorrow and Future Force. This is available online at: http://armyapp.forces.gc.ca/dlscdcsot/Documents.asp
Crisis in Zefra
As a companion to Future Force: Concepts for Future Army Capabilities, this publication provides
a fictional narrative designed to illustrate emerging concepts and technologies that could become
part of Canada’s Army of the future. Set in 2025, it follows the experiences of a fire team in a
post-modern complex ‘3 block war’ environment.
This book is available online at:
http://www.army.forces.gc.ca/zefra/
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